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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, February 24, 1922.
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DISPUTE OVER WHICH

FUNERAL

G

STATE
BORN

SERVICES TO BE
HELD FOR ROMA

TORI!

VICTIMS

Army Chaplains Are to Have
Charge; All Business in
Newport News and Newport to Be Suspended.
'

EVERY VESTIGE OF
WRECK IS REMOVED

Board, is Expected to Complete Its Inquiry Into
and Report to Wash- -;
ington in Few Days,
Dis-ast- er

(By
Non-I-

flie

k,

JOURNAL.

ALBUQUERQUE
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The In- Va., Fob.
by a board of army of- -

MEBHA SKAN

WAS
JACKSON
IN IS DEBATED

SOLDIER

Feb. 23. The
Washington,
long standing dispute between
North and South Carolina as
to which state produced Andrew Jackson was debated in
the house today, hut there was
no' decision. A photostat copy
of a letter by Jackson saying
ho was born in South Carolina
was presented by Representative Stevenson of that state,
because there had "been eninto 'the permanent
grafted
volume of tho congressional
record the myth that Jackson
was born In North Carolina."
Hammer of
Representative
North Carolina, standing up
for his own state, insisted the
records accepted as authentic
that
doubt
beyond
proved
North Carolina was entitled to
the honor.
became
As the discussion
heated, Representative Byrnes
of Tennessee broko in.
"While there may be doubt
as to where Jackson was born."
"there was no
ho declared,
doubt as to where he moved,
once ho reached his majority.
He went to the volunteer state
of Tennessee, there to live and
die."
During tho friendly wrangling
members wanted to know exactly what it was that the governor of North Carolina had
said to the governor of South
Carolina on a certain historic
d
occasion antedating the
Mr. Stevenson
law.
swept away all doubt on this
point by declaring that he actually said:
"It is a devil of a long time
between drinks."
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Proposes Collection From 26
States of $28,101,644.91
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ment 86 Years Ago.
Washington, Feb. 23. The sol
dler bonus question was allowed to
simmer today, the spe"lnl commit
tee dealing with th
estioh of
ways of raising funr"
.red fur
ther sessions until ' .. ow. There
was no Indieatior Sirr a decision
would bo reach'
'some com
mitteemen Rai,'. , bill probably
vd out of com
would not bo
mittee this t ,s ,r next.
There sti' - s d to be a dispo
sition to rr ' ' j.ste slowly. Meanthat there was a
time, It v .7 y
ment among house
growing
niembp
postpone action until
the d'
iimling negotiations be
tween
United .States and the
prim-imtineu naiions ui e put under way.
Ati this tlmo sentiment in the
special committee seems to be for
reporting out a bill carrying a manufacturers' and wholesalers' tax
similar to that m force in Canada
but with lower rates.
In an open letter today to Chairman Fordnev. Representative
republican, New York, suggested a "selective bonus" for the
tho
wounded and the needy.
sick,
"There nrG many
Mr. Ansorge said, "who do not
need the bonus and do not want it,
and in the present condition of our
finance we should not force it upon
Some method should 'o
them.
provided to divert that portion of
and
the bonus to hospitalization
rehabilitation for the sick nnd
wounded, thereby
decreasing
for that purpose.
HO
cent
of our
per
"Perhaps
would fall within
this
category."
The plan calls for use of the old
draft boards for registering on the
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Discussions;

Comes Up Again Today,
(By The Wmm"
Pre.)
Feb.

23.

An

ad-

When the committee

rutnr.v

Mr.

rtcraln

new leadership bo
urged that
selected.
O. N. Marron was nominated hy
Euccnlo Romero of Mori but withdrew. A. T. Hannett of Gallup
nominated Mr. Putney, who declared thnt he would areup'. in the
hope of cleaning house.
li
After balloting ;tarted Mr.
came Into the room and
withdrew
his name, explaining
(hnt he had not been a candidate
and would not be. Mr. Hannett
then withdrew Mr. Putney' name
and the selection of Mr, Hunker
was made hy acclamation.
Upon motion of ,T. 1). Atwood ot
Ttoswell, O. N. Marron was made
The concongressional chairman.
vention then a'l'ourned to the
where a. bannr.et was served
to the visiting
members of the
committee by the Bernalillo county
representatives.
O. N. Marron acted as toastmns-te- r
nt the banquet which eighty
democrats attended. The prpgram
nnened with a song by MU.n Grace
Miss
Until
Skirt:!, after which
Daugherty
presented a whistling

rooms of the chamber of commerce.
IS ATTACKED
Ilw riyi ,1 it ii.n ....... ,..,..., .....I t.i. ..
BY SENATOR WATSON vote of appreciation for the work
no nan uone ana ns a reward, m'
was
to the position of naDebate on the Yap Agree- if. nalpro.aoted
committeeman for New Mexico,
made
vacant
the resignation
ment Is Shut Off By Other of 'Senator A. A. byJones.

PACT

Washington,

Month

1

By the Administration
Arthur Seligman. of Santa Fe
for a Compromise on chairman
of the
state
Reservations Fails of Im- central committee democratic
for Xm Movlm
'for more than seven vears. yester
mediate Success,
day resigned that post at the mee t

Move

Senate

H5c a

Democratic Committee Holds Meeting Here;
Jones Retires From National Post; O. N.
Pvlarron of Albuquerque Mads Congressional Chairman; Visitors Entertained.
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Fill PLlt

vestlgauon
d
fioers of tho disaster of the
airship Itoma was continued was
no
word
perhere today, hut
mlttod to leak out cf the executive
session concerning the character o!
The hoard is
evidence presented.
expected to complete its inquiry and
report to Washington within a few
days.
Meanwhile preparations wero be- gun for public funeral services for
victims at Newport
the thirty-fou- r
News tomorrow. All business will
he suspended here and in that city
while the brief service is held under direction cf army chaplains.
Every vestige of the wreck of
tho huge craft, which crashed to
earth Tuesday at the Hampton
lioads army base, was removed today and parts of tho former proud
ship of the air were removed in-to
DF
USED
Newport News, where the final
vestigation will he held.
Failure of Control;!.
Failure of tilt controls to function properly is believed hy some
TO KILL TAYLO
survivors to have been the immediate cause of the disaster, although
Charles V. Dvorak, superintendent
of airship construction at McCook
Field, Dayton, Ohio, stated today Story of Fields, held in De- that the failure of the controls to
troit, Has Not Been Borne
work was an aerodynamic theory
and was not necesr .rily tho cause
Out Bv Authorities in the
of the trouble.
Ma,1or John D.
Annol Pit
Keardon, another of the injured,
flllycl
on the other hand, said that "the
wreck of the Roma was undoubtedVrcsn.)
(Ky The AsnnHuL-iLos Angeles, Calif., Feb. 23.
ly due to failure of controls."
Home of the bodies which were Search for tho revolvei with which
taken to the morgue at Newport William Desmond Taylor was slain
News on the evening of the disaster three weeks ago was abandoned tohave already been pent to their day without results after deputy
homes but the funeral services in sheriffs had spent
about fifteen
that city will he in honor of those hours in a painstaking search of
A chap- the place where Harry N. Fields
Mho died in the wreck.
lain from Fortress Monroe will read had said they would find it.
the service for the army; civil rites
Fields, held' In Detroit cn a forgwill be carried out under the lead- ery charge, made what purported
to be a full statement of his con
ership o" several local ministers
and a few brief tributes to the men. nection with the Taylor' murder,
with music by military bands will Helling tho officers at Detroit that
close the ceremony.
he wiis the chauffeur of the car in
The caskets will be placed side which the slayer of Taylor rode to
each
the
flag the director's home.
.by side,
draped by
for whose henor the occupants died
As a circumstance of his stateand each covered with the floral ment. Fields described with some
tributes of the city, the American detail the place where, he said th?
revolver used waa afterward thrown
legion and friends and relatives.
sheriffs worked
away. Deputy
there, in a block of ground near
WEALTHY N. Y. WIDOW,
the Taylor residence, until almost
BELIEVED
IS
daylight today. They resumed the
DEAD,
search again early in the forenoon
IN
LOCATED
CHICAGO and finalty abandoned it Eaveral
hours later.
The deputies reported, however,
Chicago, Feb. 23. Mrs. E. S.
thcat there were so many hedges,
New
Ycrk
Cheatham,
wealthy
widow, who for several months was thickets and other possible places
believed to have been dead, was lo- ct concealment for a revolver, that
cated here today living in a rented their failure waa not proof conroom in a south side residential clusive that the Fields statement
section inhabited largely by per- was untrue, but were inclined to
sons of only moderate means. Mrs. take their failure ns an indication
Cheatham said she had purposely that the doubt of Fields' story ex
officers
hidden herself in the hope that her pressed by the Detroit
probably were well founded.
disappearance would prevent a
between her daughter aril
soml-rigi-
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Dally

CITY

Oes-treic-

was called

to order, the resignations of both
Mr. Seligman and Mr. Jones were
on the desk of the secretary. L'pon
motion of. V. I). Waltcn, of Silve"
City, the committee decided to fill

first tho national vacancy before
a comproconsidering the state position.
mise on reservations to the
When the national commitle
Pacific treaty f.iiitd of immediate succors tud-.- y ofrer it hud appointment was taken up, ltobert
Putney, of Albuquerque, noini
stirred up a spirited debit" In the nated
O. N. Marron, of Albmiuer
senate foreign relations commit- que. W.
II. Walton placed in nomi
tee.
nation
the name ot Mr. Seligman.
Coming directly from a confer- lie urged that Mr. Seligman
could
ence
President
with
Harding. "whittle money out of the national
Lodge of the committee, laid be- committee," which was what was
fore his colleagues a revised reserneeded in New Mexico.
vation declaring in specific terms urgently
Mr.
rose to obiect to Se solo.
that tho treaty does not contem- ligman'sPutney
Dennis Chaves was called upon
selection,
prefacing his reksjZUWr
plate an "alliance" and drafted to marks by the statement that he for the first address. He Insisted
restake
the
of
the
that
blanket
the American public would
place
realized what he was about to say
A new photo of Miss Math-hiMcC'ormick, aligiiting troia
correct the mistake which it mado
tur at ervation to which a majority of tho wciuu not
exlie
Jl
popular.
McCormick
in
the
hore Chicago.
committee members previously had plained that he had opposed the when it voted In the national and
indicated their support.
slate or ID IS" which, he asserted stale republican tickets in 1 920. A,
Harold F. McCormick, Interna- engaged and Miss McCormlck's
Attack Reservation.
had cost the election in New Mex- T. Hannett, following, asked "what
Those who sponsored the origi ico (hat year and had given the re had become of the 'great mini's'
tional Harvester head, has formally statement that she would try to get
announced the engagement of his her parents' consent. She met the nal blanket qualification immedipublicans control of the I'nited that were to assist Mr. Harding?"
master while in Switzerland ately opened fire on the new res- States senate. He asked thnt the He answered by pointing out the
daughter Mathilde, Bixteen, to Max riding
the
doha'e
and
ervation
hour
for years with her mother. Edith
democrats do those things which activities of Klfeiro Baca, Oeorgo
Oser, Swiss riding master, forty- - Rockefeller
who re- which followed was described hy would give the people faith in the Armijo and Col. R. F.. Twitnhclt.
McCormick,
eight. McCormlck's announcement cently obtained a divorce from
Charles Gi'bert of Roswell praissenators present as the stormiest party's leadership.
followed reports that tho two were
ed the republicans, citing in satire
W. J. Parker, of Santa Fe. secpassage witnessed in the commit
tee since the days of the Versailles onded the nomination of Mr. Selig- the change In the prices of cattle,
man, He praised the state chair- sheep and alfalfa. Mi's. Lewis B.
treaty fight.
Senator Flora h of Idaho, and man for the work ho had done and Thompson gave a piano solo. Col.
Donnt
Senator Johnson
of Californiw, Ihe extremely capable manner in T. K. B. Sellers urged the necesI
SENATOR
among tho republicans, and Sena which he had conducted the office. sity of n house cleaning in the
jliean, Nebraska, came forward with
tor Pomereno of Ohio on the dem- A. T. Hannett. of Gallup, said that lower body of the stato legislature,
a proposal to finance a bonus
ocratic side were said to have led by nil the rules of the game, Mr. lie advised the creation of a legiscollection
from
the
through
partly
tho opposition to the administra- Seligman was entitled to be national lative committee to work toward
91
sta
of j2R.10t.c-twenty-siHE
tion
01
Harry Patton, of that end. Harry Patton told ot
proposal while all the other committeeman.
!ITS TODAY TO reservationists
them by the federal govern- final Clovis; Cha-lc- s
reserved
Gilbert, of Iloswell, the "Down and Out" club whicli
(loaned
mer-- elThty-sl- x
inyears ago. He
In his advocacy of the and ,'. H. Crist, cf Ftio Arriba, had been active during the dav.
judgment.
troduced a Mil to direct the treas
J. H. Crist, asked to respond to
draft, Senator Lodge wan added their praise of Mr. Seligman.
"I have been in all the state the toast: "The Ladles," expressed
ury department to call for a refund
by Senators Kellogg of
G
S
of the principal with Interest at 4
nnd New of Indiana, campaigns since 1 84," paid Mr. his inability to do so. but asserted
nor cent from the date of the loans.
Crist. "T have worked with all that he should be a prominent
republicans.
0
This would yield a total of SI
Without taking action, the com- state chairmen and have held that member of tho "Down and Out"
nno, Mr. Andrews estimated.
mittee adjourned until tomorrow post eight years myself. Mr. Selig- club, having been defeated for offB.v The A"n!iiir
Trets.)
The balance needed for meeting William R. Hill Rocites in
and various groups began confer- man has done more than all the fice eleven times. He read an apWashincto-i- .
a sold'er honua could he met
Feb. 23. Senator ences in tho nope that
of Woodrow Wilson
some more other chairmen put together. If he preciation
Detail How He Killed
national committeeman, lie from Collier's Weekly, after which
conversion of t'.ie British
of Iowa will resign from satisfactory
through
Kenyon
for
compro is made
ground
d'-- t into marketable securities, he
In
uo
more
the
first
lwl!1
Summers
Burkhart
campaign
a
explained
to
mise
found
he
the
senr.te tomorrow, following his
Helen
prevent
might
Short,
said.
durin than n!l our previous national com briefly the aims of the Woodrow
debate
of an appointment as a long republican
acceptance
the
mitreemen
done
existence
have
of
the
Wilson foundation.
His Stepdaughter.
Fxplalnlng
committeo consideration
of the
Mr. Putney explained that he
Judge of the eighth federal circuit treaty. Tonight the opposing elefund he rooosed should be colR. II. Hnnna, the closing speakcourt
and will lie suc- ments
was not attacking Mr. SeligniRn. er, received a vigorous hand when
lected from the tat.e.t, Mr. Andrews
AasnelntM
The
were
no
nearer
(tiy
Prm.)'
apparently
receeded
Charles
A.
in
hy
but
the
mid that
insisted that the people of
1R3R, with a surplus of
he roso to talk, attesting to the afthan before.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 13. Puffing publican stale chairmanFlawson,
of Iowa. togetherPresident's
state had lost faith in the leader- fection which the democrats feci
fund.s on hand and no secure place
Attitude,
Mr. Itawson Is expected to be
to store them, congrers
Mr.
of
enncted nonchalantly at n clg.irett and
for
him. Ho was Introduced by
Seligman,
ship
The
of the presiin
tomorrow.
Governor dent precise attitude
'Tt is timp to clean our house Mr. Marron as "not only the finest
legislation transferrin? the fund to without visiblo ri.ji of en.i lion, sworn
was
reservations
regarding
of
Kendall
,
.
.
Iowa
and
members
will
of
who
on
smok1...
in
in
the
states
the hasia of population William Riley H'll sat
nnd put
hut also
the
democrat in New
people
Iowa congressional delegation1""' xp.ame io uie con inutw oy hrlng faith from the general pub- tho finest citizen in New Mexico."
with the stipulation that, it was to ing car of the tru
which was la the
will
attend the ceremony and he cd tho
demhe
lic."
declared.
In
remain with the states "until con- carry him to the utate
the
the
closing
hanquet,
impression that Mr. Hardpenitentiary guests at a luncheon to be given by
Walton moved that the nomina- ocrats
gress directs otherwise."
Congress at Canon
thirty seconds In
ing was not disposed to accede to tions close. Mr. Putney sought to silence inspent
City today and rucl'e.l m Senator Cummins of Iowa.
has authority. Mr. Andrews con- detail
memories
of
the
honor
the blanket proposal introduced
how ho ldlied his
Retirement of Senator Kenyon several
a secret ballot, but that move of P. F. McCanna. Antonio Lucero,
tends to require renavment.
9 year oid Helen Maxino Short. will
-'
days ago by Senator Ilran get
if...leave vacant (he chairmanship
" .1 v....! i""" Marcos C. de Baca and Elmer E.
Th" amounts loaned the states,
'
"'"
Connecticut,
He murdered the child, accord- rf tlla tannntn ntrvi ri
republican,
nr. . ..!.,. . degee,
which in each Instance, if repaid,
Veeder.
his ii
and now nwaiting action.
c
ov.,1
Fternnlillo county delegation cast
with 4 rier cent interest fould total ing to his own story, by niacins
that th,J their
,nd,clt'J
South
a.
Dako
is
Dennis
republican
for
ballots
1
"meS ,he pHnCl- - 1K'5? with
'!rly.
Marron,
LIVESTOCK
"S0
until ine col- - derstood to be scheduled for the
boh
Mr.
Marron's INFECTED
withdrew
but failing Chaves
reservations
Ho , wired heavy r.nir". ad
,., ,,.
namo and mado the election of Mr.
Maine and
...
,.
IHIIH.
BEING SMUGGLED INTO
Illl.l.noo lapsed.
.1,
!!.
New
each: Alabama.
,
- ,! ,' PU"licnn, Idaho, is in line for the
','. .7.'
........ ... Seligman by acclamation.
. iifunii Hampshire
.v..
i tr
iiuu u. Minima oi niw
.rtxln.lloi ' ' ' w.......tt
h ,1 Bfiiintn
nlna unocr
Mr. Marron, who had been call'
TEXAS, ITJS CHARGED
,
railroad
on
reservation
,
tho
the
1
proposals.
."Ll.:::v:L.iZ
Hurlington
,.v,i,.'
,
......
...
,
.:.u.m-,.ai iiroii u
' ,'-v,i it
ed out of tho room, returned with
i.i
!...!
,,,.,
..nDW,n
nf
,1,.,10,,.,,.
,,;,s.
ivnvur.
.:,.o...i
III
UCltlUIPIIIJ,
illcil
ii'njliiill,
It
is
which
said.
nnd
Mr. Seligman
end New Jersey, $764,(170 each;
committee,
(By The AinorluteJ rewl.)
congratulated
answering he desires to retain.post,
however, the administration lead- the committeo
on having lone the
Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 23. In
Missouri nnd Rhode allAs Hill told inthoa story,
Mc
of
matter
;7
ar
c.'naio.
warny
questions
.:'V.".;L. ,;7.r
moving
Another vacancy to he filled byli
fected livestock is being smuggled
right thing.
way wnien maue more wno oca u t,, rptlrprrlpnt of snntor Kenyon
$2,867.-G1When tho state chairmanship into Texas from New Mexico, J. E.
M.014.R20: Pennsvlvan!
.
to the committee today as an
!, m s.iuui w,
draft
i
!s
2
7
S
unofi
the
2.
the
:
of
moved
that
Walton
South
was
chairman of the stati
!)8,4
chairmanship
Virginia.
brought up.
nnnucuucu
proposal acceptable Mr. S"ligman's resignation be ac- livestock
flelal.
commission.
ngrlcnltural bloc, administration
Carolina and Oeoreia. S1.AR1.422: vieieu r.ouer.
sanitary
drew
fornor
to
did
he
invo
the
a'..ay.
slayer
untarily
Kan-Lapresident,
nun Illinois,
republican.
Jouisiana.
.
cepted. This was done i.nd Mr. charged here today. He advocated
con Senator
4i(.i
Hill,
in
It
as
a
,,,,,,.,
offer
for
Urighton,
substitute
night
mally
C.
of
a
law carrying a pen
Oestreich passage
each; Kentucky, North Carolina H.LL'U Ul Ola Bl UJI llu U;,Jll'-Putney moved that W.
tho Urandegee reservation.
He is be
Tho conven- alty against bringing In Infected
made chairman.
and Tennessip, $1,433,757
each; der, confessed in writing his guiit row to this position.
AiTHORiTir s nrciv
to
understood
have
only "suggestrecess stock. At present he said the in
Indiana. $S(iO,-25$2,007,260;
wnt Into a
of Adams
POl'UT FIELDS' STORY Ohio, Arkansas
ed" it, without committing either tion
Delaware and Mich- to Sheriff Ed Uormley,
spectors onlv can turn back tho
while lenders conferred.
or
Us
himself
to
county.
supMr,
Harding
After the recess A. L. Zlnn of stock and allow the owner to go un
Detroit, Mich., Feb. 23. Au- igan, J2S6.751 each.
"I wanted the public to know all
port.
nominated
Tucumcari
George mhlested.
thorities here withheld decision to
the facts in the case before 1 was
Text Held In Confidence.
Hunker of Ijis Vegas. It was exto the penitentiary and un
night as to the value of a purport
text
The
new
reservation
the
of
plained that Mr. Hunker would OPERATORS WILLING
ed confession of Harry M. Fields,
that I was temporarily
also was held in confidence, an need
an assistant to carry the brunt
that he was implicated in the mur- - G.
ino when I killed mv little girl,
members of the committee
said
TO HOLD CONFERENCE
wno
men
der of William Desmond Taylor,
told
newspaper
not
had
It
to
make
promised
they
Los Angeles film director. Sheriff
crowded about him in the smoklns
It provides, briefly, that
public.
WjTH MINE WORKERS
car.
Irving J. Coffin, to whom Fields
the treaty is not understood by the
made a number of statements con- "Several times since the trial I
United States as forming an "alli(By The Amu laird - nut.)
made up my mind to toil Sheriff
ccrning tho crime, said he had
ance," or committing this governChicago, Feb. 23. Illinois coal
Gormlev about it. but I never had
communicated
the complete de- ment to the use of force, or as prooperators have not refused to meet
Then ghosts
sufficient courage.
a
inns
oi
ine
with the United Mine Workers ot
viding for the exercise of any
came to me In my cell at night. I
related by Fields, to tho Los AnAmerica but are willing and anxpower by this government, exceot
ARE
CAMPAIGN
could not sleep and when I did
geles authorities, and was awaiting
to hold a conference, Dr. F. C,
usual
laid
the
ious
processes
through
further advice from them.
Misconduct
sleep I had dreams in which II saw
With
School
In
down
the
American
constitution.
Honnold,
secretary of the Illinois
saw
A statement by Edward Balhorn,
my little girl in that pond.
Its language follows almost exact
Ctal Operators
association, de
Girls Charged
a detective, who brought Fields
snakes crawl all over mo. Finally,
Aaainst
in
clared in a statement issued tonight.
ly the words of the president
here from Buffalo, apparently Republicans Are Preparing
couldn't ;lf"d " a."i l,"n5er and
DOOR
TO
6enth0
The
bofore
coal
the
operators have only retreaty
Riokard; Plercls Not Guilty ilntylne
I wrote
i- served to strengthen the theory
.1..
fused to meet in a joint conference
that FieldB' Btory was without
io rioorj ine uouniry wun HIM Rhowed not the slightest
While the committee
Furnishes Bond.
elements
including four states, he said.
trace of nervousness and appeared
foundation.
were reforming lines for a renewal
Helpful Propaganda,
more like a man starting upon a
The Aiirl:itfit Pr..
Ralhnrn said that when he
(Br
of
the
0
tomorrow
argument at
AT WHITE
Now York, Feb: 23. Financial RECEPTION
vacation trip than one beginning a
tne
(Continued on
New York.
Charges.
Two.,
...
i "tw
treaty was storms
.... meeting,
.
.
Wall street.
. .
in speculative
life term in prison. As the news.,..,
i
.
u
POSTPONED
oemue
HOUSE
IS
oy
senator
SDorts
Tiromntor
"
tnnlirht
Itickara.
he
left
begat,
paper delegation
(By The Asflnclnted Pmw.)
he was
under four
Indictments Watson, democrat, Georgia, who
hnni.rnfrv
reading a paper. Previously
, Washington,
Feb. 23. Charges offered
mmu" last night, hit four more houses to
(l.r The AmmicI fp Press.)
objection to posing for charging him with misconduct
,
w 1T ,
that a group of republicans who newspaperno photographers.
with four school girls whose ages
Washington, Feb. L'3. Due to
ar-- ;
v.
diction
th
that
i
expect to be candidates for office
i.
the
4!.i
Roma
disaster and the mourn11
from
wearing
to
15.
range
neatly dressed,
next fall have discussed with "sev- a Ho washorsesheo
Two of the indictments, alleg- .iJlllu
?
were filed in federal court ing occasioned by the loss of live.1
pin of gold
f"
X,
huge
ruptcy
,nPnalv;
eral managers of the motion picof army personnel, President and
Ull
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Every theater poor protection of American lives
land In reference to the motives unpopular.
property, Representative Conally Rlcknrd abducted the Gasko girl requisition on the state of Arizona hnve dlsapeared from the city.
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"Mr. Mayo,
my
hlamed me for all the trouble with
his wife my daughter, Charlotte
and I thought that if they believed
me dead there would be no more
told
difficulty," Mrs. Cheatham
reporters today after confessing
"The case dragged and dragged
end I don't know what will happen
now."
Mrs. Cheatham's
clothing wai
fonud In a bathing locker last summer but until today no trace of
her waa found.

UNIVERSITY TRAINING
FOR ADULTS PLANNED
Aorlntn1 Trem.)
Washington, Feb. 23. By a resolution adopted at today's session
of its executive council, the American Federation of Labor agreed to
with tho Workers Education bureau, a New York trades
union organization, in endeavoring
to extend tho benefltj of university
training to adult labo- - union mem
bers. The federation will author
ize a committee to frame a work
ing agreement with the bureau
under which the work will be carried on.
Labor spokesmen characterized
the bureau's plan as the most far
reaching ever devised for increasing educational facilities to
working men,
(B.r The

ATTOnXKY DROPS DEAD.
Lcs Angeles, Calif., Feb. 23.
Karl Rogers, once known as one of
the great criminal lawyers of the
west, dropped dead today in a hotel
room. The body was found by a
business associate.
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FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 23. New
Mexico: Friday
and
Saturday,
generally fair; rising temperature
east portion.
Aristcna: Friday, partly cloudy;
Saturday.
generally fair; little
change in temperature.
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CIVIL CASES

PRETTY MUSICIAN SAYS HER IIUSHAND
FORCED HER TO EAT POISON ; FACES DEATH THOROUGH PROBE

DECIDED

TO RESULT FROM

February 21, 1922.
RESIGNS SEAT

GEDDES
IN

BRITISH

1

HOUSE

,'t

I

(By Thu AMoclHtfd Freat.)
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SUPREME COURT

Bl CHIEF

BQ1

Bf

RGIJPSTER

(S;erlnl CorrewponriYnre to fie umumu.'.
Gen. Pershing Outlines a .Santa Ke, Feb. 23. In six civil
Prin- cases that have been decided by
New "Economic
the supreme court, the district
Peace
to
Govern
court has been affirmed in all but
ciple''
one. The one exception was Vidn
Time Maintenance.
versus James
Bowers, appellee,
(By The Anchitcd I'rrm.)
Washington. Feb. i3. A now
to govern
'economic principle"
of nil
pence time maintenance
I. lunches o
the mniy regulars, nation:! l or organized reserves, was
laid today by General I'ershinB beon
fore the house
General
appropriations.
army
I'crshins'j statement 01(1 not deal
.

oi.iu.ifin itiictiOTlK II M tO UlC
strength of the regular army durintr
ifh

the coming fiscal year, tho officer
that "in view of a
army
in
reduction"
possible
of the "destrength consideration
velopment of a national army from
ben economical
standpoint,"
came especially important.
Tho general's statement concluded t lie hearings of the committee
unci it is expected .0 be prepared
u submit Us report in about a week.
A tier pointing out that the regular armv wan "relatively small at
present," and limited in numbers,
first, by the existing army organization act and later by the approsaid
priations act, General I'crsliing printhat the following economic miliciple might be stated as to the
the country
organization
tary
thould maintain:
"in organizing the peace establishment, no unit should be maintained in a more expensive category if it cm he safely and advanless extageously maintained in amobilized
pensive category, andmeet the retherefrom in time to
quirements of an emergency."
The officer said that the cost of
each group of the new army was
different, tho regulars being more
costly than thu national guard,
which in turn cost more than the
organized reserves. In explanation
of this, he added, tmu "it wouiu. ue.
of course, understood that regular
nrmy organizations must be maintained for dutv in foreign garrisons
for
upon the Mexican border,
emergency service at home or exand
abroad
peditionary purposes
for nil other duties which in the
nature of things could not bo performed bv the citizen soldiers."
this principle, he
Application
paid, "would lay the foundation for
a military organization at minimum
tMyintr, however,

11

C

cost"

A second conclusion, which he
elated was as follows:
"The primary mission of the regular personnel within the United
States is to develop the national
guard and the organized reserves
and to establish a national training
system."
In this connection he said "that
while the main obstacle" to application of this principle was that
military training in the United
Ktates "is entirely voluntary," Increasing interest was being manifested in the national guard and-threserve as well as in the military training camps.
Still another principle he laid
down was a i follows:
the citizen nrmy we
"In
. 1.....I.1 training n a mnnv rpsprvft Of- offi
ficers nnd
cers as possioie as student limirucu-ur- s
trainand staff personnel in our
esing enmps and other training

tablishments."
In relation to this, he stated that

full development of the system he
was broadly picturing "cannot he
carried out hy the regular army
nlone, even at its present size, nor
in it advisable that all Instruction
he given by regular personnel."
As to the future functions of
the rerular army, he laid down this
principle:
"Thnt portion nf the regular army
rot required for general overhead
purpose!-- shall bo formed into two
composed of
separate forces, one distributed
In
Irtlning nganlzMlons,areas
and the
the several corps
comforce
other an expeditionary
at efposed of regvi'nr armv units Immefective strength ready for
accorddiate service and stationed
ing to convenience for service."

INSTITUTE MARKSMEN
BEAT ILLINOIS TEAM
Com men'Vnce to The
Roswell, X. M. Feb. 21. The
v
team of the New Mexico
under challenge
institute,
from tho rnvalrv unit. R. O. T. C,
University nf Il'lnols, his lust completed a contest In which the institute scored 1.791 out of n possible
points nnd the University nf Illinois 1.700. the Institute
thereby winning by !1 points.
The highest individual score was
made by Tilsy, J. W. of the University of Illinois, who made 1SS
nut of a. possible
200, beatlne
Cadet MePnnouirh. high man of
the institute, by one point. The
members nf the cadet team were:
Illnkle, Pmlthers.
McUonough.
Taker. Pool, Boone, Carter. Clarke.
Bullock and Johnson. That of the
University of Illinois: Tilsy, Young.
Oinette. Wilson. Wegfnrth,
Russell, Kvans Towne and
StMfl:1

.Tom-nil.-

Mlll-tir-

2.0-n-

t.

from

Whole Question of Military
Value of Lighter Than
Air Craft Will Be Investigated By Army.

Union

appellant,
county. This was a ffai' to quiet
title. The cause was reversed and
remanded, with instructions to sustain the demurrer.
The five car.es affirmed wcro a.s
follows:
i''rod W. Thayer, appellee, versus
the Denver and 1,'io Grande.
from
company, appellant,
Santa Fe county, t'tiit for damages
sustained by
to cover Injuries
Thayer while he was employed by
the company. This was tho third
time the case had been before the
supreme court.
J. F. I'.arev, appellee, versus 'W.
G. MoAdio, directoi general of railroads, appellant, from lddy county.
to cattle ship.Suit for damages
ments.
T!.
Woodward, et al, appelHugh
lees, versus Wallaco IJbbey, appellant, from Union county. Suit to
recover for breach of contract to
furnish registration certificates for
cattle.
Manurlltn I.opez as guardian, etc.,
et all, appellees, versus Clodoveo
rel
Lopez, appellant, nnd state exverIopez, et nl, appellees,
sus Luciano JTaes, et al, administrators, etc., appellants, from Colfax county. Suit to compel an accounting and judgment from the
surety on a bond, where the guard
Ian of property of minor children
absconded.

(By The Amoclaied Prrm.)
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PIONEER PLUMBER OF
LAS VEGAS, ILL BUT
TWO DAYS, IS DEAD
(Sperliil ( orrpspondr nee to The Journiil.)
Feb. 23.
Laa Vegas, N. M

K. Vogt, a resident of Las
Vegas for thirty years, tiled alter
an illness of but two days. Mr.
Vogt had been hi the plumbing ande
healing business hero for twenty-fivyears, and was one of the best
men in tho southwest in this line
of work.
Mr. Vogt was born In Kansas
19, 1870. He loarn- City,
ed his trade in four years apprenticeship with Charles Daughcrty, a
master plumber, of that city, and
was the only apprentice to receive
as the gift of the firm a complete
set of tools. He was married March
1, 191S, to Miss Carrie Bell Walght,
of Kansas City, and Is survived by
her nnd their daughter, Mrs. Will-laCrowley. Mr. Vogt's mother,
Mrs. Charles Vogt, of Williams,
Arizona. Is here. Other relatives
are Harvey, Waiter, Herman andFred Vogt. of Kansas City, nrotnera, and Mrs. Harry Vail and Mrs.
George Kirkcnhaner, of Kansas
City, and Mrs. Floyd Mesmcr. of
Mrs.
sisters.
Williams, Arizona,
Vail is on her way here.
unconscious
Mr. Vogt became
Sunday ni';ht after retiring, and
with
was 'awakened
difficulty.
d
Thyslclans declared a clot of bloc
on the brain was the cause. Mr.
became rapidly
Vogt's condition
worse, and his death was not unexpected, though it was a great
shock to his family. Several weeks
ago Mr. Vogt, while at work, suffered a bad fall, which Is believed
to have been the cause of his
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Audrey Creighton Ryan.
Audrey Creiphton Hyan, pretty violinist of California, has been
fightinp the effects of a deadly poison in a Paris hospital She says her
husband, Thomas Stewart Ryan, an American writer, forced her to take
poison tablets at the point of a knife. She says she took them to carry
out a suicide pact. When the couple were found Ryan's wrists and
throat were slashed. He says he inflicted the wounds. She had announced that she would seek a divorce from Ryan.

MORMONS PURSUED BY
A MOB
NPLYMOUTH
(By The AhsocIuIfi". I'resn.)
Plymouth ltock, Kr.g., Feb.

FIRE TO
BURN ON LIUEIiTY

DAY SPENT IN FIELD
BY N.
M.JVU. CADETS

MEMORIAL ALTAR

(Special CorreKpondrnrr to The Journiil.)
Koswell, N. M. ,Feb. 23. It has

longo been a practice of the New
Military institute to celebrate Washington's
birthday by
some form of military field exercises. This year A troop left for the
field on Tuesday afternoon.
This
troop was mounted, carrying full
of
haverblankets,
pack consisting
sack, shelter tent, canteen, mess
kit, rifle and sabre.
Under (command of Major Yancey the troop marched sixteen miles
east of Roswell to the Bottomless
lakes where they went into ca. .p
for tho night. Wednesday morning
thj remainder of the squadron of
cadets was talvn by means of auto
trucks to the vicinity of the lakes
where an attack was made on the
mounted outpost. After successfully capturing the outpost the troops
were assembled nnd each cadet issued rations and instructed how to
prepare his individual dinner, cooking over a camp fire.
In the afternoon all returned to
the institute where, after enjoying
a plunge in the big swimming pool,
regular duties were resumed.
Within the past month a heating
plant has been installed in the
swimming pool which is proving of
grout joy to the cadets. A regular
swimming Instructor is in charge
and. all cadets will ho required to
become proficient in the art of
swimming.

FIND NO TRACE
OF PISTOL USED
TOKILL TAYLOR

2.1

(by the Associated
t'ress.) A
number of Mormon missionaries
were pursued through the streets
yesterday by a mob because of
their utterances in Market Square.
The police rescued tho Mormons
with difficulty.

London, Feb. 23 (by the AssociHome of the newspaated 1'rcss.)
pers recently have been conducting
a campaign against Mormon activities throughout the country, alleging that tho missionaries were trying to obtain women converts who
would proceed to Utah end embrace polygamy. This statement is
denied by the Mormon elders, but
their meetings have been broken
up in Eomo of the thickly populated suburban districts.
Tho authorities have been urged
from various sources to take action with a view to expelling tho
members of the sect. Home Kecre-tar- y
Shortt yesterday Interviewed
two of the Mormon lenders, but the
result of their conversation was not
death.
Mr. Vogt was a member of the divulged.
Knights of Pythias and rf the Fraternal brotherhood. Funeral arrangements have not been made.
CONSTANT

Me.-.ic-

One of the oldest business women
The cadet team has done a great In the state of Ohio is Mrs. Sarah
d"al of practice during the present F.rnst, who has been a milliner In
session and Is now preparing to Newark for forty-on- e
years.
shoot a match against A. and M. of
Texa and other schools maintainVnnn's his Jewelry auction. Next
ing cavalry units.
sale, Saturday 2 p. in.
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Fields at pollco headquarters, where lie was booked on
a forgery charge, he found a bank
searched

book, in the name of "Sam
showing a deposit of J180 in
a Chicago bank February 2. Fields,
ho raid, explained that he sometimes used the name of "Coplin."
Sheriff Coffin said tonight that
efforts to locate this bank book
had failed. As the Taylor murder
was committed on the night of
February 1, Fields' presence in
Chicago the following day would
preclude his participation in the
crime.
Fields today held steadfastly to
his story of the killing. Sheriff
Coffin stated, and even furnished
additional details.
He told the
sheriff a Chinese fired the shot
that killed Taylor, buried the pistol near the Taylor home and later
paid Fields JDOO for driving the
automobile in which the Chinese,
a white man and a woman went to
Hollywood.
Another woman beside the one
who was present when the crime
was committed, was Implicated In
the murder, Fields said. The four
were motion pictor actors and ac
tresses, according to the story.
Their names hnve been given to
Los Angeles authorities,
These men and women. Fields
told the sheriff, met three times
prior to February 1, to plan the
crime.
Their plans, Fields said,
were completed on January 31,
when they engaged him to act as
Chauffeur.
Fields said he could not dlvnlorp
the motive for the slaying, adding
that the rour plotters were engaged bv persons he did not know.
to slay Taylor.
Cop-lln-

Constipation, biliouinett and
like annoying ill will
quickly disappear
MOTHER is always anxious
to give the safest and best
medicine to a constipated baby,
but is puzzled which to select
Let her decide by the ingredients on the package.

A

Every bottleofDr.CaldVell's
Syrup Pepsin has the formula
printed plainly on the outside
of the carton underthe portrait

of Dr. Caldwell, who wrote the
prescription in 1892. You will
find that it is a combination of
Ejryptian Senna and other
simple laxative herbs with pepsin. It will not gripe the baby,
and it is free from narcotics.
A bottle sufficient to last a
family several months can be
had at any drug store, and the
cost is only about a cent a dose.
While no one, young or old,
need take a drastic purgative
like salts or calomel, be especially careful what you give a

(By Tlin Asxorlated l"r

Washington,

2 3.

tho heart. The ingredients of
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin are
recommended by the U. S.
Pharmacopoeia.
Half-Ounc- e

Bottle Free

Few escape constipation, to even if you do not
Itquire a laxative at this moment let me send
Trial flott( of my Syrup
you a
Pepsin FREE OF CHARGE to that you will
have it handy vjhen needed. Simply send your
name and aadrtst to Dr. vV. B. CaldvjeW, 314
Washington St., Monticello, ill. Write mctoday.
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London, Feb. 23 (by the Associated Press.) Sir Eric Oeddes,
former first lord of the admiralty and later minister of transport, formally resigned his seat In
the house of commons today. He
returns to business life.
Sir Eric's latest notable activity was as head of the economic
committee, appointed to find a
means of clipping
100,000.000
from the national expenditure,
which reported recommendations
which would account for more
than three quarters of this sum,
some .,of the suggested ways of
saving being through reductions
of 50,000 officers and men in the
army and 35.000 officers and men
In the navy. The British admiralty
to
the Geddes
took exception
rerecommendation
committee's
garding the navy, issuing a statement declaring its major recom
mendations were based on a serious misconception of the character and requirements of the British naval organization.
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Make Your
Automobile Smile
Give it a new finish
good-lookin-

well-ke-

g,

Wli

and give your- -

motor car. Use

pt

Lucas Automobile Finish
This is specially prepared for automobiles. It dries quickly
with a smooth brilliant gloss. It gives a hard, elastic finish
that does not crack or become dull. Come in and select
the color for your car.

To Cure a Cold
in One Day
Take

Jw

laxative

jprZSk

State Distributors.
First and Copper.

Phone 305.

fefeay l$MM

QuinSnes

mmMr

tablets &

Be sure you get

fwind Shield
1

I

at'

J.

4r

Glass-Lumb-

f New Mexico

er

C. BAI.IMillXiE LL.MIII K CO.
Sou 111 Urn! Street.
rlion 402.

The genuine bears this signature

0- -

I

f

C. H. CARNES

11

107 S.

Fourth.

Phone

FOR SALE

WATER MOTOR
J
OORNJV) FFIC E

sraaRE,raACTiN,;tAI1

j&
Price 30c

Steel Co. Inc.

Ibillerniakrn and Wclriem.
2100 South Second St.
Tel. 11)17-3-

v
I

41

1057--

Special Values For
.Friday's .Selling
LOWER PRICES ON COTTON MATERIALS FOR FRIDAY
CRASH TOWELING

;

8

Yards for

Dress Gingham at 22c
27 inch, fine

$1.09

un- Linen finish Crash Toweling,
bleached or bleached, regular 20c
value. Friday Special at 8 yds. for $1.00

quality Dress Gingham in
large assortment of checks and
plaids' Fnday Special yard
22c
a

Check Nainsook,

81x90 Pepperill Sheets, regular $2.00
value. Friday Special
$1.65

inches wide, in
ReSular 35c value. Friday
Special, yard
25c
36

vvhite on,y- -

ht

Madras Shirting in a good assortment
of patterns, regular 60c value. Friday
49c

Special

DUIT TOBACCO
So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Cigar, or Chewing Habit

eral extension of time for the filing of income tax returns was
has helped thousands
granted corporations today by In- to break the costly,
Hevenua
ternal
Commissioner
tobacco
Whenever vou
habit.
Blnlr.
have a longing for a smoke or a
Corporations are given unto .Tune chew, Just
place a harmless
IB under a new trensury decision
Baa tablet In your mouth Instead.
for completing returns of Income All
desire
Shortly the habit
stops.
for the calendar year 1921, the Is completely broken,
and you are
fiscal year ended January 31,
off mentally, physically, fi1922, and the fiscal year ending belter
so
It's
easy, so simple
February 28, 1922. The extension nancially.
and if It
Get a box of
is conditioned
upon corporations doesn't releaee you from all cravfiling; tentative returns by Maxh ing for tobacco in any form, your
15, April 15 and May 15, 1922, acwill refund your money
cording to the yearly basis used, druggist
without question.
with
accompanied
of
the estimated amount of the tax

INDIAN HEAD, 25c
36 inch Indian Head, linen finish.
sale Friday only, at yard

On
25c

See our New Spring Wash Fabrics, Tissues, Ratine, Voiles, Ginghams and Sport
Suitings. Our salesladies will be glad to show you the new fabrics.

nerve-shatteri-

No-T-

Buy the Gordon Ifose.
"Hard to
Wcnr Out"

"The

l

"

'?

t

-

-

LEONARD AND MORAN
WILL CLASH TONIGHT
(By The Amorlited

Pre..)

Vew Orlennq T.a
lieonard,
Henny
world's llght- weignt cnampion, will make his
New Orleans ring debut tomorrow night in a
d
no decision bout with Pal Moran New
Orleans
Moran
lightweight.
fought
m k
U v- ithe champion In East Chicago two
ago
outyears
'and,
although
Design of shaft of Liberty Memorial weighed twelve pounds, remained
showing where fire will burn on ten rounns. This time, Moran will
altar at top.
136 pounds
weigh
while the
A flaming altar fire will be kept champion will scale about 140
burning constantly on the brazier pounds.
tf the altar which will crown the
shaft of the Liberty Memorial Druggists refund
If PAZO
which will rise more than 400 feet OINTMENT falls money
above the station plaza at Kansas mind, Bleeding toor cure Itching,
Protruding
City, Mo. Completed designs and rur.ts.
relieves itching
Models for the edifice, which will Plies. wmanuy
60c.
be erected at a cost of $2,000,000,
IT WENT TO THE SPOT
are on display at the Arehite:t.-.ra- l
Veasrue
Lingering colds and coughs that
exhibition in New York.
hansr on and wear ono out are difficult to pet rid of, hut Henry E.
V.Tn CT8 SlfiNED.
Campbell, It. F. D. No. 8, Adrian,
Boston, Feb. 23. "Ilube"
Mich., writes: "I had a bad eouirh
nrwl
left Vinnrtpr!
ltehr
for three years. Tried several
Larry iiopf, inficlder, who were cotiffh medicines. Got little relief,
traded to lionton by tho Cinelnati t tried Foley's Honey and Tar. II
lteas 111 exchango for Pitcher went to the spot. There is no betJahn Kcott, have signed contracts ter remedy on the market." Good
with tho Uraves, President George for coughs, colds, croup and whoop,
W, Grant announced today.
ing coughs clears the passages;
soothes Irritated membranes:
As a wedding gdft from the pres tickling in the throat. Containsstops
no
ident of tho French republic, Prin- opiates. Sold everywhere.
cess Mary will receive a set of
Hevrea porcelain and Gobelin tap
V'ann's hi Jewelry auction. Next
cstry.
sale, Saturday 2 p, m.
Mar-Ouar- d.

LUMBER
PAINT
PLASTER

GLASS
CEMENT

if

MAOEINTHECOP1

F

AT THE TABLE

r:

4

The Economical Coffee
1

bean coffee made Is wasted
.Every grain of G. Washington's Coffee Is used
All the bulky, woody fibre and bean chaff,

which mate the grounds

and all the

digestion disturbing acids, are removed
Mr Washington's refining proceas.
--

or

Booklet frrt.

Sent

10c for

tptcial Mai iurs.1

Split Cedar Kindling

Aztec Fuel Co.

Simple, easy, clean, delicious, healthful.
greatest economy buy the largeT ske

car-Mea-sure

the cost by the cup
Not by the size of the can
Every can guaranteed to give sansfactiorw,

N

LUMP $11.00

by

and each can
Nothing but the pure coffee
of G Washington's Coffee is equivalent to
ten rimes Its weight In roasted bean coffee.
Made at the tabic each cup to order.

Fancy Egg 10.50

Phone 251
L. JOE MILLER, Pres.

f

it.w "ii'jo",

TT b estimated that more than 257o of

423 North First Street

GALLUP-AMERICA-

innr'ir'

"ifiTi'iri

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

For Furnace, Range
Heater Use.

ir

M

due.

ii

Grow-Ii-

fcfore"
riiono 283

h

'

child. Some contain minerals, coal
tar and other drugs that might
prove dangerous by over stimulating the intestines or depressing

,"

CORPORATIONS GET
MORE TIME TO FILE
INCOMES RETURNS

r--u

GIVE A BABY SYRUP PEPSIN

One)

Washington, Feb. 23. An inquiry by the army air service into
the whole question of the military
value of lighter than air craft is
expected to grow out of the Roma
disaster.
Officers of the air service said
today that such an inquiry would
be necessary, because loss of the
Koma had entirely
upset naval
programs
training and operating
for that branch of the service.
Is
It
understood,
the
From
inquiry.
will come a decision as to whether
there is sufficient military value,
direct or indirect, in the employment by the army of dirigible aircraft of great size to warrant recommendations to congress for the
acquisition of new craft of the
lighter than air type.
Secretary Weeks in this connection said today he had not discussed with his military advisers
tho replacement of the Roma, but
felt there was no Justification for
asking the purchase or construction of a new vessel of the same
type.
No Structural Defect,
The war secretary after a conference today with MaJ. General
Patrick, chief of the army air service, who had Just returned from
Langiey Field, where he made a
personal preliminary Investigation
of the disaster, was represented as
satisfied on the basis of present
information that the accident was
due to the breakage of elevating
rudder controls or of the supports
for the elevating gear and that
there was no structural defect in
volved of a nature that probably
could have been detected in advance. Mr. Weeks said he would
have department records Investigated fully to see what report had
been made by operating officers st
any time as to the condition of the
ship.
He said he had no knowledge of
any complaint In connection with
the ability of the crew to control
the flight o? the Roma excent for
the motor difficulties which led to
the replacing of tho original Italian engines with American built
Liberty motors.
If anv officer of the Roma had
knowledge before the accident of
weaknes-- of the vessel or structural or other defects which rendered
her in the Vast unsafe for operation, Mr, Weeks said it was the
duty of that officer to report the
facts to his superiors for the protection of himself and of his associates on the ship.
Cnii.Trrss Not to P.Iam
Secretary Weeks and Genera!
Patrick took issue with published
statements seeking to blame congress in connection with the Roma
disaster.
"I have noticed articles in the
press." said the secretary, tn a formal statement, "in which congress
Is blamed for the loss of life lr
connection with the destruction o.'
the Roma. Ruch an attack on
congress Is unjust and in no sense
justified by the sentiment of officials of the war department nr officers of the air service of the
armv. An Investigation Is beln-conducted to determine the cause
of this most unfortunate disaster
and specific recommendations may
result therefrom."
Messages of sympathy at the
loss of life In the disaster continued today to pour In at the war
department and President nnd
Mrs. Harding announced that the
state reception for officers of the
armv end navy set for tonight
would be postponed until April 19.
Mrs. Joseph R. Reynolds, wife of
tho sheriff of Tyrrell county, North
Carolina, has established something
of a record. In that she has undergone twenty-eigsurgical operations and is still living.
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Cowboy Padgett and Sailor
Danny Burns Boxed Snappy Bouts Last Wednesday so Writers Claim.

s'-

rT

A- -

Padgett and Sailor Danny Burns, who will be the main
show here under the auspices of
the Veterans of Foreign Wars on
March 2. will arrive In town today
and will give their first public
Cowboy

iff

'Kf

1

1

'

"0h, Why

p

Saturday
workout at
afternoon starting at 3 o'clock.'
ard
Both of the boys fought
and
bouts Washington's birthday conin
the
pink of,
will arrive here
dition. They will train every day,
however in order to set accustomed to the altitude.
On Wednesday Cowboy Padgett
boxed to a draw at Oklahoma City
in the main event of the holiday
card with Wnrnie Smith. Here's
what C. B. Brill, sport editor of the
Oklahoman, has to say about the
bout and indicates what Is coming
to Albuquerque on March 2:
A Tongli I!out.
"Before Warnio Smith of
or Cowboy Padgett of
Denver can claim to bo supreme
midamong welterweights of the
dle west, they will have to fight
again.
"At the end of ten gruelling
Refrounds here Wednesday night
declared
Cochrane
eree Edward
which
honors even and a throng
overtaxed the capacity of the Lyric
To
theater roared its approval.
have decided otherwise would nave
willthe
been an injustice to one of
striving to rise to
ing lada who areclass.
the top of their
"Partisans figured an edge to
their man, but tT.e five sport writers at the ringside were practically
three rounds
agreed that each had
and that four were even. Furthermore they were agreed on the wa
each round went.
"It was a fierce battle from first
fact
round to last in spite of theshoulthat there was considerable
der stuff."
Burns Can TaUf F.m. Burns
Sailor Danny
Although
lost his bout with Jack Lynch at
it appears
on
Wednesday
Prescott
on Burns
to have cast no reflection what
ns a battler. Here is
Present
of
the
Abbott, sport editor
has to say about tne

.

'

l,

b"sergeant JnA Lynch defeated
nnrn. lw the decision
i,
coxing
ten-rou-

Mrll

A" I

a

twenty-year-ol-

Requadt
Bollman
Strange

Flint

Totals

'

173
179
194

M89

196
182
186
179

145

.735

743

682

189
184

161
181

179
156
190
133

Panthers.

Smith
CJebhart
MOrelli

59

1

1

45

-

KILLED
WRECK OF FLYFR
ON GREAT NORTHERN

5 TRAINMFN

Santa Fe, Feb.

Nathan Jaffa
the terms
under which he will accept the
presidency of the Santa Fe bank of
Santa Fe, which Is being reorganized, to resume business shortly,
after having been closed since De23

cember 12. These conditions have
not been made public, and It will
not be possible to say how nearly
the reorganizing institution will be
able to comply with the terms and
conditions, until after the stockholders'
meeting, which will be
held next Monday.

0HI0AN IS HORSESHOE
PITCHING

CHAMPION

IS

N

EIGHT

Feb. 23.
with interest, but Max Oser simply does not
his
about
talk
forthcoming marriage with Miss Mathllde MoCormick,
the youthful granddaughter of
AVhat
the
John 1). Rockefeller.
public learns of him must generally be gleamed from his friends who
are willing to talk.
"Ho in ono of the finest horsemen in the Swhs army," said an officer friend today.
Oser lost his famer and mother
long ago end he now lives alone.
He h'ls only one' younger brother
who is at present In South America.
He has no relatives whatever in the
United States. He is of studious and
artistic character and neiiner nns
nor seeks many friends. Some of
his friends chaffed him a year ago
coneerninrc his romance with Miss
McCcrmiek, whom he met when
Ehe was eight yesrs old.
According to the Swiss marriage
law. thn fiancee will be obliged to
go through the snme civil marriage
process as Mrs. William B. Leeds,
who married Prince Christopher of
other prominent
Greece, and
Americans who have been wed in
Switzerland. The bride to be must
resldo in the country at least three
The couweeks before marriage.
ple must have their full names,
ages, professions and residences
placnrrled in large print cn the will
of the town hall facing the street
for three veeks before the ceremony. The Swlfw law which allowed
marrlaees at foreign consulates
was repented hv the federal
Zurich, Switzerland,

1ST
17G

of Roswell has laid down

MfO

(By Tb

SHE.

180

(Special Corrrdpondenra to The Jnnrnnl.)
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Scores follow:
Tigers.

IT MISS

'PflDS

Tigers romped off with three
games from the Pantr.cra last
night In the match in the "Y"
bowling championship.
Requadt,
of the Tigers took high score with

145118
jjj and Boatright . .
match here wponesuay.
with greater height and weight
clout
to
able
was
Totals
677
605 657
much opeed
Burns at will, but long
to stae off
Burns
enabled
perlenco
commensurate with the NATHAN JAFFA HAS
injury
amount of punishment he took and
LAID DOWN TERMS TO
be was on his feet and going well
at the final bell.
BANK STOCKHOLDERS
"Without
preliminary sparring,
both battlers fell to their transac-

everything; thev
tion exchanging
early
had In the first round. It was stand
could
apparent that Lynch
hree
first
the
in
Burns thrice ntirrort his method.
he
fleeln his reach wa. faulty
ought to tore 10 xne
old cuts over Burns' eyes. Burns
then went in lor
opfaco and Jaw while awaiting haylift his favorite
portunity to canvas.
Lynch welgn-e- d
maker from
1D2 and Burns about Ho.

lii

Betty Andrews and Frank P. Du Pre.
Because a eirl with whom he was infatuated one Betty Andrews
d
Frank Du Pre, of Atlanta, Ga., known as a
ioved gems,
model youth, attempted a daylight robbery of a jewelry store. In making his escape he ;hot an;J killed one man end wounded another. He
was later traced to Detroit, brought back to Atlanta, nnd now faces
also has
trial on a mnrder charge. Betty Andrews
charged with being an accessory.

Efl

Swiss society

;

may-buz-

nt

In 1911.

Minnennolis, Minn., Feb. 23.
Five trainmen were killed and
five Injured and scores of rrnsscn-geshaken up when train No. 10,
through flier on the Great Northern railway, and a snow plow
collided headon between Delano
and Montrose, 30 miles weet of
here late today.
The dead were buried under the
wrerkage of three engines.MinneNo. 10 was bound for
apolis, carrying a heavy load and
pulled by two engines.
Passengers from trains Nos. 14
and 32, which had been stalled
were being taken to the Twin
Cities on No. 10. All the dead
trainmen were residents of St.
Paul and Wilmaiv Minn.

WOMAN "FRAMED UP"
HOLDUP, CONFESSES
pitching champion, winning from
a field of 22 of the country's beat
N. J..
Feb. 23.
Freehold,
barnyard golfers in the fourth annual tournament, which ended Breaking down under the strain
here today. He defeated Ralph P. of long hours of questioning, Mrs.
Rpenccr, of Picher, Okla., in the Sarah L.' Robertson tonight confessed, County Prosecutor Charles
finals, 50 to 29.
F. Sexton announced, that she
had "framed up" Saturday night's
RIVEUS MSF.S DECISION'.
holdup at vier Deal home after
Hot Springs, , Arlr.-- Feb. 23.
which she had reported the loss
Ray Rivers of Los Angeles, lost of Jewels worth $50,000.
the newspaper decision to'Tommy
Mrs. Robertson la In jail here
Freeman of Hot Springs in a fast charged with conspiracy to deten round bout here' tonight. They fraud insurance companies through
are lightweights.
a false report of the holdup.

Vnnn's Tils? Jewelry auction. Noxt
sale, Saturday 2 p. m.

RICn SUITOR SOLVES PROBLEM OF GIRL

rs

St.
0., Is

Tlr The Atisorlntrd

Frm.)
Petersburg, Fla., Feb. 23.
Petersburg, Fla., Feb, 23.
the new' American horseshoe

St.

,

FACING LOSS OF FORTUNE IF SHE WED

Be Careful

What You

Wash Your Hair With
Most soaps and prepared shampoos contain too much alkali, which
is very injurious, as It dries the
scalp nnd makes the hair brittle.
The best thing to use Is Mulslfied
cocoanut oil shampoo, for this Is
fare and entirely greaseless. It's
Very cheap and beats anything else
all to pieces. You can get Mulslfied
at nny drug store, and a few ounces
will last the wholo family for
months.
Two or three teaspoonfuls of
Mulslfied in a cup or glass with a
little warm water Is All that Is
required. It makes an abundance of
rich, creamy lather, cleanses thoroughly, and rinses out easily. The
hair dries quickly and evenly, and
Is soft, fresh looking, bright, fluffy,
wavy, and easy to handle. Besides,
It loosens and takes out every particle of dust, dirt and dandruff. Be
sure your druggist gives you
GET THIS

"'
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unea,
Kill

Hy The Axunclntfd
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TIGERS WIN FROM
'
PANTHERS IN FAST
MEET AT THE "Y"

(B-

It,"

Mrs. uoencnam
After Kennedy Was
ed, Deering States.

r

-

Did They Do

t

A

j

night, according to a story the
Los Angeles Examiner will publish tomorrow. The crisis In her
case was expected to be reached
soon, It was stated.

ponv s'liiTKn

j

IN

n.T The Awmrloteil Prm.)
Paul, Minn., Feb. 23. Reports fro the northwest tonight
Indicate that tri snow and rain
and sleet storm that has prevailed
for the past two days has subsided.
Four deaths have been recorded
as a result of the first storm, two
In St. Paul, one at Rochester and
another at Dilworth, In Minnesota
Cold weather has followed ces
sation of the storm, with the
weather below zero reported from
North Dakota and upper Minnesota cities.
The head of the lakes eountrv
appeared to have had the
amount of snow, Duluth and Superior recording 32 Inches.
Many places were entirely eul
off from communication by wire
and rail throughout the northwest
The Green Bay dlstrirt reported
50n telephone poles down.
Two thousand poles belonging tr
the
Telephone and Telegraph company in southern Minnesota are down.

mobile.

require
milk in
the making.
Make them
rich and good
with
EVAPORATED

MILK
Ql

St.

Simmons
Metal Cots

FIRE IV BILLINGS.'
Billings, Mont., Feb. 23. Fifty
thousand dollars worth of automatic telephone
equipment was
so badly damaged that little will
be salvaged, In a fire late this
afternoon which gutted local warehouses of the Mountain States
Telephone and Telegraph company.
Let's have h "Dip" Thomas'
Crcnio Dips, lt'c. Drug stores.

We have Just received a shipment
of the comfortable
Simmons metal cots.
These are the
size, sturdily
mode with heavy
t.

I

Bath Towels

Fine quality, mercerized finish cir-- c
u ar
patterns,

Good weight, fully

bleached
Bath
Towels; size 18x

1

fully
bleached.

Q-

-

vi-

each
Limit, One to a
Customer.
72-In-

4
-

pli

for

All Linen

ch

Mercerized

Crash

Damask

Toweling

Best quality highly mercerized finished Table Damask, assorted

Pure Linen Crash
Toweling,
natural color, red
or white
stripe
18-inc- h,

border.
4 yards

patterns.
Yard

.

. .

Friday, February 24th
50c PIQUE
good weight, narrow
and wide wale. 4 yards

NEW PAJAMA CHECKS
width in assorted checks
and plaids for underwear, etc.
The

1

h

3

WOODLAND VOILE
Beautiful new patterns in Copenhagen, navy and black grounds with
spots and floral designs.

36-in-

yards

38-INC- H

2

SUNGORA SUITING
Soisette, only a finer
weave; width 6b inches; black,
white, blue, pink and pongee.
2 yards
36-INC- H

to

Similar

yards

$1

FLAXON
Splendid quality plain white Flaxon
J
for blouses and children's
3
I
wear.
yards
36-INC- H

INDIAN HEAD

54-INC- H

(J--

$

For uniforms, lunch cloths, etc.;
fully bleached. 2 yards
PRINTED KERCHIEF LINON

Beautiful new assortment of Kerchief
Linons in light grounds with several
different color combinations.
2 yards
tpJl

Mite

J3

$1.69 GEORGETTE CREPE
Shades of pink, white, orchid, Q- African, navy, Belgium, etc. Yd. n) J

Moi

1000 yards Hair Bow Ribbons, widths
to 5 inches, in plain taffeta and satin ;
also Persian patterns. Values to
Full range of colors.
4 yards
) JL

60c NURSES' CLOTH
Bleached, 38inch, for nurses'
uniforms, etc. 2 yards

$1

VALUES TO $1.95 WOMEN'S
GINGHAM and PERCALE APRONS
200 made up in all styles; good assortment checks, plaids, stripes and
(I
plain colors; also navy blue
!)
percale: all sizes. Each

NEW DIMITIES
27 inch white checked Dimities for
Children's Dresses, etc.
5 yards

$1.69 CHILDREN'S GINGHAM
DRESSES.
Good assortment checks and plaids
plain and self trimmed sashes, Q
8 to 14 years. Each
tj)

$1.50 WOMEN'S SATEEN and
PETTICOATS
Black and colors, also flowered pat
terns, deep plaited and fancy
flounces. Each

$

PER-CALIN-

E

SI

ALL GENUINE LEATHER HAND BAGS
Are mounted on heavy nickel plated frames; properly fit- ted with 2x3 inch covered mirrors; fancy linings; nickel
plated fasteners; leather handles; stitched edges. Kodak,
swagger and envelope shapes; colors are black,
brown, gray, tan and blue, each
tPX.UU

ff

fabric

WOMEN'S PURE SILK HOSE
In white, cordovan and black; (J-- J
all sizes, pure thread silk. Pair

Xffi

v

BUSTER BROWN HOSE

For boys and girls; cordovan
black; fine and heavy rib; all

Hi.es.

50c WILLARD'S SOCIETY LINEN
One pound packages in white and
blue; extra fine quality paper.
(T--

3

Eyes Tired?
If your ryes nro tirrrl and overworked
If thry Itch, ache, burn or smart, ko tf
liny druggist and net a botllo of
tablets.
Drop oiip tablet in a
fourth of n plnss of Mater nnd use
directed to bathe the eyrs. You mill be
surprised nt the rest, relief and comfort
Uon-Op-

JfiiPy?

tubular

ends. Bed eonstruc- I I o n throughout..
Simmons
springs.

brines.

Note. Dofftora nay Bon-Oo Btrpntrthenf walgM
15ft
prr rnt in a wck'n tfmn in nmnv inntiinMi ntic
drnptrisua everywhere Mil it under positive money,
back suara&teo.

pair

y

WOMEN'S SHOES

$A

packages

4

and

High Shoes and Slippers in black and
tan, lace styles. $2.00 pair.
Each Shoe
1

tf

(T-

$1.50 WOMEN'S WINTER UNION
SUITS
With and without sleeves; low
neck, short sleeves. Each

$1.50 WOMEN'S SATEEN
PANTALETTES
Made of good quality sateen in
several different shades. Pair

$1.75 INFANTS' WOOL SACQUES

VALUES TO $2.50 MUSLIN
PETTICOATS
Splendid values, deep lace and
embroidery flounces. Each....

1

Infants' all wool Sacques, white fr-- i
with pink and blue trimmings VJL
35c LINEN Sport HANDKERCHIEFS
Women's Linen Sport Handkerchiefs
J
in all the high colors; neat hem- 4

d--

J

(Jl
)X

60c LINGERIE NAINSOOK
36 inch Wamsutta Lingerie Nain
sook; very fine weave.
21'; yards

d--

stitched edge.'

$1

for

ennrr

IS WORTH
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with Re
and mall it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive In return a trial
package containing Foley's: Honey
and Tar Compound for coughs,
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
for pains In sides and bak, rheumatism backache, kidney and bladder
ailments: and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome and thoroughly
cathartic- for constipacleansing
tion, biliousness, headaches, arid
sluggish bowels. , Sold everywhere.
'

w

WOMEN'S NAINSOOK
GOWNS

A

Fine

i

.

L.i2.i.wi:.,.i.!j.. n
Mrs. Raymond L. Goding, nee Miss Eleanor Berlin.
When a former sweetheart of Miss Eleanor Berlin of Worcester,
Mass., died he left her a vust fund of $60,000, on condition that she
live with his mother and never marry. She faced the prospect of losing
the fortune should Cupid ever enter her life. Cupid entered and' solved
the srirl's dilemma by choosing a rich Worcester real estate broker, for
whom Miss Berlin worked as a stenographer, for her second love
xenture. They were married recently. Guiding s wealth relieves Miss
Berlin of any BAxiety'cnuerning the loss ot the other,
,

I.

Cloths

$3.85

TrI-Sta- te

TO LEGIOX PORT.
Ftockton, Calif.. Feb. 23. The
v"' of I,Irs. Jay A. Hindman,
wii"se grandmother was a cousin
of George Washington, filed here
today bequeaths S45.000 to the
Earl Ross Post of the American
Legion of Stockton. The money Is
to be used In aiding the sick. Indigent and otherwise disabled
members of tho post.

Bleached

Most foods

HAS SUBSIDED

THE NORTHWEST

to

Louis, Feb. 23. The body
of William "Pickles"
Dillhoefer.
second string catcher of the local
Nationals, who died of typhoid
here, was shipped to Mobile,
Ala., tonight for burial.
St.

SPIRIT

$1.50 Table

27-inc-

MISS NORM WD 1TX.
Los Angeles, Feb. 23. Mabel
Norm.'ind, film actress, Is critically ill. her phvslclan announced to-

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX
STORE WITH A NEW
Jf

- The AKHorlnfrd Prcm.)

Paris, Feb. 23 (hy the Associated Press.)
The chamber of deputies today adopted the budget ex3.fiOO,ODO.OOO
francs
penses of
chargeable to Germany by a show
of h:i ncls after Premier Polncare and
M.
)e Lnsteyrie. the finance minister frankly admitted the difficulties of enforcing the various clauses of the Versailles treaty.
The finance minister emphasized
the ncco.ssltv nf France's floating
a new S.noo.Ono.noO franc loan
and the issue of further treasury
bonds, inasmuch as the Germans
were not paying. He said that the
builcrct listed German payments of
merchandise for four and a half
billion and German bonds, which
must be discounted, for two and
a half billion.
"lint I dn't want foreigners,"
he added, "to think that France Is
getting even a billion this year
from Germany.
premier Poineare, replying to
M. Tardien's demand as to whether hn intended to enforce the treaty clauses authorizing the allies to
seize German money abrond and
requesting the Germans to tax
themselves as henvlly as the allies,
smii me government
would do
what it cnnld, but that the clauses
cilefl were not very easy to apply.
Germany also v;is desirous of
brlnr-iiu- .'
back mon"y from abroad,
but the neutrals were offering the
mr'n difficulties.
Tim Fnmch experts hnd decided
that the French were m,nro heavily
taxed tluin tlm Germans, but the
mnlter
debatable.
Ho honed,
however, that G?rmanv would finally agree with the French

SNOW. RAIN. SLEET
STORM

AN OLD

HUNS

1

rr.)

Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 23.
Mrs. Madalvnne Obcnrhain stood
over the dead body of J. Relton
Kennedy, her sweetheart, as it lay
on the steps leading to his summer
home at Beverly Glen here last August, nnd exclaimed distractedly:
"Oh, why did they do It?"
This was the testimony given by
George Deering today before the
jury trying Mrs. Obenehaln for the
murder of Kennedy. Deeiing's
testimony departed from that of
witnesses at the previous trial of
with
Arthur Burch,
Mrs. Obenehaln who testified then
that Mrs. Obenehaln said, "Oh, why
did he do it?"
In support of Deering's testimony
Mrs. Elizabeth Besanty, a neighbor of Kennedy in Beverly Olen,
testified today that after the shots
had awakened her she heard a
man's voice say, "I've got him.
The first witness of the day was
Richard Parsons, proprietor of an
automobile rental asency, who testified that he rented a car to Arthur Burch on the nights of Au
gust 1, 3.4 and 5. The murder was
on the evening of August 5. and
Burch haVt the car out from 7:30 to
11:30 that night, Parsons testified.
He said Burch ued the name of J.
L. Jones.
For more than a week prior to
the Kennedy murder, a man appeared for hours at a time In a
window of the Russell hotel, across
the street from the L,os Angeles
office occupied by Kennedy, J. T.
McMclvren, a broker, testified.
Laren had an office In tho same
building with Kennedy. Ho knew
Arthur Burch and testified that the
man In the window was of about
the size and general appearance.
testified as to being
Deering
stopped by Mrs. Obenehaln while
was
he
driving out of the glen on
the night of the killing and of her
cry of "Oh, why did they do it?"
as she gazed upon Kennedy's body.
Ho also testified that Mrs. Obenehaln told him that she and Kennedy went to the glen to find a
"lucky penny" which she siid was
hidden there and while Kennedy
went to the car for matches she
remained near he porch at tho top
of the steps leading .o th" house.
She then heard two shots, according to her statement to him, Deering said, ind upon goinj down the
steps found Kennedy dead.
Mrs. Besanty also testified that
besides hearing a man's voice say
"I've got him" she henrd a woman's voice call "Belton, Belton,
answer me. Are yon dead? Helton,
please speak to me."
Several postal cards and a letter
alleged to havj been sent from
Mrs. Obenehaln during June, 1921,
to Mrs. M. Louise Wilson, proprietor of a beauty parlor here, were
read to tho jury. In one letter was
the statement that unless Kenned
would give up everything and come
to, her in San Francisco "she would
go to Honolulu and ho could go to
the dickens."
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Moose hall
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FRENCH PAYING

CARS TO
TO STEAL, ASSERTS MODEL 10UTII RENTED

REAL BATTLERS

Miner-Journa-
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Leads the Show in
Motor Car Value

quality

Nainsook, lace
and embroidery yokes, ribbon trimmed;

square and
necks; short

V

sleeves.

HOOVER

MOT OR CO

418 West Copper

Each

$1.00

45c Cretons 36 inch, light, medium and dark
patterns; floral and conventional designs.
3 yards
$1.00
40c Plain Colored Poplins Splendid quality
in yellow, helio, tan, Copenhagen, rose, gray,
etc. For children's dresses, etc. 4 yards. $1.00
Values to $1.69 Children's Pantalette Dresses
Dresses and Bloomers; linen colored grass
c
cloth,
trimmed, plain colored Ginghams with contrasting colors for trimming;
size 2 to 6 years. Each
$1.00
35c Kimona Flannels Just the right weight
for cool mornings; light and dark patterns, 27
inches wide. 4 yards
$1.00
Dorothy Madras Shirting Genuine Indigo
blue, comes in plain colors, plain and fancy
stripes, for men's shirts and boys' blouses.
5 yards ...
$1.00
ric-ra-

!r

Fage Four
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ACCEPTANCE OF
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AT NORTHWESTERN
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Per Cent of the

e
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Says
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$537,-000.00- 0,

nitrates.
"The

method

proposed

finance by the sale of excess

to

ny The Asuortntffl
Washington, Feb. 23.

Ton

I p.

en-

provement of Grand Canyon National park was Btrieltcn from the interior appropriation bill by tb,e
senate today before the measure
was nassed and sent to conference
with the house for adjustment of
a dozen amendments.
Action by the senate followed a
re
speech by Senator Cameron,
publican, Arizona, In which he at
tacked the "useless and worse than
useless" expenditure
of public
funds In states where
national
parks are located, in order "to
who
a
of
whims
few
the
gratify
would profit by the expenditures."
The senator declared that the
J90,000,00ii which it waa proposed
to spend In Grand Canyon park
would go to build a community
house, trails and roads over which
ono corporation could put on
buses and get that much more
from the public." He charged also
that it was the Intention of those
behind the appropriation to build
campers' quarters in regions where
only "thirty or forty millionaires
could congregate and have a good
time."
Concessions in all of the great
parks are controlled by one corporation, he asserted.
"What I have said of the Grand
Cnnyon park is true of nil the
others," he shouted. "I intend to
do all I can to Rtop such foolish
It is no wonder that
expenditures.
the people wonder why their taxes
are large when so much money
goes into such Bink holes."
The opinion was expressed tonight that some of the funds for
the Grand Canyon park would be
restored to the bill In conference.
Mr. Cameron, however, served notice that there would be no spending of money for what he described as the development of concessionaire properties if he could
prevent it.
The two principal gums In tho
appropriation for the park were

1
Glen F. ThistlcwaiU
Glen F. Thistlewait, former coach
nt Oak Park high school, Chicago,
has been selected as head coach of
Northwestern University.
er the manufacture of nitrates is
the only possible method by which
nitrates can be produced under
present known methods and sold
to the American farmer at a price
less than tho Chileaa products.
The quantity of nitrates and fertilizers annually produced will be
limited only by the amount of excess power sold and the price at
which tho nitrates may be sold."
Dam XumlKT Three.
The proposal omitted any provision for the immediate construction of dam number three, but said
tho operating
Mr,
corporation,
would
create would
Engstrum
hind Itself to build the dam at any
time the government might desire
during the fifty year life ot the
lease.
It was stipulated that the government should pay the cost plus 5
per cent of tho completion of the
Wilson dam; the initial alterations
of nitrate plants one and two, and
the completion of the locks at the
Wilson dam, and when it was required by the government the cost
of constructing dam No. 3 and the
locks nnd additional projects.
Chairman Kahn announced tonight that W. R. Mayo, chief engineer for the Ford company, would
he heard after the conclusion of
the statements to bo made by the
Alabama Power company and his
testimony would end the committee's investigation for the present
time, nt least, of the Ford proposal.
Under the program decided upon
by the committee in executive ses
sion today hearings will be initiat
ed next week on the power company's offer.

million-doll-

I

Theaters Today

chair surrounded by your family
and friends everyone enjoying

this

million-doll-

POPULAR SONGS

!

'lfcA

75c

7c,,
36

75c

Al Herman

Song of Love from Blossom
Timo
Edwin Dale
I'll Forget Vou Edwin Dale

75c

Delia

Frank Crumit
In My Heart, On My Mind,
All Day Long
Frank Crumit

30

75c

Prison

Columbia store

40

75c

Nora Bayes
Saturday
You've Made a Chicken of
Your Mother (But You
Can't Make a Goose of Me)

71

75c

Nora Bayes.

V:

tat-

ORCHESTRAS

SACRED

F Sharp Major
CincinnatiSymphonyOrchestra
Intermezzo Sinfonico from
Cavalleria Rusticana
Gino Marinuzzi and His
Symphony OrchestraCarmen: Two Spanish Dances
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Sleeping Beauty Waltz
Chicago Symphony Orchestra

75c

Columbia Stellar Quartet
Medley of Children's Songs

75c

Columbia Stellar Quartet.
How Old Mr. Toad Happened
to Dine With Buster Bear
Thornton W. Burgess
How Old Mr. Toad Won a
Race Thornton W. Burgess
Little Joe Otter's Slippery
Slide Thornton W. Burgess
Peter Rabbit Plays a Joke
Thornton W. Burgess
Children's Toy March
Prince's Orchestra

26

$1.25

$1.25

(

75c

Prince's Orchestra
Kiddies Christmas Frolic
Part I Morning
Columbia Orchestra
Kiddies Christmas Frolic
Part II Evening
Columbia Orchestra.
March of the Gnomes
Columbia Orchestra
Dance of the Chinese Dolls
Columbia Orchestra.

Ave

-

60

$1.50

French Symphony Orchestra
Le Rouct d'Omphale
French Symphony Orchestra
Coppelia Ballet No. II
CincinnatiSymphonyOrchestra
Tho Triumphal Entry of tho

$1.50

$1.50

Bojaren

CincinnatiSymphonyOrchestra
Hungarian Dance No. 5 in G
Minor
Philharmonic
Orchestra of New York
Hungarian Dance No. 6 in D $1.00
Philharmonic
Major
Orchestra of New York.
'

CincinnatiSymphonyOrchestra
Naila Intermezzo
CincinnatiSymphonyOrchestra
Hungarian March
Philharmonic
Orchestra of New York
Polonaise in A Major
Philharmonic
Orchestra of New York

75c

75c

Maria

49350

Hipolito Lazaro

$1.50

93

$1.50

Prelude to "The Deluge"

$1.50

Beautiful Isle of Somewhere
Oscar Seagle

87

Ten Thousand Times Ten $1.00
Oscar Seagle
Thousand
Where
Corner
Brighten the
You Are
Homer A. Rodeheaver
If Your Heart Keeps Right
Homer A. Rodeheaver,
Oh! Reign Massa JesusReign
Fiske University
Jubilee Singers
Most Done Traveling
Fiske University
Jubilee Singers

90

75c

1
01

75c

'

Onward, Christian Soldiers

Oscar Seagle and
Columbia Stellar Quartet
Stand Up For Jesus
$1.00
Oscar Seagle and
Columbia Stellar QuartetJ
When the Roll is Called Up'
Yonder
Earle F. Wilde
08

-

Prices on all Columbia Grafonolas have been reduced as
shown here. You can get a modern Grafonola with all
improvements for less than you would pay for an

$275 Model Reduced

75c

Earle F. WildeJ

71

The Palma Louis Graveure
The Holy City

$1.50

'
79

Louis Graveure. $1.50

7

T

,...t..

,.

j

,

-r

ft..,

e future

to

225

unimproved phonograph.
Visit the Columbia Dealer nearest you. He will gladly
play for you any Columbia Record you wish on any
Columbia Grafonola.
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY, New York

165

coy

$ 1 75
150
140x
ICO

iau

$32.50 Model

$140 Model Reduced
125
75

f.

$ 1 OO

85
60

!!

"

60

Reduced to

to

K3

$30
mni

an f,, an tHii

i

E
.

FOR

mi

ROTHMAN'S
fiUSIC AND
r,
PHOM917-J.-

m

IY

STORE

1--

m

7

S. FIRST

fctr

gates close upon

Robert Moore for twenty years, following an unjust conviction of
murder, and his wife and children
are left to struggle alone In the

lobby New

Shape- s-

Wehavethemin KNOX, MALLORYand
1

STETSON Qualities.

ill

world.
The last scenes show Robert, exonerated and pardoned at 66 years,
old for his age, but with all bitterness and animosity eliminated In
of long confinement,
jthe crucible
leaving a sweetness and gentleness
of nature which are exquisitely pathetic. "Perjury" Is a picture play
Which will be long remembered as
among the greatest of film

Harry Mlllarde directed the pro
duction, and the cast includes Sally
Crute, Wallace Krskine, John Webb
r,
Dlllion, Frank Shannon, Frank
James W. Crane, Grace La Veil,
Gilbert Rooney and Alice Mann.

$4.50 to $7.00
Call and See Them.

E.

I Washburn

Co.

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers."

Am
4

Columbia Grafonolas
AT REDUCED PRICES SEE

Joy-r.e-

In Westminster Abbey, where
Princess Mary la to be wed, is the
tomD or tne countess or Lancaster,
a famous beauty, and the first brid-- ;
ever married at the Abbey's altar.
Her marriage In 1270 to the second
ison of Henry III., was the first
'royal wedding within Westminster's ancient walls.
'

Let's have n
Crcmo Dips, 10c,

"Dip" Thomas'
Drug stores.

liMSKC CO.
PHOM 987.

221 W. CENTRAL

N

73

Softly and Tenderly

All Columbia Grafonola Prices Reduced

the theater, handkerchiefs riasnea
white as William Farnum displayed
the grief of Robert Moore over the
sorrows of his family,
Tho famous screen star fs seen
first as a vigorous man, happily
married, ambitious and successful.
Suspicion and Jealousy, born of a
secret enemy's envy, bring a change.
and then comes rage, followed by
despair.

at some

Monastery Bells Key of

Children's Symphony

Give Me My Mammy from
A! Jolson
Lombo
My Mammy Knows (How to
Cheer and Comfort Me)
Charles Hart and Elliott Shaw.

'A

Children's Songs and Gamee
Prince's Orchestra
Part I
Children's Songs and Games
Part II Prince's Orchestra
Medley of Children' Songs
Part I
Part II

Al Herman
Which Hazel
You're Out o'Luck

m

"Perjury," the William Fox
special which created a tremendous
sensation during its run In a
Broadway. New Tork. theater. Is
being repeated today at the Pastime
theater. It Is a gripping arama oi
acute human emotion, and held the
audience spellbound to the end.
Again and again, in the dim light of

00

Dolly KayrlJ

When It comes to musio that
simply worms its way Into your
system and goes to your head like
old wine, according to players in
the Paramount picture, "The
Sheik," which is being repeated today at the "B" theater the Arabian
musicians can put it all over the
best jazz artists in the country.
"When that sinuous
melody
started," said one of the actors,
scenes
in
sheik's
the
the
"during
tent and in the harem scenes, the
Arabian Nights seemed to come to
life. I don't know w'ere the music
comes from when you consider
those funny instruments tom-todrums, pipes and things something
like lutes. Separately they are
about as musical as so many disl.-paand Chlneso fidilles. But assembled and played by experts they
produce a melody that gets under
your skin and awakens a weird
yearning in the mind. It Is Just
like a whiff of hasheesh or a goblet of Oriental liquor."
Agnes Ayres nnd Rudolph Valentino are featured In this George
Melford production and have many
scenes together accompanied ty
the Strang music of Arabia. Walter
Long heads an unusually fine sup-

AT PASTIME THEATER

CHILDREN'S RECORDS

Wabash Blues
uot to Have My Daddy Blues

KING T1IR
IIIS1IXG OF "THE SHEIK"

porting cast.
GRIPPING PTCTTTtE 13
FOX'S "PEIMIRY," XOW

a good show. Follow the popular

record fans and you'll find what you want

April Showers from Bombo
Al Jolson
Weep No More (My Mammy)
Vernon Dalhart

Mrsic ivspinFn
Aitm
THE PIAYKHS DI

I wanted to got fat no, I
Just wanted to put on about 8 pounds mora
be
then
I'd
Just right. I've nibbled at
flesh,
diets, gorged bis meals, I've haunted health
been to fine climates, guzzled milk, buttermilk, olive oil, emulsions, swallowed pills,
digestion fads, and a score of other "won't-workFinally, it dawned on me. None of
these things was building up the new red blood
cells I needed. I took H. S. S., the greatest
builder, firm-fles- h
producer, blood-cleans- er
known, I put on 7 pounds In a month,
and my nerves. Instead of strings feel like wires.
H. S. 8. has the world beat."
B. S. S. is
guaranteed purely vegetable In lta
medicinal ingredients.
It has produced amazing;
thin-faceresults in building up
ambitious men, and in making women of all ages
more plump and beautiful, and younger looking,
B. 8. 8. is sold at all
drug stores, In two sizes.
The larger size la the more economical.

hi

Here's the Pick of the List

rt

2 p. in.

popular

Biese, Furman & Nash, Deiro.

You follow the crowd to find
t

g,

Williams, Dolly Kay, Paul

showl

ar

fun-makin-

Columbia exclusively
Al Jolson, Ted Lewis, Nora
Bayes, Van & Schenck, Frank
Crumit, Marion Harris, Bert

Imagine sitting in your big easy

"B" Theater Big crowds are
seeing "The Sheik" every afternoon
and evening, and the great Paramount picture is being repeated today. In connection the management Is showing a new comedy entitled "Two Faces West."
Lyric Theater Marshall Ncilan
presents Wesley Barry, Lon Chaney
and other stars in "Bits of IJfe";
also presenting a two-paTorchy
comedy, "Torchy's Promotion."
Pastime Theater "Perjury," a
big Fox picture, with William Far-nuin the titlo role, is being repeated today; also repeating the
Sunshine
Book
comedy, "The
Agent,"

Vann's ble Jewelry auction, Next

'''

music stars make records for

markl

ar

f

sno

ar

The

combined salaries reach the

for park maintenance, adetc., and $40,000 for
reconstructing Kaibab trail, comthe
Hermit
pleting
rim road and
for the building of community
houses and campers' quarters.

Chandler, Ariz., Feb. 23. "W. W.
"Bill" Ilugett, for many years chief
guide In the Grand Canyon and
characterized In several novels the
plots of which were set in the
southwest, and Miss Muriel Denis,
daughter of the Rev, F. W. Denis,
of Washington, D. C, were married
hero today.

raf,

Imagine a galaxy of Broadway
stars in your home stars whose

$48,000

FORMER CHIEF GUIDE
IN THE GRAND CANYON
MARRIESJMISS DENIS

pow- - salt', Saturday

g

ministration,

"It wasn't that

Km Bond

Senator Cameron.

tire appropriation for administration, maintenance and further Im-

Your Ribs?

B. 8. B.

y.'-'y-

Ml"

ion..

A million"' dollar all-st-

BILL

rr.)
The

(By The Assnrlutfd Press.)

Washington. Feb. 23. Consideration was Riven today by both
the house
the war department and
military committee on the quesgovernof
the
tion of'dispnsing
ment's power nd nitrateto projects
private
at Muscle Shoals, Ala.,
enterprises for completion and operation.
At the war department Secretary
Weeks received the final draft of
the, offer made by Frederick K.
C:.,
Erigslrum, of Wilmington, N. dam
for completion of the Wilson
and operation of the nitrate plants
from
for the fixation of nitrogen
tho nir, r.nd production of fertilizers under the proposed fifty years
lease.
At the capitol the military committee heard firav Silver and R. F.
Bower, Washington representative
and assistant, respectively, of the
of Farm
Federation
American
advoBureau, who enthusiastically IIen:-made
by
cated the proposal
Ford for 100 years lease and outMuscle
right purrhaso of thedenounced
Shoals prolects. Both
Athe
submitted
offer
by
the
labama power company for purchase
of the Warrior steam plant and
fifty years lease of the remaining
properties.
Only two requests remained before tho committee tonight for hearincluding that
ing on tho Ford bid
of the Alabama Power company,
whose spokesmen headed by S. H.
Dent, former chnlrman of the committee, were scheduled to appear
of the
tomorrow in explanation
claim for
optional
company's
in
rights on the Warrior property
the event it is disposed of to other
interests.
private
Discussed in House.
The Muscle Shoals question was
also discussed in the house today
Huddleston
when Representative
of
of Alabama urged acceptance
the Ford proposal. He, asserted
Tennesthey would rather see the
see river go unharnessed than have
the Alabama Tower company take
over the Muscle Shoals property.
The outstanding features of the
Enfrstrum offer were summarized
in a statement addressed to Secretary Weeks which read in part
as foilowsr
"Tho United States is not divested of title to any of its property
but retains ownership and preserves assets of approximately
$141,000,000.
"Returns from tho investment
on a basis of 400,000 K W gross
development under my lease will
pay the government approximately
$3,fi00.000 per year for fifty years,
or a total at compound interest at
4 per cent of approximately
which cash will bn used
to produce cheap nitrates for fertilizer or will be turned into the
treasury at the option of the government. This is a liberal return
from Investment of the provern-meto produce the indicated
power.
'T propose to devote the entire
power development to the fixation
of nitrogen from the air and to
the manufacture of fertilizers, Including the operation of a research
plant for the development of the
Improved methods for the reduction of the cost of producing such

MLjftfoMjjLljlhaMlijeM

Entire Appropriation for the
Grand Canyon is Eliminated, Following a Speech

!

A

People of Alabama Favor

Detroiter's Plan,
Representative.
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FUNDS STRICKEN

FORD'S SHOALS
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BEAUTY CHATS

"

"

Sosia! Galesidar

CIIIIiBIiAINS.

great many people (luring
thia unpleasant period of the year
write to me complaining of chilblains.
If this affliction is not
cured it la apt to come back winter and winter and to become

more painful every time.
heroic
Here ia a somewhat
remcure. It is an
edy, but, like most
Put the feet
remedies, effective.
or the hands (if the hands suffer from chilblains), in a basin of
water. The basin
hot
fairly
should be placed over an alcohol
so
that the water will gradlamp
ually become hotter and hotter.
Keep the feet (or hands), in as
long a it Is possible to bear the
increasing heat. Then, on withdrawing, thrust them at once into
ice cold water. They need not be
kept in thia more than a moment.
It is the shock of the
cold, not continued cold, that is
needed.
Such a bath repeated
three or four times on successive
should
effect a cure.
days
Is
Here
another suggestion.
When the toes and heels grow
red and itch rub the feet with
warm spirits of rosemary
to
which a little turpentine has been
added. Afterwards rub the heels
and toes with camphorated vaseline or bind absorbent cotton wet
with camphor over the affected
parts.
Massaging the feet and taking
foot exercises are to be recom

PUFF

ut

old-ros-

nX ykA

kI' a-

rilELPS

shade-coverin-

bed-sid-

Ernb-older-

DOING GOOD.

I joyride, joyiide every day,
and superficial thinkers say I'm
wasting time and cash; but oh,
the lusting good I do! If they
would hold that fact In view,
they'd see their talk is trash.fareA
thousand men have better
everywhere,
because I choo-cho- o
and
they bless mo ns I pass;
Ford aclike
men
Henry
worthy
cumulate a humble hoard because I burn the gas. John T. is
ablo to upbuild Research Foundations, amply filled with scientists severe, who find tho germ
that causes mumps, and make the
blamed thing bump the bumps,
And
wink out and disappear.
skilled mechanics in their homes
spend
happy evenings reading

ORTIZ WINS CASE IN
STATE SUPREME COURT
(Spocl:

1

Cnrrespnndt-nr-

(By

Denver. Colo., Feb. 23. The Rev.
Father Edward Harry, S. J., pastor
of the St. Patrick's parish in Fuen-lo- ,
and one of the most widely
known clergymen In the west, died
today in Pueblo as the result of a
heart attack which ho suffered
several months ago. He formerly
was pastor of Sacred Heart pariah
of Denver.
After leaving
Denver, Father
Barry went to F.l Paso, Texas,
for the build
funds
where he raised
ing of the cathredral of that city.
He also acted as architect of the
church. From El Taso he was
transferred to Pueblo,

Moving Picture Funnies
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Santa Fe Feb. 23. MnrenUnn A
Ortiz, republican, declared hv tho

snap up fussy appetites
something wondeiral!

district court to have been elected
assessor of Santa Fe county in No-

jttcea .Houoman.
Madrid, on appealing to the su
No coaxing needed Id tempt family folks and visitor preme court, failed to perfect his
within the time prescribed
appeal
.folks to eat
not when there's a big pitcher of by statute.
Following the rule that
milk or cream and lots of Kellogg's Corn Flakes and, has been Invariably applied In
similar
other
cases, the court was
maybe some fruit ready to tickle fickle palates
compelled to grant Ortiz' motion
to affirm. When the case was not
Kellogg's are unlike any corri flakes you. ever afel properly
presented to the court it
They're the original kind they ought to be best I No was Impossible for that body to go
other corn flakes are so deliciously flavored ; no other corn Into the merits.

flakes retain such wonder-crispnes- s
till eaten! And
WAR FINANCE BOARD
Kellogg's are never leathery or tough or hard to eat I
APPROVES ADVANCES
Kellogg's are always a delight! I d serve
Th AFunrlntcfl Trem.J
and a treat to eat at any meal! In fact,
Feb. 23. Approval
you'll never know how good corn flakes of Washington.
IBS advances for agricultural
can be until you know. KELLOGG'S! and livestock purposes aggregating
13,462,000

distributed

between

Do more than ask for corn flakes say twenty-thre- e
states v. as announced
KELLOGG'S CORN FLAKES! The tonight by the war finance
kind in the RED and GREEN package!
Tho loans made Include:

Colorado.
California. $303,000;
$1,118,000; Idaho. $150,000; Ipwa,
ooor
1245,
Montana, 1249.000; Ne
braska $53,000; Nev Mexico,
North Dakota, $354,000; Oklahoma, $35,000:
Oregon, $40,000:
South Dakota, $220,000; Texas,
$471,000 and Washington, $16,000.
$31,-00-

0;

Vann's big Jewelry auction. Next

salo, Saturday

Z

p. in.

The use of scent bottles by women dates back to the Roman era.
T r.

Btkm ai

KELLOGG'S

KRUMBLES

uA

KELLOGG'S BRAN, cooked

ud

kramtled

1.

.

Croiue Dips, 10c.

firkin! Tl.i
ruS stores.

n ai

For the program at the
an's club today, Mrs. C. C.
leader, has arranged
ally reviews and papers on

W'KiHi.V.2?;TtJ

It's

Salivates,
Quicksilver,
causes Rheumatism and
Bone Decay

The next dose of calomel

you

take may salivate you. It may;
shock your liver or start bone neIt
crosis. Calomel is dangerous.
Is mercury, quleksil.er. It crashea
into sour
bile like dynamite,
crumping and sickening you. Calomel attacks the bones and should
never be put Into your system.
If you feel bll'ous, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
lust go to your druggist and get a
bottle of Dodson's Uver Tone for
a few cents which is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and if it
liver and
start your
doesn't
straighten you up better and quicker than nasty calomel and without making you sick, you Just go
back and get your m. uey.
Don't take calomel! It can not
be trusted nnv more than a leop-nr- d
Take Dodson's
or a wild-ca- t.
Liver Tone which straightens you
vou feel fine.
right up and makes Give
It to the)
N'o salts necessary.
children because it is perfectly
i can not salivate.
harmless

feeding experiment
will closo March 1.
at
The results will be pnnonnced for
a meeting in Tueumearl called
March 4.
IWRNTOll DIKS. .
V.
Chandler, Ariz., Feb, 2 3. Dr.
and wealthy
V Ames, inventor
vehicles,
manufacturer of Liberty
V linn's Ms Jewelry auction. Next
died here today. He came here last
November in failing health.
sale, Saturday 2 p. in.
cattlo

at Tueumearl

a- -

THE FIRST CAR SOLD AT THE

Ante Show
,Was a Buick

Touring Car, purthe
chased at
yesterday afternoon session of the show,
by Mrs. Ralph Dunbar.

Cut nut 4 a n(ti,tA
sides. Then carefully
line X Its entire length.
ted line 2, and so on.
section
underneath
When omnlAtpH turn
you'll find a surprising
ine pictures.

nn nil fnur

fold dotted
Then dot- Fold each
accurately.
nver nn.l
result. Save

DO YOU REMEMBER

That the first car sold at last'
year's show was a Buick? It,
too, was sold a few minutes
'
after the show opened.
THERE'S A REASON
FOR BVICK SUPREMACY
Or one out of every three
cars owned in the state,
other than Fords, would not.

mm

'

be a Buick.

KK9

Iu.iU has altt)luie pinr.f thm lu- can be healfd In all cliin.iua
brmitnsi
MHTIIOD.
liv TUB INMAt.ANT
Ittsuil
.
natlun-wtildnre
Fur f.irlher p.irtlrulari
uiMreps TUB INHALANT MRT1IOI) f'O.,
suite COD Unlnn I.eaeuo BUn., Key No.
31, Los AnKclea. Calif.

It.

r M'COLWUGH BUICK COMPANY
C. E. ODEN, Proprietor.
Fif th and Gold.

wom-

'

Phone 1200

Mea-cha-

literpres-

ent day magazines.
Tho roll call will be answered
by "My Favorite Magazine and
Why." Mrs. T. J. Mabry will read
a paper on "Early Magazines and
Their Founders." "Tho Modern
Magazine" will be discussed by
Mrs. Lillyan Hartman Johnson
nnd a review of the current magazines will be offered by Mrs. C.
A. Sehumaker.
Dr. George Skeel at present of
the state university, will read a
"Modern
paper ,on
Magazine
Verse." Dr. Skeel Is from Clevehe is well
land, Ohio, where
known in literary circles.

NOTICE TO WOMEN
ALBUQUERQUE.

"I tried many different kinds of
cough medicine," writes Mrs. E. K.
Olson, 1917 Ohio Ave. Superior,
Wis., "but I never want anvthing
else than Foley's Honey and Tar. I
used it for all my children and also
for my grandchild.
It has always done fine work." Foley's Is
a pure, wholesome itnd absolutely
safe remedy for the relief of colds,
coughs, croup and whooping cough.
Children like It and It checks sneezing and snuffling, gold everywhere.

Children

175

75

Presenting

ESTANCI- A-

LITTLE RED
RIDING HOOD
A.

Monday, Feb. 27th,
7:30 p. m.

Adults Cic.

ALBUQUERQUE

DAILY STAGE

by Mrs. Ellzauclh
Bradford
For St. John's Sunday School
High School Auditorium
Directed

Children 3."c

(EXCEPT SUNDAY)
Leaves Alhnnucruuo
Arrives I'.stniirla
r.enves Estanc-iArrives Albii'iucrqne
Ono Way, $5.00 Hound Trip, $9.50.

7:30 am
,10.00 am

.. 2:30pm
6:00pm,

Albuquerque Headquarters,
Store
Ringling Brothers Cigar PHONE

210 WEST CKNTRATi.

600.

OF

55

We have Just unloaded car of
high grade Polar pure white triple
coated enamelware, also blue and
white triple coat enamelware.
We know from experience the
low grade enamelware is not what
the people want, especially those
that take time to investigate tho
small differences In prices.
We now soil this high grade
enamelware at pre-wprices and
have a very large assortment. This
Is your chance now to supply your
kitchen with the needed enamelware of high quality at very
See this new stock today
J. KORBER & CO.
0
North Second Street,

JUST HERE

ar

AND PLACED ON SALE IMMEDIATELY

208-22-

vember, 1920, has won his case In

the supreme court without a hearing on the merits. The canvassing
board Issued a certificate of election to Jose I. Madrid, candidate
on the democratic
ticket.
Ortiz
filed suit contesting the election
and, upon hearing in the district
court was declared to have been
elected. Judge David J. Leahy nf
Las Vegas heard the case for Judge

pomes and playing dominoes, because my wagon knows no rest,
but Journeys north and east and
the
west, where'er
long road
And towns like Akron shed
goes.
the blues, and figure daily in
the news upon the throbbing
wires, beeauso I soak my Sunday
hat and fountain pen and Maltese cat, to buy some rubber
tires. I burn up all the country
roads, and people look from their
abodes, and say I am a crank;
I'm always wasting gas nnd oil,
when I should tackle honest toil,
nnd boost the savings bank. Hut
oh, my friends, the good I do!
The world should bless me ns I
ohoo and chug along my way; a
hundred
industries succeed because you see mv auto speed, the
merry livelong day!

MAGAZINE DAY AT THE
REV. FATHER BARRY,
PUEBLO PRIEST, DEAD WOMAN'S CLUB; SKEEL
TO LECTURE ON VERSE
The Asnoviiili'd rres )

uiuugms.

AIm

the
Because of limited funds in sta-

department of agriculture, the
tions at Tueumearl and Dalhart
under ono
havo been combined
the last two
superintendent during
is
years. The station at Tueumearl but
controlled bv the government,
has been doing much Mexico state
work with the New
college.
It is announced that the

bipplirg wmm

V

I

CmBakes

(MIL III ALL

)

Donald R. Iiurnham, formerly connected with tho agricultural experiment station at Lawton, Okla..
bus been appointed superintendent
of the United States dry land exat Tueumearl, N.
periment station
St., according to word received in
In adI,as Cruoes. Ills experiencereceived
ministrative work was
while assistant superintendent at
Lawton.
Dr. IT. L. Kent, president of tnt
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts, expressed himself today as highly pleased over
the appointment of Mr. Rurnham.
saying be Is the right man for tho

o

S

YOU CANT TRUST

SUPERINTENDENT OF
EXPERIMENT STATION

s

J
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drop-ligh-
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CORN
FLAKES
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TERRIBLE loneliness crept over her again. It
was very dark and silent in some
places she passed, she never had
CITAPT Ell 100.
been timid, but there had been a
When Craig Forrester hung up good deal of lawlessness of late,
the receiver after Margaret had and she hastened her steps. Sudtold him she couldn't go with denly she waa awaro of footsteps
him because of Joan and Mal- behind her. When last she had
colm, he turned away, a deep looked there had been no one on
the walk, but she had Just passed
frown on his clever face.
,yA
"Drat that girl!" he exclaimed a wooded spot whoever it was ,
with more force than eloquence. might have been lurking there.
"She and her gang are always She was nearly at the 8th avenue
BY EI.OISE.
getting the best of me." Then he entrance and hurried a bit faster,
Organdie, which has been th
laughed a bit at his own vehem- breathing quickly.
most
summer's
popular fabric for
Mis stepa grew nearer, and she
ence, as he added, "but she can't
at
two seasons, is used this
mo away.
frighten
Margaret's had all she could do to repress yearleast
frocks. It
worth waiting for, and I shall the instinct to run, to scream. Is an to trim dark silk
wait. Something may happen. I Suddenly he spoke to her. She black unusual idea to trim navy,
and
and Cantaffetas
blue
only wish Joan would fall in love was frightened anew, and became ton crepes with white and
light
with Ted Walters, or someone." terrified when he clutched her
colored organic, but it ia effective
He had but echoed a wish that sleeve.
"Ain't It late for you to be out and considered very smart this
upon Margaret's
lay unspoken
usually aplips, the more insistently because in the park alone, Miss? Ain't year. inThetheorgandie
form of sleeves, colof an incident that had happened you got
any sweetheart?" he pears
asked with a leer. Just then they lars, tucks or pipings.
a few days before.
Thia frock Is fashioned of black
Joan had suddenly thought she passed a street light, dim, yet
A typical Canton crepe and the trimming of
like to see her mother, showing his features.
vi;'d
iilwi she had thought a walk tough, but Joan saw at a glance organelle strikes one as very distinctive because orfTanrtie and soft
might help her to gather her he was neither ragged or dirty
thoughts that had been straying he waa no beggar, no one who Canton crepe do not' seem so comall the day. Try as she would needed help in a city full of panionable as crisp organdie and
Fhe had been unable to fix them needy men.
crisp taffeta. The effect, however,
He was asking her If she didn't ' is more PlcaslniT than niiirht he
upon the article she waa writing
and that she had promised to de- want company, if he couldn't see thought.
The loose basque blouse ia plal.i
her home..
liver at a certain time.
"It nin't safe for a pretty girl with a square neck.
Because it was late when she
tho quaint littlo
started, about half past 8, and like you to be in the park so late organdie fashions
alone," ho said coming closer to puff sleeves. A straight tunic onen
Margaret's home some distance,
the
her
shows
front
was
throe bands of
it
side, but first looking keenly up
nearly an hour later when
she turned into the park. She about.
cordinga and Is trimmed here and
"He's looking for a policeman," there with large silk and nrsnndl-had walked slowly, her thoughts
Joan thought. Then as he again rosea with bead centers. The frock
wandering.
As she walked along with the turned to her with even more of is designed for afternoon wear.
straggling crowd, she seemed for a swagger, she knew he had seen
the first time to sense something no one.
"I'll take you home, honey. more'n once, for I'll stop you."
of the loneliness of life as it
Just then she heard footsteps
never before had occurred to her. Where do you live?" he tucked
Comincr trnve-rrtVir,rn
PoMttntt,,
She felt a certain stirring in her his big hand under her elbow.
"UCUIIJ
For the first time in her shel- her companion was too busily en- breast, a longing for the spice
b.iki'11
tered
life
romance.
of
the careless
iran
nimseir, and trying
Joan Hayden was so fright- to keep her in fear of him to noIn front of her walked a boy
and a girl, no older than she, and ened she could not speak.
She tice. Just as they turned around
yet she knew by the way they glanced back as she tried to jerk a curve in tho path, Joan called
from
him.
Not a soul in out. The tough gave one look at
walked, her arm in his, his head away
bent to her, that they were sight!
Why had she done this the man approaching, then with
toolish thing? No conventional a curse such aa Joan never had
lovers.
he disappeared
in the
She had not Intended to go girl would have put herself in heard,
such a position. Gathering all her shrubbery.
folshe
but
through the park,
"What ia It why, Joan!"
lowed the lovers.
They soon strengtn she said:
"Mr. Forrester! Thank God!"
"You let go of my arm or I
found a bench and Joan went on
and as she clung to him hysteriAt first she didn't feel shall call a policeman."
alone.
the
cally,
not
Joan told
the difference, then the feeling of
"No, you won't, my pretty,
her story. Craig wanted to go
back and find the man, but she
begged him to take her to her
mother.
She felt like a littlo
child afraid of the dark, and
satisfied only when holding her
mother's hand.
Yon can't fool the youngitem.
"The gods are sometimes kind,"
They can always tell the difForrester snfrt tn htmeni
t it
ference between KELLOGG' S
to happen, I am glad I was
had
and imitation!.
her rescuer," he smiled
at his

ID
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HOW TO MAKE A SII.K SHADE ered strip at Intervals around the
VOR A DROP-LIGnframe, distributing the gathers
The Woman's Bible class of the
evenly between the pins, then
First Methodist church will meet
Several readers have written to sewing the gathered strip io the
this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at ask me to pubHsh directions for binding on the wire. Cut off any
,
the home of Mrs. M. E. Hickey.
shade, ertires that extend above or below
making a silk drop-ligrequesting me at the same time to tho bound wires. Cover the raw
firm
a
of
name
at
mention the
top and bottom of the
ORGANDIE
which will sell them the uncov- frame with either gold braid or
,. i
I
by mall. a narrow sTiirrcd strip of the
jr
SLEEVES ARE ODD ered wire shade-framf
take pleasure In tell- same silk.
ON CREPE FROCK Iingherewith
ft
such
them how to cover
Lining tho frame Is the next
frame but they must write me stop. Make this In separate panand
address
their
els,
having each panel cover the
again, giving
nlan BnMneinV ft Rtnmtl. if tllCV area between each two wires, and
tno
would havo rue give them
the edges of the
d
wires.
firm's address they desire. Ana
panels to tho
me
tell
should
in writing they
If, however, there Is not enough
whether they wish the wire framet. material to have this kind of
shirred shade, the outer covering
for an oil, electric or gas
must be made in panels as well
our
as the lining. Make tho panels of
W ....
It need not Impoverish
a
to
make
the silk as wide as the space bepockethook greatly
I know tween each two vertical wires of
lamp shade. Many womenworn-othe frame: then run a piece of
have made them out of
silk dresses; others have used braid (or other trimming) up each
turned
seam that Joins these panels, aftfaded silk cushion tops,
silk er first sewing
the panels to the
round, or parts of a discarded
Still another woman bound wires. Then make nn Incurtain.
used an old white silk petticoat terlining of some figured silk that
Or perhaps you will show through the outer cov'V
dyed
v
can combine old pieces of silk ering when the light is turned on.
the
onto
materials.
sewed
is
new
This
Interlining
with
and
of tho shade-linin- g
"U a
The first step, after procuring
it all panels
d
wires
sewed onto the
the wive frame, is to wind
same
the
silk
of
In
the
as described
over with a strip
o with them,
color as the lining you lntetm ue abnve paragraph.
should
is
This
Thero
strip
make.
nothing that gives a
5
room a cosier or more "homey"
about one Inch wide and It,where
one
look ns quickly as an effective
it ia necessary to piece
drop-ligshade, and there is no
should make a bias seam. of
the
cornea
reason
question
the
why every womnn should
Next
shirred not have one in her living room
g
J 4
kind of
try''-e
table, too),
(and on her
or plain? This depends largely
t
Em a Rubinstein.
of
Kk "tie has.
if rho will but look in her ragupon the amount of material,
one
f
and
press the
bag and clean
If one has plenty
Erna
Rubinstein,
she finds
pretty
can gather it at top and bottom
made her American deof the there.
A
fringe is sometimes miss inwho
(after cutting It the width
has
r
v
Now
York recently,
but
y
f
frame's depth) and pin this gatn- needed aa a finishing touch.
amazed critics with the maturity
of her act. Her playinf; is likened
to that of Heifetz, Kreisler and
"he alElman by her admirers,
Ku- ready has toured continental
ivin2 z'J concerts in Holrope,
land alone last fall.
By WAIT MASON.
NEV EH WANTS ANYTHING

of blood
through the feet. Needless to
say, the feet should be kept warm
and dry, but should not be put
too near a fire or any intense
heat.
Kittle: Tour roughened elbows
will yield to a treatment of cold
cream rubbed into them every
Also
scrub
them well
night.
every day, using a
B.
G., Chubby: It
Anxious, K.
often happens that growing girls
appear to be out of proportion
when it is merely due to the fact
that one part of the body is attaining its development ahead of
the rest and in a few years there
will be an evened growth.
Steady Reader, Subscriber, N.
O. C, Blue Eyes: Pimples and
blackheads usually have their origin in a disordered digestion and
to correct that will clear the skin.
These skin eruptions relieve the
body of waste which would cause
illness if retained in the system.
Blackheads
are first coarsened
pores that have been mado so
through overwork.
The treatment for all this la to
clear the system and keep it so
by eating properly. A daily warm
bath will clear the complexion because it opens the pores over the
body relieving those of the face.
If the pimples continue after that
there are other reasons tor them
requiring the attention of the
doctor.

By JANE

'

J?

sTi

m.
mended since the whole Idea of p. H.
these treatments is to promote a R. L. G. Ii. club will meet with Mrs.
Chapman.
healthful circulation

IE HEW GEHE
JOAX KECFIVKS

By LAURA A. KIRKMAM.

3

BURfJHAM APPOINTED

(Special CorrPHpondenco to Tlif ,onrTiitl
Las Cruoes, N. M., Feb. 23.

FIOlEriT H80SEKEEPIBG
J

Woman's club will meet at

A

GIRL OF SIXTEEN
WONDER VIOLINIST
yf r

v

v

dna Kent Forbes.

By
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LadiesKeep Your Skin
Clear. Sweet, Healthy
With Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Talcum

CHOICE, SPECIAL $3.98 UP

j

I?

WHY BABIES LIKE KLIM
water, and to get pure country milk up to every standard
of the best bottled milk.
No especial recipes are needed for KLIM. It can be used
just as any milk can be used
in any of your recipes for
everything from drinking to
cottage cheese.
KLIM is for sale at most
milk powdered.
good grocers and becomes a
KLIM is just the solid great economy when purmilk with all the water taken chased in
tins
out. All milk is 88 per cent (ten quarts of milk). Grocers
water, you know. Without can purchase it from
the water KLIM keeps for
months. And when you need Gross-Kell- y
& Co., Inc.
milk it is the work of a
New Mexico.
Albuquerque,
minute to mix KLIM with
ivuoiesaio Distributors.
Babies

like

milk

and

KLIM is milk. Milk feeds
the whole body, it is the one
food that satisfies so KLIM
satisfies. The baby is an impartial judge.
But you want to be sure
you get whole, rich milk and
you can be sure, if you buy
KLIM which is pure whole

Just selected and delivered by fast express, some Dashing New Spring Hats,
which we put on sale at once at a most appealing special
smart
price
and poke effects, developed in Visca,
sailors, turbans, of
Milans, Hemps, Crepes, Tinsel and Hair Braids, Nets, Silk and Satin Fabrics. Fetchingly trimmed in Flowers, Fruits, Ribbons, Fancy Motifs and
Silk Drapes. Color schemes include brown, red, calla, Alice blue, black and
others. Don't miss this opportunity of a "New Spring Hat" at a' price.
ace-typ-

es

Remember, You'll Always Do Better at

109

Albuquerque's Best Shopping Place
WATCH OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
North First.
Phone 352
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SituaClimax Reached in Pajarito River-Cav- e
tion; Ranchers Claim They Pay for Flood
Protection and Do Not Get It; Commis-sicne- r
Rankin Files Written Report.
Active steps for the protection
of property, including the public
highway about a mile north of
Pajarito. from the inroadg of the
Rio Grande were taken by the
at their
county commissioners
meeting yesterday. Following the
CommisFlood
refusal of County
sioner Don Rankin to build a
Jetty In the river to divert its

rnS

plan lor permanent river
1.arT!ensive
Zl '"8tr,Ur"
urotection and stop this vicious
ceedinB In the district court to circle of diversion and then
seek to compel this action on the
of the river channel at
commissioner.
part of the flood
expense.
The action came after a Ions grenf.
"This same consolidation of the
discussion of the subject. One of different iicequias as is recommendthe main speakers was Frank
for the west side of the river
land near ed
owns
Huhhell, who
should be put Into effect at the
that
claimed
who
Tajarito and
various accquias above the city on
the ranchers paid taxes fro flood
the
cast side of the river either by
but that when the one
protection,
permanent Intake or perhaps
time came for them to secure the two and the water distributed to
were unable to
redl-versi-

protection, they
pet any official Interested In the
matter.
The mandamus action will be
broupht at once and the matter
will be threshed out In the district court. It Is possible bethat
on
Judge Harry P. Owen willcase as
the bench to hear the
out
now
is
Judse M. E. Hlckey
of the city and speed Is necessary
In order that the work, If ordered,
before the
can be
completed
sprinB high waters.
Rankin
Commissioner
Flood
bases his refusa! to build the
proposed Jetty from flood funds
on the claims that such lunus
cannot he used to protect personally, held land; that the property
owners should bear such expense
and that the trouble lies with the
present system of
ditches.

irrigation

Kankln's Kcpoit.
Substantiating this contention,
the flood commissioner submitted
the following report of the sit-

uation:
"Honorable Board of County ComBernalillo
County
missioners,
New Mexico:
Some twenty years
"Gentlemen
ago this same proposition of di- at nearly the
river
the
verting
same place came up. and at that
time I made some recommendations to the county commissioners.
but did not put them In writing,
and they were overlooked and
soon forgotten and no action talc
en on them. So I am going to
make them in writing.
"This other occasion was diverting the river from cutting Its
banks at the Ranchos Do Atrisco
church. I then took the ground
that this was not a proper expenditure of flood funds, as the river
was not at any flood stage, but
was low, and that if the county
went to the expense of diverting
the river the acequla commissioner would soon be building wing
dams to get the water into the
acequia just below that point and
the work would have to be done
over again.
"Mr. Frank Clancy, who was
district attorney at that time, told
that I was
the commissioners
and
right about the flood fund,
the
they could not be used for
asked. The people at thatmatime furnished the labor and
torlnl themselves and bv nuttlnff
drags in the river we diverted it
and stopped the erosion
"I recommended at that time
that the intakes of all acequias
should be made more substantial
and permanent and that the own- ers of all the acequias should be
required before diverting the river
into the intakes, to riprap the
banks of the river both above and
below such intakes, so there would
be no erosion of the banks from
such diversion by them. If this
was done the continued changing
of the river channel would cease
and the expense of protecting the
bank would be at a minimum.
"l now want to recommend mat
all the owners of acequias on tho
west side of the river Join in one
so
large intake far enough north
that water from it could be distributed to the various major acequias,
that the river banic for a quarter of
a miie above such intake be protected from caving and erosion and
that the river bank below such intake be protected as far down the
river as the current stays against
the bank.
"The first cost of such an undertaking will be expensive, but it
would do away with more expense
every year of diverting water into
the "intakes, as the river channel
would always remain against the
permanent riprapped bank, because
it would scour out a deep channel
near It and this channel would not
be filled up by the caving bank.
This is why the river channel always stays near a bluff or any high
perpendicular bank, because the
increased velocity of the current
from the decreased friction on the
perpendicular bank scours out a
channel and keeps it scoured out, So
that there would always be water at
the intake if they were made permanent and the bank protected below there from erosion and caving;
that Is, provided there was any
water in the river.
"The whole trouble with the
widening and filling up of the river
bed has come about because of
faulty intake construction of the
various acequias, and the expense
of controlling the river will increase from year to year as the
river bed is filled up by these
faulty practices.
"It would take from fifteen to
twenty-fiv- e
thousand dollars to do
the work that I have been asked to
do this year by various committees
and this would grow to forty to
fifty thousand In a very few years
under the present methods.
"This expense of
intakes should be born permanent
bv special assessment on the land subject to
Irrigation by the various accquias
Vann'fl big Jewelry auction,
sale. Saturday '2 p. in.

Jjt

HAD THAT TIRED. WOHX-OIFEELING
Do you know that "awful tired
feeling," languldneRS, lame or weak
back, sore muscles, stiff or swollen
Joints, or rheumatic pains usually
indicate
kidney trouble?
Foley
Kidney Pills act promptly and effectively. Mrs. Roberta Lilly, 709
Alton St.. Alton, 111., writes: "For
three years I had a tired, worn-ou- t
feeling. Various treatments failed.
1 began to Improve o:i tho second
dose of Foley Kidney Pills and today I feel like new." Sold

the various major acerjuias from
one or two big acequias inside of
the present dike.
"Hoping this recommendation
will lead to something permanent
and lasting, it Is respectfully submitted for your consideration.
"DON J. RANKIN,
"Flood Commissioner."
Hoard Orders Suit.
After receiving the report of the
the county
fiood commissioner,
commission passed the following
resolution authorizing tho districtattorney to attempt to obtain actlon throush a court order:
Whereas, it has been made to
of
appear that tho flood waters
tho Rio Orande In their course
of
Pajarito
through the precinct
are liable to cause dar.iago to the
in
said
or
lifo
precinct,
property
and that the danger of said flood
waters are now imminent and that
of the
the flood commissioner
county of Bernalillo should begin
at onco to protect the property of
persons or inhabitants owning or
occupying the said property In
said precinct by building and
maintaining sufficient dykes nec-orother structures as may be
essary to control the flood waters,
and It has also been made to np- pear to this board that a part ol
tho public highway Is in danger
of Inundation, now therefore be it
resolved that the district attorney
of tho county of Bernalillo be and
is hereby Instructed to apply to
the court for a writ of mandamus
commanding tne flood commissioner to do the said work."
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with the
Garcia was charged
transportation, nnd
possession,
sale of liquor, and was placed under a $1,000 bond after pleading
guilty.
Prather was charged with the
to
manufacture, possession, transporThe nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
tation, and sale of liquor. Papers physic your bowels when you have
have been served upon him by the
Biliousness
Headache
marshal, but he Tins not yet been
Sour Stomach
Colds
arraigned.
Indigestion
Dizziness
Sheriff John Block and Deputy Is candy-lik- e
Cascarets. One or
Charles Custer of Estancia aided
will
empty your
two tonight
in the raids.

For Constipated Bowels

THE

PHILADELPHIA

220 WEST CENTRAL AVE.,

Only
stock

Reasonable Offer Accepted
Any
for us to slaughter the balance of this big $50,000
remain
two days

CHOICE OF
Any $4.00 to $15.00 Men's Work
or Dress Shoes, in all the latest styles
and leathers.
FORCED OUT FRICE

03s lip
CHOICE OF
All $15.00 to $40.00 Ladies' Fall and
Spring Coats, in all styles and

ls

FORCED OUT PRICE

CHOICE OF
Any $3.00 to $5.00 Boys' and Girls'
Shoes.
FORCED OUT PRICE

98c

Up

CHOICE OF
All $1.00 to $3.00 Ladies' Underwear
in all styles.
FORCED OUT PRICE

Br. King's
New Discovery

18c Up

and Coughs

CHOICE OF
All $15.00 to $50.00 Ladies' Silk and
Serge Dresses in all the latest styles.
FORCED OUT PRICE

Leav-

bowels

unmoved results in
health destruction. Let the gently
stimulating Dr. King's Pills bring to
you a regular, normal bowel functioning. 25 cents. All druggists.
PROMPT
"WON'T GXtira

$3.89 Up

1

D
. r.Kinffs Pills

CHOICE OF
All $5.00 to $10.00 Ladies' Dress
Shoes or Oxfords; all this season's
latest styles.
FORCED OUT PRICE
,

69c

Up

CHOICE OF
All 35c to $2.00 Ladies' Hose in all

07

CHOICE OF
All $20 to $45.00 Men's Overcoats,
in all latest stvles and materials.
FORCED OUT PRICE

CHOICE OF
All 30c to $1.00 Men's Hose.
FORCED OUT PRICE

,.

There is free dancing each evening after the entertainment program. For the sake of variety a different orchestra has been engaged for each evening. A better arrangement of exhibits allows a larger and more convenient dancing space.
FOR THE

GUIDE-BOO-

K

PROGRAM

Everyone attending the Auto Show will receive a free copy of
Souvenir Program, which contains, in addition to
,the
other valuable information for motorists, outlines for eleven
motor trips out of Albuquerque, taking in more
than 20 points of historic or scenic interest. This alone, is more
than worth the admission price.
32-pa-

ge

ay

This Afternoon at 1:30.
This Evening at 7:00.
Saturday Afternoon at 1:30.
Saturday Evening at 7:00.

Afternoon Admission, 25c.

5s Op
CHOICE OF
All 25c to $1.00 Children's
Misses' Hose.
FORCED OUT PRICE

ATTEND THE AUTO SHOW

Evening Admission, 50c

and

Be Up
CHOICE OF
All $18.00 to $50.00 Men's Dress
Suits in all materials and styles.
FORCED OUT PRICE

$3.79 Up

cAcbertisements
Tell You

CHOICE OF
All $5.00 to $10.00 Men's Work and
Dress Pants in all patterns and styles
FORCED OUT PRICE

98c Up
CHOICE OF
All 75c to $2.00 Children's Underwear in all styles.
FORCED OUT PRICE

16c Up
CHOICE OF
All $1.25 to $3.00 Men's Work and
Dress Shirts.
FORCED OUT PRICE

29c Up

FORCED OUT PRICE

5c Up

29c Up

what to buy
how to buy
where to buy
when to buy
(Advertisements

Sate

You

The above is only a part of the thousands of articles on sale. Lay. aside your
work and be on hand today and Big Saturday. Remember, you will never
see such bargains again.
I

The Old Stand of THE FASHION SHOP
220 West Central Avenue,

Albuquerque, N. M.

1

II

j

Albuquerque Automobile Trades Association

CHOICE OF
All $1.00 to $4.00 Men's Underwear.
FORCED OUT. PRICE

materials.

LOOK AT THE
LOAF

;

at prices never before attempted in this city.

READ WHY

ALWAYS keep Dr. King's New
Discovery handy. It breaks up
hard, stubborn colds and stops the
paroxysms of coughing. No harmful
drugs, but just good medicine. Ail
druggists, 60c,

BAKERY
South first Btrcct,

Maurice Klein's merry band of entertainers, all in costume suitable to the occasion, have charge of keeping the crowds amused.
They render a different program each afternoon and each evening session of the show.

one-and-two-d-

The Opportunity, of a lifetime How Presents Itself!

This will fix
my cold
I

PIONEER

CO.

when you will

ma-tcrici-

bread we
sell at this bakery. It makes the
mouth water to look at it. And a
taste of Its light, toothsome de- llclousness will make It water still
more. Try this bread as a chance
from homo baking. We believe
you'll like It so well you'll make
tne cnange permanent.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT

ALBUQUERQUE,

on

If you
goods at your own price.

u.eir

Of fine golden crusted

PURCHASING

STOCK
General
BIGneed $60,000
buy
and
hand today
merchandise be
Saturday

MORNINtl JOURNAL!

Stubborn Iiowels Tamed.

bowels completely by morning and
work
you will feel splendid. "They never
while you sleep." Cascarets
Salts.
stir you up or gripe like
Pills. Calomel, or Oil and they
cost only ten cents a box. Children
love Cascarets too.

THE FASHION SHOPN. M.

'

ing the

The automotive industry has made its greatest strides for economy, durability and comfort during the past year, according to
leading motor magazines and critics. It is more than worth your
while, merely to keep abreast of the country's third largest manufacturing industry, to attend the Auto Show where the models
showing all the refinements and improvements will be exhibited.

Bilious Liver

FORCED TO DISPOSE OF THE BALANCE OF

here tonight in the opinion
'
ot
"
at tne ringside.

For Colds

FOR EDUCATION

FOR DANCING

HAISTFIF.I.D PKFFATFT).
Newark. N. J., Feb. 23. Mickey
N. J., welter-- ;
Elizabeth,
Walker,
: :
:
defeated Soldier Bartfn-l-

'

C.nrnKn

lre.

'

-

T

every-..wher-

rr

T 0

Prather at Estancia, nnd charged
inom witn violations or me nqumln. Tllnstlr nlaarfn cillfv tn the
charge of manufacturing and sell
ing liquor, a mm ana zi gaiions
of moonshine. lie was placed under a $1,000 bond.

Las Vegan, N. M.. Feb. 23. The
funeral of Elmer E. Veeder, prominent attorney and democratic leader, who died Wednesday, was held
nt 2:30 tills afternoon
from St.
Paul's Memorial church. The body
was taken by Mrs. Veeder to Montgomery. Ala., for burial.
Mr. Veeder came to Las Vegas
from Schenectady, X. Y In 181)2,
and joined his brother. John D. W.
Veeder in the practice of law. Thi
partnership continued until about
a year ago, when Elmer Veeder
tired from the firm to go to his
ranch, where he lived until his
uetllll.

.

81

noeaa

OF VEEDER
AT LAS VEGAS

DISPATCH

LUNCH

Thaf nrrn rtnpq not fllwavs bring
wisdom Is apparently proven by
the failure of J. R. Bigley, 81 years
old, of Kstancia, to outwit the prohibition officers.
Bigley was arrested by the prohibition agents Wednesday and
two stills found In his possession.
on
Ho was arraigned yesterday
chargps of the manufacture, possession, and sale of liquor, and on
pleading guilty was placed under
a bond of $r00.
here
force
The prohibition
claims a record In the arrest of
havbootleggers of various ages,
ing recently arrested at Hill. N.
M., ft boy 12 years old, who was
several
driving a car containing

and under the approval of the state
engineer, us law at present pro
vides; that Is, the plans should be
furnished by the commissioners of
the different projects and approved
by the state engineer.
"X feel that it is proper. In lieu of
the sums of money that have been
spent by tiie past boards of Bernalillo county, to very little purpose,
that it is time to try and get these

senators as believing that it would
pass the senate, but might encounter difficulty in the house.
Mr. Moore prophesied that tho
laststrength of Rotary would be awhich
ing force in tho community
will eventually grow.
RQTARIAN
Mr. Anderson traced an imagined building of a Rotary wheel,
discussing the various Ideals which
wont into the construction of its
Y
with
hub, spokes and the cogs comwhich it was geared to the
observwas
in
munity. Tho talk
Talks by M. 1j. Fox, manager of ance of tho seventeenth birthday
of
notary.
the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce, E. S. Moore, president of
ClinMISS
LAW, AVIATRIX,
the Denver Rotary club, and
ton P. Anderson filled the program
GIVE UP FLYING
WILL
luncheon of the
at the noon-da- y
local Rotarians yesterday. A large
(fly The Aclated
number of visitors were present
Chicago, Feb. 23. Miss Ruth
for the occasion.
and former holder of
Mr. Fox suggested to the Rota- Law, iiviatrix
flight record
long distance
rians that he would support the the
to New York, as wei;
movement for better advertising from Chicago
other aviation records, today an
of the city and Indicated that the as
nounced her retirement from flying
Chamber of Commerce would be at
a meeting of the International
active In that direction.
Association of Fairs and
He snoke of the bill which Sen- American
ators H. O. Bnrstim and A. A. Expositions.
who made her first
Miss
Jones are pushing in congress for flight tenLaw,
years ago, claims she has
the cession of the public lands to never had an accident.
the various states. He quoted the

February 24, 1922.

THREE TALKS AT

STATE'S OLDEST

TO Bi!

'

The Philadelphia Purchasing Company
TERRY M'GOVERN, REFEREE

:

time
trouble
money

Read the' Advertisements

'Regularly
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RIVER SITUATION AT

SAID TO

El

water

PMRITO

road.
The flood commissioner has saM
that he feels that people in this
community should do this work
They are perfectly willing to do
their part. Thev have aereed to
haul the pilings, to cut and haul
the bruHh and haul stones and
throw on the brush, if the flood
commissioner or state engineer,
whosever duty It Is. will drive the
piling.
In addition to this they are not
only protecting their land and
their acequia but they are protect
ing the state highway which is be
Should the rlv r
ing constructed.
cut this road in two after it has
been constructed it would be necessary to build a loop through
some of the best farming land in
the community, which would in all
probability cost $10,000 and the
estimate on the piling work as a
means of a preventive is from $700
to $1,000, in addition to free work
that the people of the communi'y
agreed to do.

SERIOUS; PRIVATE

LAND AIID HIGHWAY TISREATE

County Agent Lee Reynolds Explains Need of
Immediate Work; Alleges That Next High
Water Will Cut Through Concrete Road
Now Being Built to Isleta.
3. REYNOLDS,

(By

County Agent.)
The question of some river bank
protection near Pajarito has heen
before the county commissioners
and some weeks ago the Morning
Journal editor referred to the fact
nd rather criticised the people of
the community for asking the flood
commissioners to do work protecting private property.
Ah county agunt I am a dislnter-tereate- d
party in this proposition.
1 own no land thero and never expect to, therefore I wish to give the
actual facts so that the people will
understand the situation.
The river current has changed
and Is eating into the west bank of
the river about a mile north of
Pajarito. During the last year thos
bank has cut about 100 feet or
more and at present
Is about
eighty-fiv- e
feet from the road line.
Bernalillo county, in connection
with the state, is now building a
concrete road from Barelas bridge
to Isleta end this road will run
within eighty-fiv- e
feet of this
caved bank. Between the bank and
the road is the Pajarito acequia,
during the flood last summer the
acequia was cut in two and a new
one constructed and the river is at
the bank or the new acequia.
The county agent maintains and
Is supported In his contention by
both the state engineer and the
county engineer, that if a Jetty 125
feet long was constructed a short
distance up the river from this cut,
the current would be deflected until the Band would fill in behind the
Jetty and the present danger of
caving would be eliminated, the
road would be safe. Tho acequia
would be safe, as well as the land
which is endangered.
In the article referred to In the
Morning Journal it was stated that
had no
the flood commissioner
to proright to spend public money
to
wish
I
tect private property.
refer to the fact that it Is Impossible

THE INDEPENDENT
WOMAN
the brightest Jewels
which adorns our modern, economic system. But too often this
Independence Is gained at the cost
g
of health, and the
woman struggles through her duties, a prey to nervousness, backache and despondency. Does not
her Independence then become
more of a burden than a Joy?
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has helped many such
Women to regain their zest In
life, and will help many more.
one

Is

of

wage-earnin-

;

'

In Bernalillo county to do river
protection work that does not protect some private property, i
Condition Serious.
There are a number of bad places
along the river that need protection
and wo realize it is impossible for
the flood commissioner with his
limited funds to protect them all,
therefore we feel that the worst
places should be fixed and that this
point Is one of the worst in the
river. It seems foolish to construct
a concrete road costing twenty or
twenty-fiv- e
thousand dollars a mile
within 80 feet of a caving bank that
we know In comparison to the caving that was done last year will be
cut in two by the first high water.
Even if we consider the acequia
and the land watered by as private
property, yet it Is only about eighty-fiv- e
feet to public property and it Is
Just as much to the Interest of Bernalillo county to deflect this river
current and save this road as it is
ta the people of the community to
save their acequia, so I maintain
that It Is not private property alone,
but public property that is to be
protected, and the money that
would be expended from the road
fund would be a protection to the
finances of the whole county.
Pnsslnir tho Uncle.
The state engineer insists that
although it is a state road, he has
no funds at his command for diverting river current even though
it is affecting the road. The county
commissioners
feel they are not
privileged to use their funds for
this purpose, and tho county flood
commissioner takes the view that
It Is not his place to do it, but since
the county and the state are spending so much money for the surfacing of this road as they are. Jt
seems that some one should hnve
the authority to remove this
danger.
Referring to the fact of protecting property, the law of 1921 provides that a flood commissioner
shall be appointed to have charge
of the flood fund and at his discretion he will build dikes, dams,
embankments, and excavations or
other structures. There has been
some contention that the flood
commissioner
could not use his
funds for the purpose of building
this Jetty, but. the attorney general
of New Mexico has given a written
opinion thnt it is in his power to
use the flood funds for a purpose
of this kind. There is perhaps
1,500 acres of land that are dependent upon the Pajarito ditch
for Irrigation.
If tyie river cuts
this year as they expect It to they
will have to make siphon across
the road large enough to take care
of the tntire dltc'.i and to divert the

.

'i

ii

I

the ditch under the

flUT
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hibits are well arranged and well Louis Hessclden and Frank Dar-rolighted.
The entertainment feaMiss Uuth I.iaugherty plea.sed
tures are far ahead of anvthlng at- with whistling solos.
All the numbers on the propram went well and
tempted before.
The Lincoln sedan and the the method of using the four cornBulck roadster wore attractions of ers ot the hnll made a hit with the
the first magnitude, the Lincoln spectators at the show.
Five hundred people were in
because It is the first to be seen in
this country and the Bulck because the armory last evening for the
of its big wheelbase and sporty display and entertainment. Danclines. The Essex engine cut In ing to muslo furnished
by the
half attracted scores of eyes and White Lightning Harmonizers
endthe Cadillac Sedan with natural ed tho evening.
wood wheels, mapmlficent upholstery, and the ivory studs in the FORT SUMNER HIGH

FINE PROSPECTS
Several Cars Sold First Day;
Numbers
Entertainment
Please Crowd; Splendid
Showing of Cars.

spokes Of the rnnr ivtiaola ilpon
crowds all day.
As usual, the Packard
Six
was carefully examined Single
and the
Oldsmobile Elchts and Fnnra ,nrt
many visitors around them. The
Dodge cars,
the enclosed modelsparticularly
with their steel
wore
wheels,
rnnutnntlv
scrutiny. A Jordan and its Nash
mates demanded
and received
mueh nttontion.
Chevrolet
and
Btuni'Dauer had their share of

fifth annual auto
under way yesterday with
a rush that heralded much for the
Albuquerque's

DEFEATS DUKE CITY

remaining two days. Several cars
were sold and a careful scrutiny
was paid to others, promising that
the effect of the exhibit will be
seen in the coming months.
SOCIETY LEADERS"AT
Judge from every standard, the
WASHINGTON RECEIVE
show is the finest yet held. It dismore cars and more comTHREATS
OF DEATH plays
plete- lines of accessories.
The ex

CHANEV OrTPOIXTS HART.
Feb. 23. George
Philadelphia.
Chaney, Baltimore lightweight, outAlex.
of Cleveland, In
Hart
pointed
d
an
bout tonight.

a

Ixn's have

"Dtp" Thomas'
Drug Mores.

leiropolitan Opera House Tenor

Under Auspices of Apollo Club
8:15 o'Clock
When Paul AltKouse sings one begins to realize how few tenors of the first rink' there
are in America, or in the world. Edward Moore, Chicago Journal,
.
a
,
In Paul Althouse, the Metropolitan has made a valuable
acquisition. His beauty of voice
W.
J. Henderson, New York Sun;
is unsurpassed.
Vr
American Tenor Althouse is a great artist George Smith, Florida Times-UnioHis is a full, resonant voice capable of the most difficult
operatic arias or of doing delicate light singing a tone of beautiful quality. New York Herald.
-TICKETS $2.00.
AH Seats Reserved;
On Sale and Redeemable at New Mexico Phonograph Co;
,

Rots in the Collar
RfSlce In

th Pantry

Cockroaches In the Kitchen
What can bo more disagreeable
than a home infested with pests?
Destroy them with Stearns' Electric
Rat and Roach Paste, the standard
exterminator for more than forty-thre- e
years.

Kill rat3, mice, cockroaches,
waterbugs or ante in a single night,
Does not blow away like powders;
ready for use; better than traps.
Directions in 15 languages in every
box.
2 oz, size S5c.
15 oz. size, $1.50.
Money Back If It Fails
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QUICK, SURE RESULTS

0

eight-roun-

Creme Dips, lOp.

distress. Millions of men and womy
en
know that it is needless
to have a bad stomach. A little
Diapepsin occasionally keeps this
delicate organ regulated and they
eat their favorite foods without
fear. If your stomach doesn't take
care of your liberal limit without
rebellion; if your food is a damage
instead of a help, remember
the
most harmless
quickest, eurest,
antacid is Pape's Diapepsin, which
costs only sixty cents for a large
case at drug stores.

ach is sour, gassy and upset, and
what you Just ate has fermented
into stubborn lumps; head dizzy
The Ladies' Library association and aches:
you belch eases and
of Kalamazoo, Mich., organized In acids and eructate
undigested food
1852, was the earliest society of its
Just
a
take
Pape's Diapepkind in the United States founded sin and in five little
minutes
you wonder
and maintained by women.
what became of tho Indigestion and
Venn's big Jewelry aucition. Next
JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING
sale, Saturday 2 p. m.

The Mnurie Klein entertainers "went over big," in spite of the
fact that their show was a little
too generous.
Vocal numbers
were presented by Miss r.race
Storti, Miss Hortense
Swltzer.

Acidity
Palpitation

Flatulence

Sumner's favor.

By The Ansoelatrd FreatO

Washington, Feb. 23. Threats
of death unless large sums of
money ranging from $15,000 to
were said by
$25,000 are paid
Washington police today to have
been received within the last few
days by four prominent
society
leaders of the capital. The police
as well as department of Justice
eperatives were said to be invest!
gating the origin of the threats.
The threatening letters, it was
said by a prominent police official,
have been received bv Henry White.
former American ambassador to
France and one of the American
commissioners
to the Versailles
conference; Mrs. Thomas F. Walsh,
widow of the late Colorado "copper
king"; Mrs. Scott Townsend, well
known society leader, and Madame
Christian llauge, widow of a former Norwegian minister to the
United States.

Gases

Indigestion
Sourness

Fort Sumner, N. M.. Feb. !3.
Take "Pape's Diapepsin" now!
Fort Sumner high school basket- In five minutes
your stomach feels
ball team defeated Albuquerque
high school here tonight, 23 to 22. fine. Don't bother what upset your
The game was fast and somewhat stomach or which, portion of the
rough. At the end of the first half food did the damage. If your stomthe score was 17 to 13 In Fort

,or

show got

In five minutes "Pape's Diapepsin" ends

day
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Association of Kansas, with branches
the Anti-Wall over the state.
The reason given by the Kansas girl for wishAN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
ing to be governor Is that man la the root cause
Published By
of war and salvation from It must come through
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
women.
D. A. MACPHE RSON,
CARL C. MAG EE,
President.
Secretary.
A good opinion of yourself Is necessary to ac.Business Manager complish anything, but It may be carried too far.
D. A. MACPHERSON
.Edl'or-in-Chl. .
CARL C. MAQEB
as In the caso of the young woman of New Orleans,
REPRESENTATIVES
who tried to commit suicide because there was not
Til
C J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bldg., Chicago,
a man on earth good enough for her.
RALPH R MULLIGAN. . .48 B. 42d St., New York
matter at tho postofflce
Entered as second-clas- s
IF CHINA SHOULD ARM,
of Albuquerque, N. M.. under act of Congress of
March 17, 187!.
TEH. MS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Despite the formal acceptance by the Chinese
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. 85c; delegation of tho results of the Washington parley
in
advance,
yearly,
as the best they could get, and probably more than
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
Is
accorded to any other paper in New they expected, reports from American residents
rating than
Directory. familiar with the Chinese people speak of a sense
Newspaper
Mexico." The American
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day of disappointment In China which may have unJn the year.
. locked for effects.
The most noticeable feature
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Chinese
at Washington was
about
the
participation
to
The Associated Press lu exclusively entitled
of all news credited to the evident pressure of the Chinese popular opinion
the use, for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also against compromising their demands.
The Chinese leaders are not blind to their own
the lorn! news published heroin.
caused by the Pacific habit of the mass
weakness,
FRIDAY.
.February 24, 1!)22 of their people and the rivalries of provincial
leaders. But what If, aroused by this great issue
A I) VERT SI XG CLI M ATE.
on which the people think alike, China should
of decide to imitate Japan? It will not do to dismiss
M. L. Fox, new manager of tho Chamber
the Idea with the recollection of how easily Japan
Commerce, Insisted before tho Rotary club yesterdealt with China in 1894. What If there arose a
cliday noon that Albuquerque should advertise Us
new China, provoked by Just such dlplomatlo dickmate. Ho Eaw in it a means to bring more resiand determined to become a force to bo reckdents here, to have them build more houses once ering,
oned with?
to
the
Increase
prosin
and
general
they arrived,
perity of the community.
MORE TALK NOT NEEDED.
J'ross dispatches last evening carried the news
They told that a
of blizzards In the northwest.
Thomas A. Edison predicts that one of these
cold wave was sweeping tho middle west. They
carried the storm warnings that were issued along days we shall hear ants talk. If this means that he
is going to make them talk, we are agin' it.
the Atlantic coast.
The ant has been a great inspiration to
should advertise Its
No wonder Albuquerque
climate. Why not not inform the frozen northeast
Men have watched it and gone and conquered
that all Is warm In New Mexico? Why not tell tho
residents along the Atlantic coast that the way to cities.
All the time, however, it was noticeable that
avoid the-- storm la to come to Albuquerque?
This city has a sound asset in Its climate. A apparently the ant kept its mouth shut.
Most everybody is at his best under that same
Judicious system of advertising it will prove
condition, and the news that the ant is to Join in
the conversation may be accepted as a blow to industry.
DAWES WAVES THE SHIRTS.
The activities of the ant have spoken more loudmore of an incentive
A very pretty language this man Dawes uses. ly in its behalf and have been
He calls a shirt a shirt, and scoffs at army officers to ambition than anything it possibly could say if
who push out their decorations and get puffed up Introduced as the next speaker on the program.
WTe do not need any more talk.
when corrected or advised; and larups the hide
We
do need the example.
Indifoff those who are trying through stupidity.
to obstruct the course of
ference or
national economy.
Take the matter of the brooms. The navy felt
humiliated when asked to sweep with army brooms,
THE LIAR.
of which there was a large surplus, result of the
war. Pointing to Its honorable record It demanded
Tou could have taken a blacksnake whip
'exciting adventure part is com wasn't ire cream! It was sour
the right to purchase Its own brooms. Take the
me over the eyes.
And
lashed
milk, and my mouth is so pucking in a moment.
its
felt
The
marine corps
matter of the shirts.
You could have struck me full in the face-- But
snur milk, if you please," ered up I can't even nibble a
"Some
That was sour milk!"
prestige was imperilled when threatened with army
you chose to tell me lies.
Uncle Wiggily bogged from the toothpick!courso
"Of
it was!" laughed
shirts out of stock. The director of the budget
lady.
pig
Yet'
Uncle
a
cut
Wiggily as the fox ran
of
the
whip is straight and clean
"Yes, I told Nurso Jane I'd
exposes these little domestic tiffs magnificently and,
"I
could
have told you
B.
Howard
Gurli
away.
be
If
the
heart
that
strikes
a
By
to
make
strong.
let her have a pailful
by putting his argument into terms of brooms and
But the wound from a lie is a fetid thing
tho pig that if you had asked me. Now
corn
cake,"
grunted
I'll
have
to go back and got some
That stabs and festers long.
shirts, has the happy result of giving a vivid view
"Well, there it is," and
lady.
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
from
Mrs.
Twistytail."
she poured Into the pail some more
of government business to every citizen.
Newspaper Syndicate.
Which
he
did, for tho fox had
with
The
is
born
liar
the
streak
out
fell
yellow
thick, bibbered milk, that
Mr. Dawes has the idea that one broom 13 very
It
all
the
from
spilled
Men shun from sea to sea,
a
pall. Howwitn
for
in
tho
that
way
AND THE
UNCLE WIGGILY
chunks,
like another broom, and that when the government
ever, the pig lady had plenty
You can go and hunt with your coward pack
CO I IX CAKE.
ivory sour milk.
more
sour
and
to
when the
me!
You have lied your last
milk,
owns many brooms in idleness any department
"I don't see how that is ever
cake was done Uncle WigMary Carmack McDougal, in N. Y. Times.
"Here's tho pail, Uncle Wig- - going to make a good cake," said corn
needing & broom should get one from this common
gily couldn't taste the sour milk
the iiunny, pnz.ica line.
source, and not go out in a spirit of perverted dein it at all.
gily," said Nurso Jane to
Such are the ways
individual
one
and
cooks.
a
rabbit
and
gentleman
personal
bunny
buy
la,1Khe(1
day:Jam,,
tho plK lfldv. of And
partmental pride,
If
fire shovel doesn't
the
as
the
muskrnt
sound.
of
was
The
is
that
It
now
The
idea
is
it
lady housekeeper "And
broom.
beauty
hop along.
try to walk tight rope on the
jcamo into the living room from VPry kind of you to come over
is not the only idea Mr. Dawes has on the subject
in
clothes
line
the yard and fall
ithe kitchen of the hollow stump 'the other day and play steam en-- 1
"n.ASTE MAKES WASTE."
of official economics and with that sweet knack
off so it bumps Its nose, I'll tell
bungalow.
with
little
my
pigs.
jgine
They
To cut railroad rates to the quick would not be
he has for putting things into blunt, homely lanyu next about Uncle Wiggily's
los, indeed! 1 should say you quite enjoyed it.
a quick way to bring back business prosperity.
worn pair!" cried the bunny,
"s0 did II" laughed tho bunny, lost glove.
guage it looks as if the American public is going to Forbes.
nsj
he jumped up. "Have a chair! Sit "And the steam from the ten
be on the inside of this government spending busidown! Oh. if you are going to kettle soared the fox.
ile's so
ness before long.
faint I had bettor got Dr. Pos- - frightened that I haven't seen
FROM THE SriRIT WORLD.
So far the budget system has defiled its critics,
Wonder if Sir Oliver Lodge ever hears any of sum! I never saw you so pale be-- : him since. I enjoyed that part!
lore:
not merely by the strength of the Dawes vocabu- the pre-wprices. Detroit News.
"Nonsense!"
Nurse
laughed
When the baffled
v.
lary, but on its performance
Jane.
"I'm not palo that's just
TOO LIGHT OX THE TRIGGER.
some white flour on tho end of
despoller of the public treasury sneers, Mr. Dawes
(Bj The AMMcmtHl Pre,.)
I'm baking.
And
We suspect the movie industry is developing too my nose.
produces his brooms; .when a department acts inNew York, Feb. 23. The stock
didn't say I was pale. I said
many shooting stars. Columbia Record.
dignant and hurt, he waves the shirts.
market today rose almost steadily
here's the pail
and
There Is no gainsaying the fact that the taxIn Its early and Intermediate etages
she spelled
the word out for
TRY
IT.
LETS
to
confifeel a great deal of
Uncle
"Here's the pail
payers are beginning
to higher levels on the largest and
What the country needs, as the man in the for you Wiggily.
to go over to Mrs. Twisty-tail'- s
dence that their national business methods are street
most varied dealings of the year,
sees it, is a consumers' bloc to agitate for
somesoiir
me
house
and
got
but fell back sharply in the final
being Improved, and if M. Dawes cares to add to his a consumers' bonus. Chicago News.
milk, as you promised you would."
details he may be sure of an attentive and apprehour. The reaction
Nurse Jane hold nut a little tin
followed an
bucket to the bunny.
ciative audience from Portland to Portland.
advance In call money from 5 to 6
"Sour
milk!" exclaimed tho
per cent.
rabbit
"You mean
gentleman.
Gains ranging from large frac
TRY IT OX' DAD.
sweet, don't you?"
tions to li4 points were made at
OWNERSHIP CHANGES IX EXGLAXD.
"No, though of course I could
the outset.
use sweet," answered Miss Fuzzy
Advances
were exHigh school boys and girls don't know much
tended to as much as six points
"But sour milk is betWuzzy.
about the news of the day, is the latest discovery
(From the Montreal Star.)
before
ter."
tatar.
As a result of the war the face of Britain is
and the money
profit
in educational circles.
The Institute for Public
"Better for what?" Uncle Wig-gll- y
flurry made pronounced impreschanging until it is rapidly becoming a land of
Service, which dabbles in matters of education, small holders. Statistics Just published show that
wanted to know.
sion.
A largo part of the increased
seems to be having quite a bad spell since the fact over 3,600,000 acres in England have been sold
"Better for making corn or
business evidently originated from
became known that only a small percentage of the since the armistice. Some of this land has been Johnnie, cake." went on the musk- - The Roc took
rat
"Now
don't
to
new
me
sources and orders rekeen
a
old
the
lady.
drink,
transferred
from
professional
long
aristocracy
high school students could pass an examination in class those who were enriched
ceived by commission houses over
by the war, but nere an morning, uncle Wiggily,
current events.
"I hope he doesn't get you the holiday. These were augmentthe larger part has passed into the hands of the making up funny jokes about
Six dukes have parted with 142,954 sour milk and Johnnie rake and when you are going home with ed by short coverings especially in
And yet the Institute critic finds that when the cultivators.
I
don't
cake.
know
of
the
members
acres
sour milk," squealed the pig steels, equipments and oils.
lesser
jimmie
thirteen
the
and
nobility
why
boys and girls are taught current events, as they
Many of those Issues achieved
given up more than 171,000 acres. Yet the sour milk is better for making a lady.
are in certain schools, they do creditably in their have
corn
"Oh! I guess not," said the highest prices of the year. United
cake, but it Is. So please
Important feature of the change is that upwards
The logical deduction seems to be of a quarter of a million acres passed to the people. say no more about it; hop over, bunny, confident like and brave. States Steel being the most conexaminations.
get the sour milk, come back as
But a little later, when he was spicuous example but that stock
that the human mind is capable of tackling about The tenants have become landlords.
Nor is it in estates alone that the great change soon as you can and I'll give you almost home, all of a sudden
forfeited its gain of 1
points,
so much at a time and, as the combined mass of
a
corn
cake."
Some of the most famous manpiece of
has taken
all of a onceness there was a closing unchanged.
Chandler Mohuman knowledge has assumed proportions too big sions have place.
sounds
"That
2
out
at
of
forever
In
the
good,
the bushes, and out tor, at a net rise of
passed presumably
any rustling
points, and
In London rate!" laughed the bunny.
to be taken in at a 6lngle gulp, the poor high school hands of their hereditary owners.
"I'ij popped the fuzzy fox!
Canadian Pacific at a net gain of
Gros-vensour milk."
8
tho
Lansdowne
got
you
adnow
Devonshire
were
we
There
House,
have
House,
the
the few
alone,
to
among
points,
content
himself
with
has
youngster
learning
So putting on his hat and lookHouse and Apsley House have been sold.
venture!
prominent stocks to resist pressure.
part of it at a time.
to
The transfer means something more than a change ing in the glass to see If his pink,
1,175,000 shares.
"Wuff, wuff!" howled the fox. Sales amounted
To make the test fair, it may be proposed to of ownership.
The day of the palatial mansion In twinkling nose needed a red mit- "You can't scare me with any
Passing of the dividend of Resteam engine to- public Iron and Steel preferred betake the high school boy's most intellectual dad England has passed. There will never be another ten to keep it warm, but finding
although tho that it didn't, Uncle Wiggily day! This time I'll get your ears!" cause of uncertain business condiand set him a program like the following: Get to Somerset House built in London,
council may erect an even larger started' out of his hollow stump
London
"Oh, please don't!" begged the tions was announced at the close
school at 8 o'clock in the morning and spend four structure.county
developBurghley and Blenheim will stand so-in bungalow.
bunny, and he tried to hold his of the market. Other
fields
Over the
and through the paws over his ears. As he did ments of the day, such as better
to six hours reciting to over exacting teachers. future as monuments to a vanished state of
woods
he
as
and
do
the
the pyramids
Parthenon.
hopped, carrying the so ho raised the pail, tipped it a trade prospects and more favorTake an hour for exercise and a little time for ciety. Just
The number of small holders shows signs of in- little tin pail, or bllekie, as my little on one Bide and some of able railroad earnings, were among
meals and spend the evening translating Latin and
and Britain is becoming a vastly different Pennsylvania Dutch grandmother the white sour milk spilled out. the factors which gave impetus to
creasing
French and solving problems in algebra and com- place to live in. Perhaps it has been robbed of used to call it.
"Ha! ha!" laughed the fox. the long account.
Uncle
was thinking "What have we here! Ico cream,
and traditional roWiggily
International credits were again
mitting to memory a chapter of history. After ten some of its picturesqueness
how
in
the
serve
world
to
sour
should
make
her
milk
the
but
I
mance,
do believe! I'll take the ico Influenced by the strength of Britcould
change
months of this sort of treatment give the old man
of thousands today have a stake make a nice, sweet corn cake, cream out of the pail before I ish exchange,
Tens
more
solid.
demand
sterling
a stiff examination of current news. If he passes in the country which is firm and strongly attached. and he was wondering what sort nibble your ears!"
making another new top at $4.41.
60 per cent he will be a marvel.
an
of
ho
an
of
adventure
to
conditions
return
earlier
a
nation
is
would
It
hnve
"Oh, don't!" begged thl bunny. as much as $4.42 being quoted for
The fact is for years the exactions of the schools "ere England's griefs began, when every rood of that day, when, all of a sudden But the fox. most impolitely took cables. All continental rates moved
once
all
man."
at
its
maintained
land
cover oft the pail, raised the with remittances on London exthe
have been Increasing year by year. The curriculum
Ho came to Mrs. Twistytall's blickle to his mouth and took a cepting the Belgian and Dutch
The heart of England will beat no less strongly
or tno modern nigh scnool is quite tne equivalent necaUBe a few have
discarded tho frills and furbc- - house.
And then, dropping bills, these reacting, six and eight
long drink.
That's the time T plaved a liitle the bucket, the fox gave a howl. points,
The worker's hod
of that given In the college of not so long ago. In lows of mediaeval heraldry.
respectively. The Canadian
"Wow! wow!" he cried. "That discount continued to fall, exchange
joke on you, didn't I? But the
consequence there is a period in every student's life den gray nas a aistincuve meru.
when he may be more familiar with the achievements of Caesar than of Pershing. Current events
(Copyright 1921 by George Mitt hew Adams Trade Mark Registered C. & Patent O -- Ice)
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
can be taught to young people if it can be shown
to be worth while. The question is one of selection.
There are limitations upon time, if not upon Intellectual capacity.
Your Sunday school
MO
I LtSSOri IS ABOUT THE.
'
"SMARTEST THIXG OX EARTH."
( WrS "T&feieW.

BUT LADIES, LADIES, THAT'S NO WAY TO SELL YOUR FISH

HORNING JOURNAL
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VERSE OF TODAY

Bedtirm Storieb
For Little Ones

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

THE MARKETS

ar

1

m nip

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

a

make-believ-

e,

j

So

Mary Austen, the writer, in a recent magazine
article, declares the girl of the day in America the
smartest thing the world has ever seen, being a law
unto herself and compelling the rest of the world
to take her at her own valuation and to let her do
as she pleases.
While there are many who will not agree with
Mrs. Austen and some will pronounce the modern
girl entirely too smart for her own good, there will
Girls of tenbe none to dispute her
s.
der yeare aspire to most everything
In Ohio there is a girl mayor in one town and a
girl prohibition agent in the other; while from Kansas City, Kans., comes word that a girl of 23 years
has entered the race for the nomination for governor of her state. The amazing thing about this
candidacy la the speed with which the young
woman works. She was a salesgirl in a department
tore a year ago, but since then has been lecturing
on how to do away with war and is the founder ol
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per cent. mand, 4.58. Poland demand,
demand, 1.S4. ArClosing prices:
American Beet Sugar
37' gentine demand, 37.00. Brazil de40
American Can
mand, 13.75, Montreal,
American Smelting & Ref 'g. . 1 0 8
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 26
119
American Tel. & Tel
13
Chicago, Feb. 23. Butter MarAmerican Zlno
ket unchanged.
Creamery extras,
48
Anaconda Copper
36c; firsts, 3135c; seconds. 28
97
Atchison
30c; standards, 34 o.
36
Baltimore A Ohio
Re- Kerns Market
unsettled.
6 41
Bethlehem Steel "B"
T
IT) ft. t a
menu
,
1)7..
28 Vi .Ceil'lS fft
Butte & Superior
,'IIOID,
6V,t.Jt
...
41
Mtnnn1
49
California Petroleum
orainary 25mia,
ft) 26c.
136
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
3314
Poultry Alive, higher. Fowls,
&
59
26c; springs. 27c; roosters. 18c.
Ohio
Chesapeake
Potatoes Market slightly high-e- r.
22
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
2n
Receipts 48 cars. Total U. S.
Chino Copper
27
Colorado Fuel & Iron
shipments, 921 cars (two d.ys).
sacked Brown Beauties
Colorado
60
Crucible Steel
10
mostly $2.50 cwt.; Wisconsin sackCuba Cane Sugar
ed round whites, $1.802.00 cwt;
10
Erie .
Minnesota sacked round whites,
75
Great Northern pfd
38
$1.70 f 1.85 cwt.; Minnesota sacked
14
Inspiration Copper
71
Red rivers, $2.05 cwt.: Idaho sack,
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
27
ed Russets, $2.3502.45 cwt.
Kennecott Copper
113
Louisville & Nashville
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
121
Mexican Petroleum
26
Miami Copper
Kansas City, Feb. 23. Eggs la
19
Missouri Paclflo
66
higher. Firsts, 23c.
Montana Power
Butter and poultry unchanged.
77
New York Central
80
Northern Pacific
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
34
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 13
Chicago. Feb. 23. Cattle Re
75
Reading
Beef steers slow,
52
ceipts 10,000.
Republic Iron & Steel
19
steady to weak. Early top, ?a.o;
Sinclair Ol! & Refining
fat cows and
bulk.
$7.26(3)8.25:
85
Southern Pacific
veal calves and
heifers strong;
20
Southern Railway
bulls strong to Z5C nigner; cannera,
98
Studebaker Corporation
and feeders
cutters stockers
46
Texas Company
bulk fat she stock. $4.50(3)
steady;"
63
Tobacco Products
bulk butcher bulls, $4.50
Union Pacific
...133 6.00; bulk
5.50;
Doiognas arouna i.zo.
94
United States Steel
Tfoeeinfs 57 (100.
libera
Market
62
Utah Copper
20c higher than yes
to
10c
active,
o
mosuy j.oc iu
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE. terday s average, $10.75
for 170
Top.
higher.
to
average;
bulk,
23. Persistent
Chicago, Feb.
strong to
pigs
selling due to rains in tho south- $10.20(10.65:
bulk
desirable
25c
higher;
west made wheat today average 100
around
to
lower in price. The market closed
strong weights
c to
net de- $10.00; some choice
unsettled at
10.40.
to
$10.25
up
cline, with May $1.44 to $1.44
Sheep Receipts 8,000. Fat and
to $1.24. Corn
and July $1.24
lambs steady with yesterfeeder
c
to
finished
to
up,
fat sheep 25c to 50o
oats unchanged to
c higher and days best time; lambs
Fat
top, $16.15
provisions varying from unchanged higher.
early; some held higher; strong1
figures to 35c advance.
$13.50;
aged
Assertions that a wonderful im- weight yearlings,
wethers, $9.75; two year olds, $11;
provement in the outlook for the top
shearNevada
ewes.
$9.00;
fat
domestic winter crop had been effected by rains in Texas. Oklahoma ing lambs, $14.30.
and Kansas led to a material setDenver, Feb. 23. Cattle Reback in wheat prices here at the
strong. Beet
among ceipts 1,000. Marketcows
opening, but sentiment
and heif$G.507.25;
traders became much divided later steers,
calves, $5.00
as a result of talk that ice was ers, $5.00(fi)7.00;
sto.ckers
11.00; bulls, $2.50(ffl3.90;
forming over tho fields because of and
feeders, $6.00 7.00.
zero temperatures which had folMarket
3,700.
lowed tho rain. With quotations 10cHogs Receipts
bulk,
Top. $10.25;
higher.
at Liverpool and Buenos Aires
showing comparative strength, an $9.6510.00.
upturn in prices here ensued. HowKansas City Livestock.
ever, the rise brought about InKansas City. Feb. 23. Cattle-Rec- eipts
creased offerings from commission
3,500. All killing classes
houses and carried values downsteers strong to 25o
ward again during most of the re- active; beet
Several loads medium
higher.
mainder of the session.
other medium to
The fact that Chicago wheat weights, $3.25;
lots. $7.00 fe 8.15; she stoclc
prices wore so high as to encourage good
15c
to
higher; choice cows,
Kansas City strong
shipments bore from eorao
of the $5.555.75; other grades mostly
was responsible for
5.50; heifers largely $6.00
late selling. Notice was also taken $4.50
6.50; calves steady to strong; top
of an increase of 1.642,000 bushels
bulk around $10.00; other
vcalers
for the week in the world's availclasses generally steady; good bulls,
able supply total.
$3.00;
New high prices for the season $4.004.50; bulk canners,
$4.00; stockere and
were reported in the corn market. cutters largely
7.00.
$6.00
feeders.
Expectance of a decided fall in the
amount of corn arriving in Chicago
Tho oats
was largely responsible.
JLEGALNOTICE
market was governed for the most "TlAxluiPpTTpKT?
Procorn.
of
action
the
part by
DISCHARGE.
visions ruled higher In line with In the United States District Court
hog values despite a good deal of
for the District of New Mexico.
eastern selling which grew out of
No. 366. In Bankruptcy.
closing of spreads between lard and In the Matter of Anson D. Kerr,
cotton seed oil.
Bankrupt.
To the Honorable Colin Neblett,
Closing prices:
July,
$1.41;
Wheat
May.
Judge of the District Court of the
United States, for the District of
$1.24.
Corn May, 67c.
New Mexico.
Oats July. 43 c.
Anson D. Kerr of Albuquerque,
Pork May $20.35.
In the
of Bernalillo, and
Lard May, $11.72; July, $11.90. State of County
New Mexico, in said disRibs May, $11.27; July, $11.10. trict, respectfully
that
on the 15th day ofrepresents
August, 1921,
NEW YORK COTTON.
last past, he was duly
adjudged
bankrupt under the acts of conNew York, Feb. 23. Cotton fu- gress relating to bankruptcy; that
tures closed steady. March, $18.22; he has duly surrendered all his
May, $17.92;
July. $17.30; Oct., property and rights of property,
and has fully complied with all the
$16.65; Dec, $16.48.
requirements of said acts and of
LIBERTY BONDS.
the orders of the court touching:
his bankruptcy.
23.
New York, Feb.
Liberty
Wherefore he prays that he may
bonds closed: 3"-s- . $96.96; first 4s. be decreed by the court to have
a
$96.80 bid: second 4s, $96.66; first full dlscbargo from all debts prov$96.78; able against his estate under said
$97.08; second
third
$97.40; fourth
bankrupt acts, except such debts as
$97.20; Victory
$100.00; Vic- are excepted by law from such dis$100.24.
tory
charge.
Dated this 17th day of February,
NEW YORK MOXEY.
A. D. 1922.
ANSON D. KERR.
New York, Feb. 23. Call money
Bankrupt.
Strong. High and last loan, 6
per cent; low and ruling rate, 5 per ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
to 6 per cent; In the United States District Court
cent; closing bid, 5
call loans against br.nk acceptfor the District of New Mexico.
No. 366. In Bankruptcy.
ances, 4
per cent.
90
Time loans Firm. Sixty and
In the Matter of Anson D. Kerr,
5
4
to
and
six
per
months,
days
Bankrupt.
District of New Mexico ss.
cent; prime mercantile paper, 4
to 5 per cent.
On this 20th day of February,
A. D. 1922. on
reading the
NEW YORK METALS.
for discharge of Anson D.petition
Kerr,
is
it
ordered
bankrupt,
by the court
New York. Feb. 23. Copper
that a hearing be had upon the
same on the 25th day of March, A.
Easy. Spot and nearby, 12
D. 1922, before George C. Taylor,
13c; later,
Tin Firm.
Spot and nearby, a Referee in Bankruptcy of said
court, at Albuquerque, in said dis$29.87; futures, $29.50.
Iron Steady, unchanged.
trict, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon;
Lead Quiet. Spot, $4.704.80. and that notice thereof be publishZinc Quiet. East St. Louis de- ed in the Albuquerque
Morning
livery, spot $4.50 4.55.
Journal, a newspaper printed in
said district, and that all known
Antimony Spot, $4.40.
creditors and other persons in inForeign bar silver. 64 c.
terest may appear at the naid time
Mexican dollars, 49c.
and place and show cause, if any
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
they have, why the prayer of the
said petitioner should
not be
New York, Feb. 23. Foreign ex- granted.
And it is further ordered by the
change firm. Great Britain demand, $4.41; cables, $4.41. court, that the- Referee shall send
France demand, 9.16; cables, by mail to all known creditors,
9.17. Italy demand, 5.08; cables, copies of said
petition and this
5.09.
to them at their
demand,
Belgium
8.69; order, addressed
8.70.
cables,
places of residence, as stated.
Germany demand,
deHolland
COLIN
cables,
(Seal)
NEBLETT,
U. S. District Judge.
mand, 38.46; cables, 38.60. Nor- Attest:
A true Copy.
Sweden deway demand, 17.15.
k
WYLY PARSONS, Clerk.
demand,
mand, 26.62.
21.03.
Switzerland demand. 19.5". GEORGE C. TAYLOR,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Spain demand, 15.98. Greece de- on Montreal easing to 2

Czecbo-Slovak-

la

97.

.......

Q

1..-T-

004a.
tsiw,

iioi;ei-laneo- us
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....

180-pou-
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Ic lc

4s, 4s
4s,

4s,

3s.

4s,

1313c

.46;
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BRINGING UP FATHER,

KOLUMN

KINGSBURY'S

L'XIVERSITV
HK1GHTS.
well
adobe
constructed
five
house,
dashed,
pebble
large rooms, modern, hardwood
floors throughout, large front
and bark porches, full sized
lot, also good adobe garage,
plastered Inside and out.
This la a real bargain and must
be sold at once.
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JO OCCAM'S
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TO
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V

EfrC I

TONKHT.

I

1

INVENT VOU ?

J' lJ

CHOWDER

SMALL
HOME,
Located in University Heights,
tbrpe rooms, bath, partly furnished, good lot, good bulld-Inon rear of lot that will
make a good garage.
Triced to sell.

NOItTII FLEVEXTn STREET
Located close In and was built
for a home. This home has five
large rooms, hardwood floors,
two
electrical fixtures,
good
fire places, all kinds of built
of large
In features,
plenty
closet room, good size attic
with servant's room,
large
screened front porch, kitchen
canvgssed-lsleeping
porch,
good
heating plant,
porch,
plenty of shade, walks, garage
with cement floor. If In the
market for a. home don't fall
to let us show you this one.

AFRMO I WON'T
ABLE TO CO

Page Nine.

the International News Service.
Copyright.
Registered U. S. Patent Office.
1921 by
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'322. by Int'L" FEAtURB' SERVICE,"

FOR RENT
We have several furnished and
houses for rent.
unfurnished
We will be glad to show you.
EVSVRANCE.

Oct that fire Insurance today
for tomorrow may be too late.
We have one of the best and
oldest companies in the business.
D.

T,

KINGSBURY

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
210 W. Gold Ave. Phone 907--

FURNISHED

HOME

CNC--

11

111

2--

'

2

furniture.

See

ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,

rhoiie

414.

SUDDEN SERVICE,
Tha Red Arrow (all over the West) readers sudden service on Kodak finishing
to peuple who demand quality.
Work
In before 11 s. m. mailed same day.
Work In befure 6 p. m. mailed noon next
Addrers work to
day,
TUB RED ARROW,
E. Las Vega
Albuquerque
(We want t representative iD TO'JK
errltory.)

THREE BRICK

F01

A. FLnSCMEIE. IReaMor
Insurance

lit

In nil Its ti ranches, IvOans,
Surety Bonds,
Fourth
South
Street, Next to P. O.
l'hone 8tt.

READY

FOR

rent
203 North

Foil

Room

Huom, with sleeping porch.

Edith.
FOR RENT Liltht housekeeping rooms.
i Woil Central.
FURNISHED rooms, hath and telephone;
no skit. 417 West Silver.
FOR
RENT Larjve unfurnished room,
like new. 124 South Edith.
FOK RENT Hoonta to w.onen only. 322
South Seventh. Phone 721-FOll KENT two room",, furnished for
708 North Third.
IH'ltsekeeplna:.
FOn KENT Furnished light houeokeop-Int- r
room for lady, f 10 per month. 406
Smith Edith.
FCTt RENT Furnished room,; also canary bird, for tale. 218 South Walter.
Phone 1CG7-FOR ItENT Two furnished room, and
leenlnir. porch for twoj no children.
110 Smith Walnut.
FOR KENT Furnished room with sleeping porch, near cood boardlne house.
112 North IllKh.
FOR KENT Two-roofurnished apartment, with bath and sleeping porch.
Inquire 805 South Walter.
FOR RENT OntTupVtaira room, tlx wln
dows, two closets, furnished for housekeeping. 616 West Coal.
FOR RENT F"u7nlshedjl?ht housekeeping room find porch; also oak dining
table for snle. 632 South Arnn.
FOR RENT Nice clean room, for housekeeping and sleeping; under new
121 Vj North Third.
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Thenter. 21 1 j West Central.
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooma and
housekeeping apartments, by the duy
week or month. 602Vj West Centrcl.
FOR RENT Large, well furnished bedroom, steam heated, hot water In room,
ftarnue If desired. Cll Wfst Coal, phone
J102-.I- .

f

ItENT Two rooms furnished for
housekeeping; us, of bath and tele209
phone; also garage. Phone 192C-North Edith.
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping, with sleeping
porch,
829
hath, llirht and water furnished,
North Fifth.
WOODWORTll
Newly
furnished, nice,
clean rooma ard housekeeping apartments, hy day, week or month. 313
South Third.
FOR

PERSONAL
Phone !16.
WANTED 600 dining chalra to repair
and polish nt ILeaoh. Art Craft Shop,
S2S North Third, phono !r,2-.WANTED
To know the address of one
C. C. Tucker, formerly of Gallup, N.
M.
Address postofflce box 330, Fort
Worth. Texns,
CII.I.DItEN'H HAIR CUT at their homes,
sric; Indies' shampoo, mens hair cut
and shaves nt their home, by Perkins
Brothers, phone IW-YOUNG MAN. henlthseekcr. will give Individual psychological Instruction; single lady client preferred. Address Psychologist, cere Jourral.
Wlt.i, GO to people's homea to give acalp
treatment, shampoo, facial and manicure.
I specialize on treatments under
the Haepor method. Phone 2503-M
irtla.
Olga
WHAT WORRIES TOUT
troublea are love,
WHETHER
your
health, money or marriage, write fully;
strict confidence; prompt, peraonal reply.
We help
thouaands. Prof. Coffman,
1224 North Second, AlbuquerDlv.
INVESTIGATORS.

que,

N. M.

rhono

Developed District.
Property values advancing.
Breakfast room In each house,
select oak flooring throughout.
Kire place, built-i- n cabinets and
workmanlibrary, First-clas- s
ship and material. Living room,
dining loiiin, bed room, slaaKetl-ibed room, breakfast room,
kitchen and bath, basement and
House
furnace.
completely
screened. Light fixtures furnished, lieady to turn on the lights.
Tour
home

$5,750.

to own a
opportunity
monthly payments less

than rent.

C. M. BARBER,
113 S. Second St.

Builder.

l'lionc

711.

KELP WANTED
Male.
WANTED
A rcllublo
mau to drive
liu'.c'-- . to Salt Lako City.
M. E. K...
care Journal.
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE wan"ta"p!7y
girl, two r.lnlngr room girls. Ph me
iv.
liu (South Third
WANTED
Strnn'if boy to work In furniture store . Apply American Furniture
v u..
woutn second
AUTO REPAIRING.
Ask for Plcture-CntnloYouna; Men's Christian Asso- AUI
1
i.os
racnooj,
Allffelps, I alir
WANTED Mitn to operate planor anil
look nfter lumber yard. In Albuquer- flue. Address II. Jncobann, Helen, N. M.
W A N TED M an" with fami iy or tlvrTmen
to milk and core for thirty-fiv- e
to
forty-fiv- e
eo'.vs; houso free; must c've
reference; J101 per month each. C. M.
La I'rode, Wlnslow. Ariz.
Female.
WANTED
Girl for""general housework!
108 North Twelfth.
WANTED
Girl for general huusework,
small family, on farm. Fostoffko box
7d, phone 24HS-KA cook in a family of four;
WANTED
good wages for a good cook.
Apply
Mrs. Weinman. 708 West Copper.
WANTED
Ctrl
for typewriting
and
norths.. id work; must write Spanish.
Apply 418 South fierond. Fred Orollott.
WANTED
Woman for general housework; must go home nitrhts. three
adults In family. Apply 707 Kouth High.
WANTED
Competent young lady to asr.
sist with books and sell ladles'
Apply B. Maharam, 618 West
Central.
WANTED House girl or woman; go
home nights; must be competent and
reliable. Mrs. Kodey, 417 North Fourteenth, phone H16-Male Knd Fpinnlr.
WANTED
Young men and women for
Armstrong's dancing classei; also private Instructions. 107 H West Oold.

FIVE ROOM BUNGALOW

FOR SALE
BARGAIN

Watch values increase when
the building of the New Hotel
starts. We have several listings
on West Central, that are certain to show a material advance soon.
$10,000 to $20,000 to loan on
business property.

FRANKLIN

&

CO,

With two glassed porches and
large front porch, well located
Fourth ward. Muwt be sold
This place Is modern except
heat. See It today. The price to
sell at once is only $D.500.
ROLMN E. GVTnRIDGE,
l'lionc 102:1.
314 W. Gold.

Home. Liberal Terms.
A six room brick, beautiful
livs,
ing room with fireplace,
built-in
feadining room,
tures: largo kitchen; threo sleeping rooms: fine large porches;
shade
splendid
and
location,
shrubbery. Lenient terms.
,T. 1
GILL. Real EstntP.
Ul soulli Second.
l'hone 72.1-- J
book-rase-

well Improved,
RANCH. Fine soil,

Two-acr- e,

close-i-

n

truit

and shade trees. Four-rooadobe pebble dashed house,
cement sidewalks, good well,
good irrigation
ditch, plenty
of water at all times; barn,
garage, chicken houses, place
to keep a few pigs. This place
Is within a few minutes walking distance to the street car.
If you have $500, terms lllte
rent can be arranged. See us
for appointment.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate. Insurance, Loans
30'J W. Gold.
Phone 670.

Miscellaneous

2vt'IHK hens. PhomPTii
!'' YOU WANT soma on to haul dirt ur
'none tnftg-- j
ri."
WANTED
d
Money for
loan,
first mortgage, new properly. McMillion &. Wood.
WANTED
Horse, to weigh 800 to 1,0(10;
niust work good double and b cheap.
r. 7... enrr. Journal.
CLEANING,
Kalsomina und paper, waxing anil oiling floors; work guari.itoed.
John Oniiflsnn, phone 6.14-KCAVENOBft
AND GENERAL ilAUL-IM-

Reasonable rates.

B. A.

Griffith,
72J Kast Jron, phone 2S99-WANTED
1,000 suits, ladles' or gentT?
men's, to clean and press.
l each.
Duke

nty

WANTED

BHS1KES3

CHANCES

"
Some extra gooa used cars; Won " SALE
Grocery iturt. Add.
easy terms. Mcintosh1 Auto Co., 311
Qrooery, care Journal.
West Copper.
FOR SALETwo-stor- y
triclc building.
KOR SALE Ford touring, Ford truck,
215 South First; location good for any
In good running order.
710
North Icirnl of biisineaa.
Thirteenth.
FOK BALK Klrat-clas- a
shoe ihop, full
FOR SALE 1322 Dodge Touring; sacriUn of machinery; price very -- eastm
fice for cash; will tako Ford in trade. able; owner
8. R care
Addreai
leaving.
See It at 214 Columbia.
Journal.
FOR BALE
Bulck racer, has starter FOR SALE Hotel, with eighteen rooms,
and cord tires, In good shape; first
beit location; alio light "fix" flve-pai-takes It; forced to sell. Call 1110 South
automobile: or will trade

FOR SALE

for city
tiger
property. Phone 1571-FOR tiALE Restaurant, opposite Santa
Fe depot, or will ell fixtures and rent
storeroom for other business purposes.
Fixtures Include swell soda fountain,
whlrh can be bougnt separate.
FOR SALE Indian trading storo and
ranch, ten acres under cultivation;
fenced; one section Und leased; atone
bulldinfr, 60x20 feet; three living rooma,
storehouse, corrails; fine well of water;
gnsoline engine; three heavy horses, harness and wagon; twenty turkeys, thirty
chickens, one fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e
miles from Gallup, New Mexico; ten
miles from railroad; a bargain; dissolving partnership. Address postofflce box
373, Albuquerque, N. K.

WANTED

Position

lluusework, by the day.
'
Phone 154B.
work
STENOGRAPHIC and clerical
wanted. Call 1G66-WANTED Experienced
typist desires
position. Call 1667-- J.
WANTED Work by the hour. Phone
1843-after 5 p. m.
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
home. 1601 West Mountain road
FOK HOUSE CLEANING,
,'l'Mt waxing,
lawn work, call J. W. L'we. 1430-LAUNDRESS
wants
KXPEUlf CED
work by day or to take borne. Phone
WANTED

H.98--

WE AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
WILLIAMS A ZANO,
keep books,
room i, Mellnl building. Phone 701-WOMAN whiles to assist
COMPETENT
with housework ,. private home, tn
for board and room. Address box
,
123, care Journal.

As Long As

Price only

A

A

Better

Grade

$15.00.

five-roo-

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

I.

gs
FSALEojuItryJEff
l;,dTIsio?id

FOR KALE I'urebI,..uP
lied cockerels. Inquire T

Albuquerque,

&

New Mexico.

New stucco four rooms, one
glassed In, bath, two porches; oak
fea- floors throughout; built-itures: Fourth ward; $500 d ow n
will handle.

A

New stucco adohe, modern, five
rooms, hardwood floors, hot water heat, full lot: garage; in
Heights; $1,250 will handle.

D.

n

feet on corner

e

Or

FOR RF.:,T
oom

Bwellinjr.

WEIN

M AN

any real estate

agent.

70S West Copper. City

KKALTOKS
(iold Avenue
FOR SALE
2
rooming houses, 1 grocery
store, 1 four room frame
200 !d

have several good loans.
If you have the money lets get
together.
McMillion & Wood,
Realtors.
20(1 West Gold.
Plmno 313.

1

FOR

SALE

West

PROFESSIOPiAL CARDS

VOTi RV.KT
1
six room house.
lo;in on West Cen-

five and
to

$$.000

A

tral avenue property.
Every kind of insurance.
T.lst your property with us.
Insure your property with us.
We Get and Give Results.

Il...

FOR SALE

J

lnndorn stuc-

and In (rood refloors: built-i- n
pair; hardwood
white enamel kitchen
features;
and bathroom. Olasaed-i- n
porch,
also two screened porches. Well
located In Fourth ward, rhono

FRUIT

mentals

QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order In Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOl'XU & CO.

Miscellaneous

Phone
sleeping FOR SALE Fine player plain.
121,1 South Walter.
230.
.l West Lea-- '
-- ,'"rJfu'lhrl1RKN'T "urnished house, two rooms FOR SALE Baled
F0iT?Ali5!laik Mim.r7ir'B7ViirT FOU
Phone
"sorgum."
24H9-Iporch; ntivly fixed up. 1018 South
setting; JO a lull. Fred Eakes, phone U mirl
altf-rIH9-JTIC." BUDDY'S
MILK.
IN
TOWN.
BEST
Three-room- ,
RENT
EGOS FOR JiA'U'IlIXd
Phone 2I13-Rfurnished
r'lshel strain. F"H
h"Use. sleeping porches; keys at 704
While Rocks; limited numtsr. at 3 for
PARA VENDER Cana dillce emualada.
East Santa Fe.
15.
Phono 2412-Itr- ,.
'.'403-RTelefono
FOR UKiif
OR
8AI.E Three-rooFOR SALE H. C. Whito Leghorn hatchFOR SALE-$- :,0
water filter for $10.
house
with
screen
new.
porch, almost
ing eggs, from Franco Colorado strain 113 West
11' Soulh Walnut.
Roosevelt.
of
hnns, 7c each. Geo.
SAXAI'lti-MKEund
Horns, ni w nd used
FOU
RENT
Oresham, llox 2:)r,. clfy.
Furnished
Fred It. Ellis, phone 3H2-.with sleeping porch. Phone 2186-R-cottage
.
FOR BALK Kg..-- s for hutching; H.
1203
SALE
Oliver typewriter with case,
East Copper.
Fill,
R. I. Herts, C. P. Hay strain, M. C. W. enj
$10.
Postofflce box 213, city.
Leghorns, Mrs. (lentry strain, 1 per set-- 1 FOR ItExf Tlireerooin furnished
n or.
,
112S South Timnilwny.
See J. A. Hammond. 824 East DENVER POST dellvcres
your door.
Phone 10I'J-M- .
C5eper n.onth.
FOR SALK Hutching ki;h. s. ('. Ithu.le Silver, phone 15S2-Three-rooFOR
Isla: d Hods, Hays' slock. $1.60 for 1.1, FO
SALE
arid
fruit'
KENT
Cheap,'"'"
hoiji-.- ,,
convon-len- t
shade
S. C. While Leghorns, $1 for IS. Wallace,
trees.
M2 South Edith. T,. F. Harris.
to :.hnps. in the highlands, only
'
316 Eayl Lewie, phone IIK'.'-W- .
SI., n month. Phono 410.
FO
SALE
Baku oven, cnpaelty, forty-eigFOn PALE fluff" OnilmUon eggs for
RENT We have several very deloaves; coal or wood. 211
sirable unfurnished houses in Fourth
hatching: aleo Huff cockerels, winner
of first end sneciul prizes In Altiuqucr-qu- e ward.
McMillion & Wood.
r
FOR SALE
oil range, alpoultry show. Phone ITl'i-W- .
FOR RENT New four-roomost new,
half coBt price.
Phone
House, $25
LEADING
strains
per month. See F. H. Strong or U C. 20IU M,
White Orpingtons.
Single Comh Rhode Inland Reclf. rile Bennett, phones 75 or 145.
Full SALE Bargain, one coal range and
for prices, egss and cockerels, zlmmer FOR RENT
fourteen window shades, practically
Three, four and five-rooRanch Co., San Acacia, Now Me:deo.
houses and apartments, some furnished. new. 704 West Coal.
F O RSAL F." R Cb n dS. c"" T th d e I
McMillion
Word. 201! West Oold.
FOR SA LE Oup and
f
months
land Red hntching eggs; lr, for one LIST your vacnnt houses with
old pups.
Cnll 401
or
West Lead
the City
dollar:
l'hone
,
i!:i2-nfertility
guaranteed.
phone
forenoons.
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
739-or 2410-JII. Wcsterflcld and service.
207 West Quid, phone 667.
FOR
SALE
Pair
birds
with
canary
Son.
gilt
brick"
cage, cheap; owner leaving city. Phone
FOR RENT Five-roohouse,
FOR SALE Baby chicks,
call Mrs Johnson.
bath, sleep! :t porch, garage, unfur- - KB7-.T- ,
Rocks
and
quality; Leghorns, lr.e;
nlshed. $45, vatcr free. 220 North High. FOR SALE Used tractors.
and
Write Mrs.
Reds, lSc; "Vyandoltes, Inc.
with gang plows.
FO ri REN T
y
Hardware
furnished
Kate Tudor. 1277 Van Euren street,
J.
Bi"irtment.
Co.
Korber
not
cottage,
Kansas.
modern,
University
TTelrrhts,, $25. Franklin & Co., 226 West Full" SALE
Grape cultings, Black
C. White Leghorn hatchFOR SALK-- S.
Hold.
White Verdels, Zlnsandel, Catawper FOR
ing eggs and hahy chicks, $110 Oen-trba and Concords. Phone 53.
RENT
Modern
y
furnished
cocks
cockerels.
few
and
100; also
cottage,
two rooms and
glassed-i- n
sleeping fypEvTrfnRRsTall makes. $15 and up;
Poultry Ranch, postofflce box 312,
$5 per month.
porch, on car line. Apply 1218 South
phone 17S9-Albuquerque Typewriter
Edith.
Exchange, 123 South Fourth.
TWKNTY-NINyenrs on the same old FOR RENT
d
modFOr'saLE
Fresh" buttermilk and cot8. C. White Leghorn chicks.
cottage,
ranch
ern, on ranch north of Menaul school,
$20 per hundred.
Twenty-fiv- e
tage cheese; also fresh milk in gallon
ycnis' exSwnvne's Dairy, phone IBID-M- .
Yott I'ouWry Hill boulevard; reasonable. E. J. Strong, lots.
perience with incubators.
or 1 1Jj4.
phone 1345-Ranch, Postofflce box 107. phone 17i')-J- .
CARBIDE
Union, $876.
8U.VUTE,
with
F. O. B. our office.
house,
1110 Soulh Broad-waFOR SALE HUFF ORPI.NOTON eggs for FOR RENT Three-rooN. M. Steel Co., Inc., phono 1917-sleeping porch, wired for electricity,
hatching; blue ribbon winners, first,
second and third pullet, first cock and pnrtly furnished, hot and oold water, $18, FOR SALE Two-hors- e
power gasoline
second cockerel, special on best female water paid. Inquire 406 Soulh Hlgl .
engine with pump and forty feet two-Inc- h
In the Mediterranean
class, cockerels FOU KENT OR SALE Welt rurnished
1028
North Sixth, phone
pipe.
1172-and pullets for sale.
Phone
coxy home, five rooms and bath, large Uon-w- .
BU Fruit avenue.
shady yard, vines and roses, cool and FOit SALE PURE WHOLE MILK
FOR BALK Hatching eggs; four popular pleasant In summer: close In, 614 North
with all the cream, delivered to you na
8. C. R. I. Reds, Mayhood Third, see owner st 807 North Third, It comes from the cows. HICK'S DAIRY,
varieties:
room 12.
s,
strain, 15, $1.60; Famous Silver
phone 250.
15, ft. 00; 8. C. Light Brown LegKent-Roomg
SALE
s
Incubator, with
with Board FOR
horns, 15, $1.50; 8. C. Dark Brown Legmoisture pan, especially made for this
horns IS, $2.00, Robinson, Old Town, ROOM AND
611
climate:
923
also
small
BOARD.
stove.
cook
South
phone 1
South Edith.
RED POULTRY YARDS Blue ribbon FOR
RENT Rooms with board. 21$ SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
winners, eggs for hatching, from sixSouth 1 oadway.
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
teen grand pens; best winter layers: S. C.
612 troubles. $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus.
All new beds.
R. t. Reds, 16 for $1.60, $2. $1, $3; Barred UCOM AND BOARD
F.
Keleher Leather Co., 40S Wst Central.
1971-South Broadway, phone
Rocks, 16 for $2, $5, $r.; only ten fine
breeding cockerels left. Wm Hlctz, 413- - FOR RENT Nicely furnished room wi'.o F'Ot SALE Young pot coyote, about
fifteen
months old; have raised this r.s
42$ West Atlantic, phone 1483-first class table board. 110 South Arno. a pet since
two weeks old, and Is very
'.MOUNTAIN
VIEW 8. C. R. I. nivbS." 1327-tame.
Apply at 142$ South ' econd. or
make big winning at National Western GOOD HOME COOKING, served faml'y phone 1R06-Stock Bhow at Denver, January, 1H22.
style. Mrs. Knight, earner llrosdxay
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
This Bhow was one of the largest held In end Oold.
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per galUnited States this year. Wo won second FOB RENT
Sleeping porch, board and
lon. The Manzano
South
Co., 110
cockerel class of 68; sixth pullet clnss of
room; private home; garage. Inquire Wainut, phone 18,14 J. Try a built up
49: ninth young pen, clns of 20; fourth
0:i South Arno.
Our second
roof, will Inst as long as the building.
display, class 600 Reds.
south glassed-i- n
Denver cockerel was valued by experts ROOM AND HOARD,
at $350; also champion winners at Aporch, adjoining bath; also garage.
second
1 927,
1636East
first,
lbuquerque,
Central;
winning
FOR SALE
Five hundred shares of
and third cock, first, second and third JAMESON'S RANCH
Ia.al location for E ectrlc Railway, below par. Dr. City
R.
hen. first, second and third cockerels,
few reservations now L. Huat, N. T. Armllo building.
healthscekers;
old
first pullet, second young pen. first
available.
Phone 2238-- J.
pen; specials for best male American GLASSED-Isleeping porch, for two,
cock of show.
class and champion
with furnace heated
room; USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
Breeding birds for sale; hntching eges garage It desired. 1207 dressing
East Central,
and baby chicks from fifteen of the
Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r,
tltesslng.
finest pens mated In the west. ORDKR MRS. REED has moved to 309 Soulli
Vnlspar Enamels on automobiles.
CHTCKS EARLY.
C. P. Hay. 235 North
Broadway and has lovely rooms ard Plymouth
Homestead
Cottage Paint.
sleeping porches with board for cenvf Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. SatHigh, phone 22S0-lescents. Phone 62fl.
isfaction assured. Thoa. F. Keleher LeathDRESSMAKING
ROOM and sleeping porch, with good er Co.. 40$ Weat Central, shone 10B7-board, In modern private home, furnace heat best location In highlands;
FOR
DRESSMAKING!
By the day or afhome. rates reasonable.
North
Apply 123
Two
FOR SALE
aua west Iron, ph on e 13"-.- )
1, youngmllk
Maple, phone 2393-enws. Phone 207.
MIRAMONTKS-ON-THE-MESMrs. Fuller , 603
WANTED
Sewing.
Milk cow. and heifers
xvortn Fourth, phone ls:i-w- .
A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
for tubercular FOR SALE
Phone 2409-RDRF.SSMAKINU
convalescents; graduate nurse In atBy the day or at home.
rates by the week or month FOR SALE Bucks and does; also fryIll; West Iron, phone lgn-M- , Mil tendance:
Call J400.J1.
710 West Lead.
ing rabbits.
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams'
FOR RENT
In modern home, close In, FOR SALE
Young Jersey cow. giving
linery, 200 South Broadway, ph. 77f-- j.
now
furnished
ten
rooms,
highlands,
nicely
large
Includquarts very rich milk, 1411
WANTED Sewing of all kinds,
special meals for patients with Soulh Edith.
ing nurses' uniforms. 604 Kast Coal, porches;
weak stomachs; fresh eggs and milk; FOR SALE One extra
5343-good pair of
phone
tray service; rates reasonable. Address
mare mules; raised here. J.
DRESSMAKING,
designing and ladles' postofflce box 224. elty.
B Nlpp, phone 2421-Rtailoring a specialty! best of rcferc c.es RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
Or trade
FOR SALE
for hogs, good
I'none lasn-j- .
iiiiiii cuiiaiuriuni i episcopal j : raise.
n be
work
FIRST-CLASweight about 1100;
dressmaking done; quick $17.60 to SU n,r week- Inelorto. nrlv.te seen at horse,
C.
W.
Hunter ranch, north end
Mr
Bandy, room with sleeping porch, connected to
service; own designer.
2408-R-Rio
hlvd.
Grande
Phone
0
North Eighth.
bath and toilet: medical ear mri!lna
Holsteln bull,
nursing; excellent meals, tray FOR SALE Registered
PLEATING, accordlun, side and box; general no
dived May 17, 10!0; sire. King Segls
extras. All rooms have steam
N. Crane, 216 North service;
mail orders.
ttev. of the Manse, dam. Jessie Perfection de
Seventh. Crane Apartment.phone 314. neat, am ana coia running water.
a bargain.
E. J. Btrong,
W. H. Zlegler,
Phone Kol Fobes;
Superintendent.
or 1104.
491.
phone 1346--

TREES
and ornaFROM ALBU-

srTAnra TrtF.rcs

j

Albuqueriu,

for

SALELivetock

-

FOR SALE
KALE

N. M.

North Edith.

Phone

Houses
house,

E.

V.

By owner,

Connection,
liHfl.

Phone

'

CAHJIE.V,

Chiropractor
Arrnljn Building.

2401-R-

410.

OR SALE
houae, two
sired. 111?
inson park.
FOR SALE

Dlilg.

CHIROPRACTORS
on

FOR SA LE Five-roomodern homeT
close In and convenient to ehoni. 420
West Coal.
NEW small home, on fc.mth Walter, unusually well built and you run have It
for $100 down and 3i: a month, phone
I'

In

jLHlHirntorv

Cltlzejis Rnnk
brick

SM.

M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
I'rnctlro Limited lo
GKNITO - lUINARY DISEASES
AND DISEASES OF THE fiKl.N
Wnssermnn

FOR

IVOR Ml.

JOHN W. WILSON.
Attorney.
Ho ms 18, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone llBS-JPHYSICIANS
AMI HI Kil'..IN.
DK. 3. I. Ill ItTON,
lilieases of tan Rtomarh.
Sulle. II Harnett Building.
C. t LAHKE,
S.
IU.
Nose and Throat.
Kye,
Barnett Building.
Phone 131.
Office Hours
t"
rn.and 2 to 5 p. m.
UB. MAKnAKKT
VARTWRUflif;
liesldence 11:3 East Central. Phone 671.
Phone 571.

W.

house,

t:

firm Is moving his family to
University Heights; all the joy
was being taken from their
lives in winter by the heavy
smoke and In summer hy the
niosnulto. To got real New
Mexico ozone about Albuquerque where must one go'
CMVFRSITY HFHiflTS,
OF COFUSK.
The General Office is at Second and Gold ave.
Phone
640 or 899.
'

NATIONAL INVESTMENT)
COMPANY

de-

to

Tin: LOW z.om:
Tin; ozom:.

FROM

That's us and we find that
there are hundreds more Just
like us. Tho manager of this

fac-

ing east, with four room modern
house on back, now rented; ample room for large house in front.

By owner, five-rnnco home, clean

Public
emphasis
Liability.
Have you got it? If not, lot's
protect you risht NOW.

pressed brick
with
two
house,
bath
rooms and largo sleeping
All
modern and in
porch.
good condition.

1490-W- .

l'OH

FIRE AND Al TOMOlilLE
1NM ItANti:.
We can give you ample protection in seven of the best old-lin- e
companies in the states.
As to Auto Insurance
we

CHEAP

OPPORTUNITIES

We

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

GOOD HOUSE

;At a reasonable price;
DneK in Loin a district, oak floors,
built-i- n
features, furnace garage,
for only $5,250. Good terms.
R. Mrt LI GIIAX, Reulliir.
204 W. Gold.
Phono 412-.Real Estnte. Ijnnns, Insurance,
Notary Public.

It Lasts

rou ui:xt.

FOR SALE

Rhone 410.

lt

SKVKRAI, M KMSHFD AND
INFIRMSIIKU 1IOISUS.

Keleher, Realtor,

J, D,

211 W. Gold.

Seventy-fiv-

COTTAGE

$2,950.

home In Fourth
ward; fireplee, gas: now rented
at $55; $3,300 will liny It: $1,200
down and terms on balance.

$10.00 Per Load

A. C. STAKES,
81C West Gold Ave.
Phono 108.

j

WANTED

being finished and owner
will sacrifice for quick snlo; four
large rooms and two porches, fine
floors and on the best street in
University Heights.

Five-roo-

modern,
This Is uno of the finest loone
cated tnmt'S in the city,
of our parks In the Fourth wnnl:
has fine trees and Inwn, on paved
street. Inrpe lot. ,nxH'-'- : not ninny of
these fine locntlons left and tUls Is
with
$7.3fi0.
going; at a bargain
2. r,0 0 ns
first payment; move fasl
if interested and call.

FOR SALE

FURNISHED

Three rooms, bath, porch, garage, nearly now; 60 foot lot,,
near car line, $2,100, with $500
down and $30 month.
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Iliono I522-R- .

Just

$2,(150 will buy it; terms if
sired; Highlands.

1

"VOIR OPI'OKTl'SJTV"

EXTRAORDINARY

BARGAIN

REALTORS.
Third and Gold.
Rhone 837.

HOME.

1523--

l5

Avenue

Seven-roo-

Cleanerj, phone 44B.
A car of o"l'jfurnTture,
rugk,
stoves, clothing; any and everything;
pajcash. Address Box 400, care Journal.
WANTED
Secondhand
furniture
and
trunks. We buy everything In household goods,
itnx's Bargain Store, 316
South First. Phone 858.
MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 815 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-hanclothing, shoes and
furniture.
Phone 858
BETTER KODAK FINISHING
It is
better. Return postage paid on mall
orders. The tarnum Studio, 219
vVeat
Central, Albuquerque. N. M.
TEACHING
SAX A PHONE,
clarinet, drums, cornet,
trombone, all brass Instruments. Prof.
Ellis, 102H Forrester. Phone 302-- J.
RUO CLEANERS
9x12 Rugs Cleaned. 11.15.
MATTRESSES
renovated, 83.60 and up;
furniture repaired and packed.
Ervin
Bedding Co., phone 471.
Careful Kodak finishing.
WANThD
Twice dolly service. Remember, satisfaction guaranteed. Send your finishing
AUTOMOBILE?.
to a reliable, established firm.
Hanna
ft Hanna, Master Photographers.
EXPEKT Radiator Repairing, O. K. Sheet
AI
CLEANING
11UQUEUQUE
WINDOW
217
Metal Works,
North Third.
CO.
Windows
nd
floors
5
FOR 6ALHJ
Bulck touring car; scrubbed; stons, cleaned
offices and houses
first-clan
condition.
Co., cleaned; reasonable
rates
and
honest
city
work. A. Granone; leavs your calls
WANTED
A Ford touring body In ex- American Grocery,
phone 552.
Phone
change for a roadster body.

Walter.
i'OR SALE Ore-toCARPENTERING
Ford truck, J200
5
worm drive;
light Bulck, $r,90;
PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN. Ford touring,
1125:
Btudebaker,
All kinds of work. Phone U73-J- .
116 West Gold.
25U.
WANTED Odd J"b oarptntcrlnsr. house FOR SALE Ford touring or Ford speedreasonable
painting and repairing, at
ster, both In A- -l shape; or will trade
prices. Phone 145fl-fi.- Ford light truck.
Call at 207 East
1 WANT you to investigate my low prices
Central at noons, or after B p. m.
on any kind of a buildlnff proposition FOR SALE Ford
touring, 1321 model,
A. K. Palmer, Bungayou have In view.
with starter and demountable rlmnj If
low Bull tier, hnx 41. pity, phone 1768-W- .
you want to save money on a car, good
BHILDING,
alterations, repairing, large as new, see It at 619 West Marble.
Jobs or small; work by contraot or by FORDS FOR RENT Rates: 16o per mile.
I the day; reasonable prices; work guarII per hour minimum. Special rates
B.
anteed; estlmrftes free. Call 1756-week days.
Ask for them.
Drlverless
E. Johnson. flt John street.
Fnrd Co., 151 North? Third, phone 681).
76
60
on
SAVE
cent
to
used parts,
per
MONEY TO LOAN
tires.
n'heels magn :tos,
bearlnps,
Wu.NlJY To LOAN On' watches,
springs, etc. Our atock grows larger
guns and everything valuable. dally. Parta In stoclt for Overlands, 90,
R0: Chatmers, Maxwell truck an', pleasure
Mr. B. Marcua. !1S South First.
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches cat ., Chevrolet, 490, Paige 4, Reo 4, Btude
and gold Jewelry j liberal reliable, con- baker 4 and 6. Mcintosh Auto Co
fidential Oottlieh Jewelry Co.. 105 N. i 311 West Copper.
WHEN IN NEED Of
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diamagmonds wntchea. Liberty bonds, planjs, TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, axles,
netos, generators, wheels, gears,
automobilea. Lowest ratea. Ruthman'a
accessories.
horns,
bearings,
117 South First.
Bonded l th state.
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
We have salvaged to date the followLOST AND FOUND
ing carat
Bulck, Maxwell, Chandler,
LOST Angora cat, answers to name of Mitchell, Chevrolet 490 and F. B. ( Overland,
ltus-every model, 6, 19, 79. 80, 81 88,
j
eiosa; rewarii.
85-75. 75B and 90; Crow ElkLOST One macklnaw, between TIJeras 83B,
hart.
Reo,
Dort, Saxon. 8tudebaker, both
av.nuo and the fifteen hundred block 4
and I. Viaduct Cfarage, 600 South Secon South Second; pleaae roturn to Jourond.
Largest parts house In the state.
nal Office; reward.
Onr prices the lowest.
LOST
OR STOLEN
Light red cow,
brtTded on left hip 1. A, P., from pastTYPEWRITERS
ure on North I) road way; reward If returned to J. S. Lavatn, 09 North Edith, TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled
or phone 890-end repaired. Ribbons (or every machine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
IS9 ainuth Fourth
FOR RENT Ranches
ohone (08-- J
FOK JiENT CuBh or terms, eleven acres.
& Room
WANTED
Board
four-roohouve. two mllea weat of
Alhunuernue: no better garden land In WANTBlitoom and good boant! in mC
vnte famllv: not alek.
I.. K.. nsrs
valley; on main ditch; orchard and
Fur full particulars pUone H171t-Jouruat,

Central

8--

GEO, D, STATES0N,
Or Any Real Estate Agent.

Newly

to

Realtors.
Estate, Fira and Auto
Insurance, Lonns.
223 W. Gold
l'hone 156.

8
rooms, pressed brick with
two bath rooms, hot water
heat, also fireplace. Extra large
basement, corner lot, walks,
lawn, trees, large garage, snlen-di- d
location, 301 South Walter

SALE

West

Lowland

East Central Avenue.

$5,250

234

A. L. MARTIN CO.,

Real

In

Prices and Terms Right.

.

modern bunbuy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rize lot on paved street.
Owner Is leaving town and
must sell within a few days.
Terms.

MY HOME

n

FOR RENT

REAL HOME,
Why pay rent when you can
A

J. H, F00TE,
Contractor and Builder.
First class work Guaranteed.
809 South Walter Street,

HOUSES

Completed

15,000

$

Two acre ranch home, all kinds
of fruit and flowers, extra good
house and outbnlldlnga.
J500.00
cash; balance $25.00 a month
You enn't beat it. $3 750.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
115 South Second St. l'hone 727W

--- A

SALE

brick,
Practically now four-roomodern, completely furnished, includelectric
ing
washer; sleeping porch,
double earacre: highlands.
$2.1co Three-rooframe, glasted porch,
furniBhrn, corner lot,
fl,00O
white itiicco bunprnlow,
floors,
modern, hard woo
fireplace,
furnace, garage, fine location on
paved treet; Fourth ward.

BARGAIN

stucco, large sleeping
porch, fireplace, built-i- n
features,
furnace. Completely
basement,
furnished with beautiful new
m

CO

four good siited rooms, bath,
nice closets, maple floors thru-ougas, plenty built-i- n
cupboards in kitchen, front and
back screened
porches,
cemented basement with
Inside and outsida entrance.
Sidewalks in front and on both
sidt-of the house.
It is vacant and owner is out of town.
If you are In the market for
a small
home, close
in you will want to see this.
It's going to sell, and on easy
payments at that, it you like.
"We believe that the real estate
office whose aim is
satisfied
purchaser" gets the best results for all concerned.
We
loan money at 8 per cent on
edired
Silt
securities
only,
therefore, this office is having
a great demand for money in
various amounts to take care
of
its business transactions.
Let's talk theso money matters
over with you today.

n

Five-roo-

G,

FOtt SALE
PltKSSKIi 1SI11CK
Li:s.S
THAN TWO llOAKS OLJJ.

J

i

Y

ZAPF &
Realtors,

CHAS,

Q

modern

large porches; terms If deWest Kent, block west Rob-

furlly owner, three-roonished house, terms; would consider
milk cows as part payment. Address Box 1, city.
$100 DOWN and $:o a month are the
terms on a brand new shingle bungalow; two large rooms and sleeping purth,
prion $'l",0.
Phone 410.
FOR SALE
Practically new four-roobrick, modern except heat, close In,
nicely furnished, $oo down, balance like
rent. Phone 1025-$:00 DOWN and $25 a month will buy
you a well-buiadobe, plastered white,
shingle roof, good floors and brand new,
i ic" f
rnone 410,
FOR SALE
owner, 111 West Cotl,
frame stucco, 4 roums and bath, i
Inrge porches, newly decorated, vacant
Terms If derlred. Phone 180I-FOR SALE
house two apartments), corner lot, three blocks from
East Central, $.1,750; termr
W, J, Rice,
euro P. F. Mcanna, ph ,e 43.
five-rooA HARUAIN.
home in Fourth
ward; two glassed-l- n
porches, fire
place, gss. $3,300: twelve hundred will
handle; balance like rent.
Phone 3411.
FOR SALE OR RENT six brand new
four-roocorner Ninth and
houses,
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
torms. See F, H. Strong, or L. C. Dennett. Phones 75 or 145.
NEW CLEAN HOME. University Heights.
Just completed, four rooms, screened
porches front and rear; bullt-l- n features;
very n.iderato In price; small paymsnt
and easy terms. Inquirs Gilbert, phone
1115--

good

SALE Five-roobrick
house;
modern; well situated on car litre In
highlands; house has hot air heat,
glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, and la completely furnished. Price Is very realon-ahle- ;
Phone 1S2$-J- .
good terms.
FOR RALE One of the nicest homes In
University Heights; five-rooSpanish
type adobe, new and modern throughout;
large porches, hot water heat, basement,
garasre. hardwood floors; house Is well
furnished. See owr.er. 117 Bouth Olrsrd.
FOR SALE Mr. R. R. Shop Employe:
Wo can sell you house No. 418 West
Atlantic avenue, consisting of a five-roofrnme house with a very valuable lot.
50x100. for 12,750, on reasonable terms.
City Realty Co., 207 West Gold, phone
FOR

111

Foil

and

SO

ORRENTjpattmu

1
KENT
Furnished apartment,
Pouth Edith.
FOU KENT Three rooms, furnished. 614

H"uth P.reudway.
KENT
Modern

Full

1123
apartment.
East Central, phon 671.
FOli KENT Furnished apartment; a so
garaire. Phone lf9j-R- ,
FOIt KENT Three morns and sleeping-porchwith hnth, 7113 South Hlirh.
FOU KENT
Furnished two rooms and
porches, 18. 700 East Banta Fe, phone
U3
FOR RENT Three-roomodern furnlsh-e- d
635 South
rent $30.
apartment,
Broadway.
ELDERLY LADV wishes to share house
with middle aa-elady. E. E. Tolan,

JllEastCrnmwell.

FOR RENT Two" furnlstieo rooms, for
light housekeeping; adulta; no ick.
724 F'lilth Becond,
FOR KENT Apartment, completely furnished; two rooms and sleeping porch.
1601

East Central.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished apartment with sleeping porch and heat
323 Bouth Fifth,
FOK P.E'IT Two well furnished light
with sleeping
housekeeping rooms,
porch, rhono 1S52-FOR RENT Four modern furnished
rooms with two larjre porches, cheap.
ai fsurin wainut, pnoni lyuu-- j.
FOR KENT
Three or four-roofurnish
ed apartments,
200
block
modern.
Sou t h fit l h
Inquire Savoy Hotel office.
Foil KENT Apartment,- furnished complete; Ihtht, water, heat and conking
gas furnished. Crane Apartments, 215
North Seventn.
FOR KENT Furnished apartments, convenient to aanatortums;
four rooms,
glassad-l- n
sleeping porches. g;is; on East
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
or see McMillion
Wood, phone 348.

FOR SALE

Furniture

e'UUNITl'RE HKHAIKINO and upholsler-hi- r
Phone 471.
Ervln Meddtng Co.
FOR BALE Slightly usid furniture. 600
per cent less than
factory
prices; corns and sei for yourself. 325
South First.
FOR SALE Furniture at factory prices
which makes It erst less than econd
hand goods. Come and see for yourself.
American rurnlture Co., 121 Bouth

FOR RENT
--

Office Rooms

Office rooms.

3lH1SVesl

H67.

FOR SALE

Ranches

Foil

SA LE
8 nail ranch. F. M. Ztckert,
phone S417-.i- l.
A small ranch, three-fourth- s
FOU SALE
mile west of bridge; modern house, A,

J. James.

FOR SAr "I Ranch. You can file on 160
acres In the beautiful Chaina valley
thl, spring Write K. Heron, Chama. N. M.
Foil BALE I'lfteen-acr- e
ranch p'anted
In alfalfa,
on North
under ditch,
Fourth, four tulles out.
Inquire 1021
e

FOR RENT Offlc, rooms, 319
Central, over Woolworth's.

acres unimproved valley
land, eight miles out, at a bt.rgain If
so'd soon, by owner.
Address 1. C U..
care Journal.
FOR SALE Ranch. Old Town boulevard;
owner leaving on account of health;
good bouses, garage, fruit, alfalfa, horses,
cows, chickens and farming Implements
or i vner. 2417-RPhone
FOR SALE
Ranch, two mlk-- from
four acres, on main ditch, double
house, garage, milk house, good chicken
blooded
chickens and turkeys;
houses,
also furniture and tools; terms.
Ph me

West
"

I.ONK STAR ALIO l.I.B
The orange colored care. Engie, Elephant Butte Dam and Hot Springs. N.
M.
Meet all trains nt Engle. leaving
Hot springs at 11:30 a. m. and S;30 p. m.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
Write for reservations at our expense.
HEFFEll.NA.V
BROS.. Prnps
Hot Springs. N. M.

TIME CARDS

orrester.

FOR SALE

4,

125

WESTBGL'N

Train.

No.
No.
No.

I

The

8cut....

1

D.llv.
Arrive.

Depart.

7:30 pm

I.JO pm

I Calif. Llm!ted.lx:30 am 11:00 am
T
Fargo Kast. .10:50 am 11:20 am
The Navajo. .12:35 am 1:00 nm
BOL'TiinoiiNn.
2410-JNo. U El Paso E.ip
10:10 ppi
11:31 am
Eip
Fill. SALE Fruit ranch, or will trade No, 17 El Paso
EAST
BOUND.
. for city property. Twenty acrea horso, No. J
Ths Navajo., 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
cow and farming implements with It; also
80 Leghorn bens.
Five miles and a half No. 4 Calif. Limited, 6.00 pm 5:40 pm
from town.
Postofflce boa 601. Phone No. 1 B. F. Eight.. 7:23 pm 1:10 pm
No. 10 The Scut
2420-R7:2 am 7:51 am

rscv scuts

;

from Ei paso S:15 ptu
From El Peso 7:00 am
No.
WANTED
10
In
Furnished
connects at Telen with No, ill
houses
to
rent
FOR SALE Real Estate
an parts or town. McMillion a Wood for Clovia Peoes Valier, Kens- - Cltj and
BALE
FOR
reasonable.
corner
Coast
0
Fine
lot,
To
WANTED
MATTRESS RENOVATING
buy or rent,
No. S3 connect, at Ilelon with No. it
Phone 1852-house, north or west side. Phone 884-WANTED Salesman to cover local ter- VVTElT'nAN'lfK
A'lTRIihS RENOVATlMi. 13.60 and up. FOR BALE -- Three fifty-fosanos mountains and Estancla valley; WANTED
lots, one-hadealers. Guaranteed salselling
To buy three or four room from Clevis end points tumi and south
ritory
Hug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur.
block from Highland park, all for ary of $lno week for right man. The prefer foothills, with some timber: relln-r- u
housei
must
be
modern and a cash
nlture 'packing. Phuue 471. Ervln Bed- only $600: easy terms, J, A. Hammond, Commercial Radium Co., Fifth Ave. Bldg ,
ment, patent or tax t.'le give loea- Address Mr. Jay, care mornprice.
.new aura.
824 East Sliver,
ding Company.
lllcn and price. Address 217 North Walter. ing Journal.

WANTEDaletmen

WANJXDRanche.

WANTED

Houses

No, 11
Nn. 80
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fieri

At 315 West Garble Aveniae,

Side McCIelian Square, Today
There will be shown interesting pointers on cake
and pie crust making. Of course, you know how
to make them good, but you may get a tip that you
will be glad to follow. Pleased to have you drop
in.
Do not overlook the fact that National Canned
Goods Week is coming. It will be the time to buy.
HOMER H. WARD
Phones

WARD'S STORE.
315 Marble Arenac.
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GETS ACTION ON

PS"

TODAY

William Fox Presents

William Farnum
IN

PERJURY
ALSO

"the

BANQUET TO BE

A SUNSHINE COMEDY
Raised Admission Matinees, 25c for Adults; 10c
for Children. Nights, 35c for Adults; 15c for

Children

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co. Phon 4 and If.
State Sanitary Engineer H. F.
Gray, of Santa Ke. is In the city
on business with the county health
department.
J. E. Bell has gone to Chickasha,
Okla.. in response to a telegram
the death of his
announcing
brother.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.

Phone

91.
All Sir Knights of Pilgrim
No. 3. K. T., and visiting
Sir Knights are urged to be pres-

ent at the Masonic temple at 9:1"
this morning to act as an escort to
the tirand Commamlery of New
Mexico.

Mr. and Mrs. Vv'. I,. Wanser of
of Clayton, N. M.. are visiting here
with Mr. and Mrs. Walton Snydir.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic
physician. N. T. Armijo Bldg., phone 741.
Thomas A. Price of Albuquerque
stopped at the Hotel Del Comnado
while at Coronado Beach, Calif.,

INDIAN
BEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS, CURIOS
PILLOW TOPS
RUGS
BASKETS
NAVAJO JEWELRY

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
117 h. First St.

II

UPON

cratic banquet.

For a durable, comfortable,

guar-

anteed corset, call your Nu Bone
corsetiere, Mrs. Williams, 20S9-J.

" Tim "SrXSinxK1
in
lint
DAINTY filFT PACKAGES. Machine shelled, Pinon mils. Fannie
S. Spill, U23 North Tenth Htreet,
Telephone 802.
Vann's big jewelry auction. Next
ale, Saturday 2 p. in.

DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

Mrs.
Ethel
MONTEIGNIER
Monteignier, 04 years old, died at
at
avenue
on
Coal
West
her home
S:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. Monteignier has lived in Albuquerque for thirty years and is
survived by her mother, Mrs. Angelina M. Fitzpatrick. and a sister.
Mrs. Harriet II. VVigely, of Albuquerque. C. T. French is in charge
of funeral arrangements, which will
lie announced later.

CHAVEZ The funeral of Guadalupe Chavez, who died Wednesday
afternoon at his residence at Atris-cwill be held this atfernoon from
the residence! Burial will be in
in
is
Crollott
cemetery.
charge,

o,

o

The funeral of John
B. Martin, who died Tuesday evening at his residence, 1004 North
Arno street, will be held tomorrow
morning at 9 o'clock from the fam-In
Burial will be
ily residence.
Crollott
Santa Barbara cemetery.
is in charge.
MARTIN"

917-- J

BAPTISTS

OUSTED

Coo Howard of Porlnle.s come In
last evening to attend the demo-

Phone

!I

IB

DAB

Nine members of the First
church, said to have been
'guilty of dancing in violation ofthe church's regulations, were cxpelled from the church at the
midweek meeting held Wednesday night, according to the state-'meof church members yesterday
afternoon.
Dancing by members of the
church was prohibited in a resolution adopted more than a year
ago. which stated that members
who persisted m dancing would
be liable to expulsion, and that
members who believed in dancing
would not bo allowed to teach in
the Sunday school or to sing in
the church choir.
Several young people who had
been attending dances appeared
at the meeting Wednesday night,
it is stated, anfe made repentance
for their actions. The names of
nine others, who had been warned
that they might be expelled if they
persisted in dancing, are said to
have been dropped from the rolls
when they failed to appear at the
meeting. The son of one of the
deacons of the church is said to
be one of the number expelled.
According to figures In New
Mexico Baptist annual, the number of members expelled for various reasons slncx January 1, 1920,
is now 102.

SCO L

STAGED TONIC

General Appropriations Bill
Amended By Senate Committee to Include Funds
for New Buildings Here.
Amendment of the general federal appropriation bill to include
$45,000 to cover the expenses of
the rebuilding of the buildings destroyed by fire at the Indian school
last week and to equip them has
been made by the Ben'ite commit- Lt

tfo nppnrilincr in lvirn received
the chamber of commerce last night
from Senator A. A. Jones, of New
Mexico.
The chamber of commerce lias
been active in putting the matter
before federal officials since the
fire and has urged upon them the
great need of immediately duplicat-in
ing the buildings at the school
order that it may function along Its
usual lines.
The wire from Senator Jones follows:
"The committee on appropriation
has amended general appropriation
bill for interior department by adding Item of $45,000 to be immedi-of
ately available for construction Ingymnasium and assembly hall
cluding equipment for both buildIndian
ings destroyed by fire at the amendschool. This bill, including
a
become
ment, will undoubtedly
law within a few days."

INCREASED

S 2 mi

8V2c

than eighty men and boys
have already made reservations for
the father and son banquet to be
Christian
held at the Broadway
church tonight at f::iO o'clock.
More

The program follows:
W. P, McDowell.
Toastmastcr
Popular song Men and boys.
Invocation W. A. Guy.
Supper Men and boys.
Song Clyde Rice, Charles Dear-in- g
,
and Virgil Parker.
"What I would do If I were a
boy again" C. H. Stearns.
''What I would do if I were a
man" Charles Dealing.
Violin solo Dana Todd, accompanied by Paul Everman.
"What a son should expect from
his father" C. Ferguson.
"What a father should expect
from his son" James Dearing.
Solo Virgil Barker.
"What our church owes its boys
and what the boys owe the church"
R. N. Boule.
Address James Ogdon, of Tibet.
Benediction.

Slip wan born in Ber
m
nalillo and spent all her life in New
Mexico. Her husband and two chil
dren survive. The funeral will "t
held at 10 o'clock this morning
nflmHnn

Per Roll and Up.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

See 221 West Gold

A. A. ROBERTS,

writer Exchange

Prop.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

I Minimize Prices for Painting

Gold Ave. Phono 731
For expert typewriter repairing. We buy. sell, exchange
and repair all makes. Dealers
Rebuilt
in the Shipman-War- d
Underwoods.
209

V.

ami Decorating.

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

ELMS HOTEL

"TnE

LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"

Finest rooms in the state
hot and cold
steam heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.60 single anu
double ja.uu.

Phones

148

J.VV
,:x rM
tC- -

Dyeing, Hats
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned and Blocked,
Rugs
cleaned
process.
by latest

.'

St

OLD TOWN

ORGANIZED

f Sugarite

and 449.

Fancy Chestnut

$9.50 per Ton
GALLUP LUMP, GALLUP EGG, $11.00 Per Ton

NEW STATE COAL CO.

Agnes Ayres and Rudolph Valentino
in i Scene from the i'arailiuuiaricLurc
3he Sheik, a Geopge MelfordProduction.

PHONE 35

STARS TEAM
LAST NIGHT

Have 1ust unloaded car of milk
cans and carrying cans. Largo as-sortmcnt at new low prices.
J. KORBKR & CO.

1

Transfer

&.

A letter to the Chamber of Commerce yesterday from E. J. Elbury,
of the Big 4 Railway Record,
warned Albuquerqueuns against the
alleged activities at a band of so- lictors who are taking subscrlp- tions for a railway masazine called
the American Railway
Journal,
purported to be connected with
the railway brotherhood.
Mr. Elbury
claimed that the
publication is In no way connected
with the brotherhood and that the
solicitors should not be given con- sidoratlon
statements
through
claiming such an affiliation.

COUNTY CREDITORS
FOR LAST YEAR TO
RECEIVE PART PAY
Bernalillo county creditors
for
1921 will each have n small part
of their bills paid this week. The
$1,500
interest
which
County
Treasurer Ed Swope collected last
week from Sandoval county was
transferred by county commissioners yesterday
into the general
fund, raising The balance in lhar
fund to almost $2,000. This will
be divided among the last year
creditors.
Current bills were ordered paid
by the commissioners yesterday.
Vann's big jewelry auction. Next
sale, Saturday 2 p, in.

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

GCOR.GC IViaFOMD
A

Superior coal for heater and furnace

$8.50 per ton
COAL

SUPPLY AND LUMBER
4

Phones

COMPANY.

5

IE MM ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

You Can Rely On

Free call

up;

Hand-Mad-

IE If 18 ELEC RIC SHOE SHOP

NIAV

j

Phone

905 South Second.

984-- W

nr$ mi m dresses?

$10.50 PER TON

Gallup Lump

MANUFACTURERS'

GUTS TRANSFER
Phone 371 324 S. Second
SEC I'ltlTY BENEFIT
will give a
ASSOCIATION

THE

CARD PARTY
Friday Night
8:1." P. M.

in K. P. Hall
Admission 3.c

FOR RENT
Steam heated office space at

207 West Gold Avenue. Apply
CITY REALTY CO.

RUGS
9x12

CLEANED
$1.25.
Rugs,
SO

For Next

Journal Want Ads bring results.

I

SAMPLES.

ties.

At
and Monday Only

Special

Prices for Saturday,

AH $12.92 to $24.50 values now at
$8.98
All $24.50 to $35.00 values now at
$17.98
AH $37.50 to $69.50 values now at
$22.98
Terms: Cash. We are out of the high rent district, and we defy competition, and mail order
house prices.
Note: Important As we are bearing a 25 per
cent loss, we positively require from you to either
bring or mention this ad to get benefit of these
prices. (Be sure and clip this ad.)

HE LOCERO GARMENT SHOP
Corner Second and Silver.

Robert

Special Notice
WANTED

Brewington

faction guaranteed.

Art Craft Shop,

509 East Central.

Phono
515-- J
afternoon at 2 o'clock from the dealings of the year.
at
will
Burial
be
residence.
one
were
Gains
of
to
six
family
"joints
made while the advance was at its
Santa Barbara cemetery.
height, but these were largely reof
Mrs.
remains
duced or wholly forfeited in the reELLISON The
Anna Ellison were shipped yester- versal of the final hour, when be$11.00 A TON
lated demands for money forced
day afternoon to her former home
WHY?
in Ottawa, 111. Her son, G. O. El- call loans from 5 to 6 per cent.
her." Strong
Aside trom a suiter money tend
lison, accompanied
Co.
encies and the passage of the diviBrothers were in charge,
000 N. First
dend on Republic Iron and Steel
Phone 388-OSTHANDER The remains of preferred "until earnings are not
Clyde H. Ostrander were shipped an assumption," most of the day's
yesterday afternoon to his home in news was helpful to the operation
Chardon. Iowa. His sister, Mrs. of bull pools.
Incidents of the session indicated
Bertha Morehause, arrived In AlFor Convalescent Tuberculars
buquerque too late to see her that many obscure or irresponsibrother alive. She accompanied ble brokerage houses have been In the mountains. Rates $12.50
the body east. Strong Brothers fighting the recent advance on the
per week. For Reservations.
stock market. Five different conwere in charge.
490-- J
cerns, including Kardos and Burke
WAGNER Mrs. Allierda Win- announced their suspension, three
ner died at her apartments In the of these having consolidated stock
tho others
highlands this morning at the age exchange affiliations,
York
of 65 years Her husband was here being members of the New Comcurb market association.
with her and will take the
of
tho Insolvent
to Fredonia, Kans., for burial. bined liabilities
DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT
companies were variously estimated
Strong Brothers are in charge.
at $3,000,000 to $5,000,000 witn
RINGS.
NEUSTADT Mrs. Charles Neu-- i nominal assets.
Opposite Postofflce.
Btadt died at a Ijcal hospital last:
903-Phone
123 8. Fourth.
44
Mrs.
years.
night at the age of
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Neustadt was only ill for a day.
Funeral Rervlceg will be held at
DOINGS
Strong Brothers' chapel this morning at 10 o'clock. Rabbi Bergman
By the chatter of tho birds on the
Interment will be in heights,
officiating.
February 14 evidently
The pall means more
B'Nai B'Rith cemetery.
DYERS AND HATTERS
to them than a valen
bearers will be members of the K. tine, but they are
Ill'G CLEANING
not
the
only
Mr.
Neustadt
of P. lodgp, of which
there.
Phono 45.1. Cor. 01 h and Gold
,
up
member.
wag a
If you want to know the character of the citizenship on the Height
SMITH Mrs. Helen F. Smith go look
over the pupils In the public
wife of Dr. F. K. Smith of Deca school.
lasti
locnl
died
at
a
III.,
hospital
tur,
The buds are beginning to show
on the lilacs, indicative of an early
We pay good prices for fire- - I
remains will be taken to Decatur spring.
arms such as Rifles, Shot I
for buriul. Strong Brothers are in
Must be In'
Guns, Pistols'.
charge.
C. If. lONXEH. M. D. D. O.
Af
condition.
Sneclalist.
OHtVopnihic
2 III South First Street
Journal want ads net results Stern UldX Tel. 701 J. 2033-i

Gallup Lump Coal
Johnson Coal

Phone 951.J

328 North Third

FRESH3H
Halibut

,

Sandab

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

FRUITS
Vegetables
Groceries

W esley Barry
IN

Bits of Life"

iPIRE Cleaners

honey-moone-

)

-

is

XVt

White porcelain top kitchen table, with drawers.
Regular price $12.50.
JrT
This week special
P I OU

rn

WeSeI1SfCTMNER'j
the highest fjrade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
ther Macaroni Products.

ADDED ATTRACTION:

CERRILLOS EGO COAL

$10.50 Ton
Best for Stove and range. Nice, convenient size
coal. Costs less, burns longer. Makes more heat.
ORDER A TON TODAY

HAHN COAL COMPANY, PHONE 91.
Santa Fe

Albuquerque

Taos

DAILY STAGE

CIEGGOLATE

SEAM CSFFE!
Sold at this Store.

new in motion pictures cast includes:

A Two Part TORCHY Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

the most
ant and most used room in the home. That is why
LIVINGSTON gives it the same thought and consideration as the other rooms of the home.
is

ut

North First Street.
Phone 190
?hone Ps Your Order
Will do me Itcgt.

P. II.)

WESLEY BARRY,
LON CHANEY,
EDYTHE CHAPMAN,
DOROTHY MACKALL,
JOHN BOWERS.

In addition we are offering this week:
Solid oak kitchen cabinet, white porcelain lined,
metal tap biscuit board. flQK AA
with pull-oRegular price $55. This week special DOOUll

201

11

PRESENTS

least visited by
the guest is no reason why it's furnishings should
not be given the same thought and consideration
as the furnishing of the parlor.

matter of fact the kitchen

1 TO

MARSHALL KEILAH

(6

many years.

Jeweler

J.

Just because it is the room that

FROM

TODAY AND TOMORROW

As an inducement for better kitchens, we have
placed on sale for this week a solid carload of new
gas, wood, coal, and three fuel combination ranges,
all guaranteed, and at prices that are the lowest in

Lobster

Phone

WANTED

lr$,)M$giLrtt

Why Neglect
Your Kitchen
As a

darracuda

Red Snapper

Well Country Camp

-l

!

500 Iron Beds to reflnish at
Old
$3.60
each, in White,
Ivory or Vernls Martin. Satis-

Lung and Stomach
Specialist.

FOGG, The

Matinee: Adults 35c; Children 10c.
Night, (6 to 11): Adults 50c; Children 15c.
(Tax Included)

Something

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 423 North First.
Dr.

NOTE: ADVANCE IN PRICES:

471.

Let Us Send a Man
To replace

Part Comedy

All the best of the new styles are here. The
materials are many. .The colors are the numerous
favorites of the season and the styles are various
and those favored by the highest fashion authori-

Days.

PHONE

A Two

e

i

COAL

"TWO FACES WEST"

W

--

MEXICO
EXCHANGE.
TYPEWRITER
2(tll West Gold Avenue. Phone
781, for Expert Repairing.

ADDED ATTRACTION j

lias Proved to 905 South Second
PHONE 984-We are ready to serve our customers.
and delivery.
Auto Tops $15.00 and
Work Shoes $5.00..

SHOK MIOP
I" Hoiltll Second.
Irce (all and Delivery.
!Hi"--

Till:

PHOOUCTION

DAWSON CHESTNUT

153

CITY K..KC.TKH:

Phone

i A X

DAIRYMEN!

NOTICE,

Malone Taxi

.

SV

In Furnace, Heater, Range, Areola

The Old Town Stars baseball
team organized last night for the
coming season, according to M. C.
Ortiz, manager of the team. The
members are E. Guevera. captain;
M. C. Ortiz,
manager; Enrique
Terea. D. Chaves. M. C. Ortiz. Jr.,
S. Valencia, H. Gillinms, Pasquale
Curlignina, E. Tenario, Juan Ortiz
and J. Serena. The team is willing
to meet any other team In the state.

MAGAZINE IS NOT
AFFILIATED WITH
R. R. BROTHERHOOD

-

USE

NEUSTADT FUNERAL
TO BE HELD TODAY
of Charles Neustadt, a merchant at
vveanesuay
Grants, N. xl.t men
night at a local hospital following

IPI THEATRE

etery.
Several new cases of flu were
reported at the county health deAlthough
partment yesterday.
there are many cases of disease
resembling flu, it is held by physicians that most of them are simply severe cases of grippe. So far
there have been few pneumonia
cases as a result of the light epidemic.
It is urged that persons continue to exercise every care to afford
ventilation in crowded places and
that attention Is given to the sterilization of all dishes and drinking cups.
A number of cases
have been
quarantined by the department,
hut these, have been confined to
actual flu cases where there is a
chance of the disease spreading
through tho houses not being

MEYERS The funeral of Juanlta
(By The Aasociuted Prra.)
and
New York, Feb. 2:. Business on
Meyers, infant daughter of Mr.WedMrs. Joe Meyers, who died
the stock exchange today approxinesday morning will bo held this mated 1,200.000 shares, the largest

body-bac-

T

WISEMAN'S

!I5

The New Mexico Type-

BUSINESS ON STOCK
EXCHANGE

WALL PAPER
WALL PAPER
WALL PAPER

at

MANY "FLU CASES
r,,n etrmit? Rrnthers' rbanel. Rab- GRIPPE
ONLY
ARE
hi 7Untj
Tiereman officiating. In
PHYSICIANS CLAIM terment will be in B'nal B'tith cem-

am

book

the new

See

SUNWATCH

a

LET'S GO

BOY SCOUTS

FATHER AND SON

Ull

February 24, 1922.

U1 LIVINGSTON & CO.

try OME FURNISHERS
213-21- 5

West Gold Ave.

Albuquerque, N. M.

To Taog (Rond Down)
Leave . 7:30 a.m...
Arrive . 10:30 a.m.. .
Leave . 12:30 p.m.. .
Arrive . 3:00 p.m...
Arrive . 6:00 p.m.. .

Fare

To Albuquerque (Rend Cp)
Albuquerque
...Arrive . 7:00 p.m.
Santa Fo
Leave , 4:00 p.m.
Santa Fe
Arrive . 12:45 p.m.
. Espnnola
Arrive . 11:15 a.m.
. ..
Taos
Leave . 7:tnnm

.
.

to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Albuquerque Headquarters, Ringing Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery. '
'
Phone 222.
-

f

